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Land data is one of the important elements in the development of a country. Local and national 
decision makers require this data for planning and implementation of various governmental 
programs. Hence, this dataset should be well managed and accessible. However, in many 
developing and newly independent countries such as Timor-Leste, land data is sometimes not 
efficiently organised, and access to the data is difficult. In some cases, land data is not 
assembled in one database but is held in different unlinked locations with no overriding 
structure by the data collectors and holders. The distribution of this data can be manual, which 
requires long administrative processes and is time consuming.  
The research aimed to investigate and suggest solutions for issues such as legal, administrative 
and technical issues associated with the implementation of land related data integration from 
different sources in newly independent countries. This research goal is achieved by examining 
the legal and administrative processes for land data exchange that exist in Timor-Leste, coupled 
with a review of several case studies regarding Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDI) and Land 
Information Systems (LIS) from developed and newly independent countries. Then, fieldwork 
was undertaken to investigate user and data requirements for the establishment of a digital 
data access user interface. Drawing from the fieldwork results, a prototype of a digital data 
access interface was built using prototyping tools. In follow-up usability testing, the viability, 
usefulness and satisfaction associated with the prototype to the land agency (DNTPSC – 
Direcçao Nacional de Terras Propriedades e Serviços Cadastrais/Directorate for Land, Property 
and Cadastral Services), stakeholders and the public in Timor-Leste, was measured.  
Results from the first fieldwork surveys indicated that there are complicated legal, 
administrative and technical issues regarding land data exchange, storage and integration in 
Timor-Leste. Furthermore, user requirements for better land data unification and data access 
systems have to be established in Timor-Leste. These survey findings became basis for designing 
a digital data access prototype. The usability testing of the prototype, in the second period of 
fieldwork, suggests that the prototype is viable, useful and satisfies the requirements of the 
DNTPSC staff, stakeholders, and the public. The prototype provides an insight into how a future 
Land Information System in Timor-Leste may look.  
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Land information is important in planning and decision making processes for every society. 
Better land information management, including integrating land data in one database 
system, can facilitate data comprehensiveness, ease of data access as well as prevent data 
deprivation and duplication.   
This chapter first introduces the background of the research presented in this thesis. It then 
discusses the objective of the research, research methodology, and merits of the research. 
The chapter concludes with an outline of the thesis structure.  
1.1 Background 
An accessible, comprehensive, correct, and current land data system is a fundamental 
requirement to establish policy, and to execute a variety of governmental plans on 
infrastructure and urban developments of countries around the world (Turkstra & 
Sietchiping, 2012:7). However, in many developing and newly independent countries, land 
data is sometimes not efficiently organised, and access to the data is relatively difficult. In 
some cases, land data is not assembled in one database but is held in different unlinked 
locations with no overriding structure by the data collectors and holders. Turkstra & 
Sietchiping, 2012:7 reports that it is typical in several less developed and newly independent 
countries to have “incompatible and overlapping” geographic data repositories even though 
the databases are held within one institution. The distribution of land data is often manual, 
which requires complex administrative processes and is time consuming. Furthermore, 
access to land data is selective. Land information in many less developed and newly 
emerging countries can only be accessed by specific persons such as professionals and land 
administrators (FIG/UN-Habitat, 2002:13; Raza et al., (2005); Turkstra & Sietchiping, 2012:7). 
Correspondingly, information about land cannot in general be obtained by decision makers 
or the public, and there is no land data maintenance and sharing that offers any advantage 
to others who may need the data (Bishop et al., 2000:87; FIG/UN-Habitat, 2002:13; Turkstra 




Based on issues concerning accessibility and management of land data described above, the 
establishment and operation of digital land information systems in developing and newly 
emerging countries is essential. Winoto (2009:17) states that digital land information 
systems are necessary for the purpose of effective and efficient acquiring and updating of 
land data, maps and various information related to it. Establishment of a digital land 
information system normally involves a variety of entities such as stakeholders and the 
public. Participation of these entities is aimed at identifying some requirements regarding 
how a land information system should be built, with the idea it is to fulfill the purposes of a 
wide range of users. For example, one of the activities conducted in the process of the 
establishment of the Kosovo Cadastre Land Information system (KCLIS) was a research 
project participated in by stakeholders to identify requirements and “clarify future 
development of KCLIS”, and types of datasets that needed to be accessed (Meha & 
Laarakker, 2011:7). Furthermore, some examples from other countries regarding the 
establishment of data access systems such as Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDI) and Land 
Information Systems (LIS) are useful to apply as references for designing a suitable and 
comprehensive system for better management and access of land data in newly emerging 
and less developed countries.  
Nowadays, Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDIs) have been established in many jurisdictions to 
facilitate access, sharing, usage and unification of multiple types of spatial data including 
cadastral data (Erik de Man, 2006:329; Mohammadi et al., 2010:487; Williamson et al., 
2005:1;). An SDI is “an evolving concept about facilitating and coordinating the exchange and 
sharing of spatial data and services between stakeholders from different levels in the spatial 
data community” (Hjelmager et al., 2008:1296). Some examples of SDIs from developed and 
developing countries are: INSPIRE (Infrastructure for Spatial Information in Europe), the 
Australian Spatial Data Infrastructure (ASDI), Indonesian Spatial Data Infrastructure (ISDI), 
with many other SDIs evolving around the world (Abdulharis et al., 2005:147; Bernard et al., 
2005:16). In addition, a Land Information System (LIS) has been established to manage and 
integrate different types of land data and other spatial data. A National Land Information 
Systems (NLIS) offer integrated land data and a wide range of geographical information 
distribution through the internet (Dale & McLaren, 1999:860). The authors further state that 
LIS is an important device to facilitate better land management.  
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In order to establish a comprehensive and accessible LIS, it is necessary to integrate various 
land data from different sources. Raza et al. (2005) believe that unification of spatial 
information and its related attributes is essential for maintenance of a complete land 
information record. Unification of various land data into one system also offers a 
homogenous way of data access and protects consumers from complex processes of 
obtaining data from different locations (Halevy, 2001:270). In addition, it is necessary to 
unify data from several origins to provide an avenue of comprehensive information for the 
public (Nghi and Kammeier, 2001:62). Mohammadi et al. (2006:2) explain that the 
unification of different sources of datasets includes integration of all “social, legal, 
institutional, and policy mechanisms'' that associate with technical instruments used to 
assist the unification of land data process. On the other hand, the authors make a point that 
“social behaviors, legal considerations, institutional arrangements and policy issues” that 
attach to spatial data may be different between organisations that supply the data, hence 
triggering difficulties in data assembly, both technically and non-technically.  
There are several research projects that have been conducted in spatial and land related 
data integration in developed and developing countries; for example, web-GIS has been 
used in Sulawesi (one of the Indonesian provinces) to integrate and distribute spatial data to 
the public (Irwansyah & Rosdianasari, 2009). There was also research regarding land related 
data integration by Nghi and Kammier (2001) as well as the use of GIS and Web-Based 
technology to distribute land records conducted by Askounis et al. (2000). Another research 
project conducted in spatial data integration area concerns “development of an 
interoperability tool to facilitate spatial data integration in the context of SDI” by 
Mohammadi et al. (2010). Although data integration has been extensively investigated by 
scholars in several developing and developed countries, the integration of land related data 
is relatively novel for newly emerging countries, such as Timor-Leste, where there are issues 
of the majority of private land data being held separately from state land data. Integrating 
data would require legal, administrative and technological changes, and it is unclear what 
form these should take or how they would be received. Developing a way to integrate these 





1.2 Research Objective 
The overall goal of this research is to investigate and suggest solutions for issues such as 
legal, administrative and technical problems associated with the implementation of land 
related data integration from different sources in newly independent countries.  
Specific objectives are: 
1. To find what legal and administrative processes of data exchange and storage exist 
for private land in a newly emerging country or countries (the status quo). 
2. To identify user requirements for a prototype system of data access and information 
integration. 
3. To decide on the best system attributes and design and implement a prototype. 
4. To see if this prototype is legally viable and acceptable (usable and useful) to the 
DNTPSC staff, stakeholders, and the public as well as to evaluate the results of 
usability testing.  
1.3 Methodology 
In order to achieve the objectives of this research, two fieldwork campaigns were 
performed, in addition to a literature review on case studies regarding SDI and LIS. The 
fieldwork was carried out in Timor-Leste. Following are detailed descriptions of research 
methods applied in this thesis and graphically displayed in Figure 1.1: 
1. Case studies  
“A case study focuses attention on a single instance of some social phenomenon, 
such as a village, a family, or a juvenile gang'' (Babbie, 2013:338). In this research, a 
case study is the method applied to find out what the legal, administrative, technical 
issues were for land data integration in newly independent country or countries. 
Timor-Leste has been chosen as the main case study based on preliminary work with 
secondary data sources that identified the country as being suitable as the primary 
case. Timor-Leste is one of the newly independent countries in Southeast Asia that 
have significant data integration issues. The country gained its independence on 20 
May 2002, after 450 years of colonisation by Portugal and 24 years of occupation by 
Indonesia (Ministry of Economy and Development, 2012). Moreover, prior 
knowledge, contacts, language, and culture familiarity make Timor-Leste a suitable 
choice for the researcher. 
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In addition to the principal case study, one similar and one contrasting case study 
regarding SDI and LIS were used for comparison with Timor-Leste. These were a 
newly independent country, as the country may have similar land data integration 
and management issues with Timor-Leste, and a developed country that might offer 
contrasting comparisons to land data integration and management in Timor-Leste. 
These comparisons were used to see the similarities and differences from both 
countries with Timor-Leste. Results were used as references for designing a suitable 
land data access and information integration system prototype for newly 
independent countries such as Timor-Leste. 
2. Semi-structured Interviews 
Interviews were conducted with the key informants at Directorate for Land, Property 
and Cadastral Services/ Direcçao Nacional de Terras Propriedades e Serviços 
Cadastrais (DNTPSC) and managers of Ita Nia Rai (INR) project who have a 
responsibility to establish and implement the legal and administrative aspects of 
cadastral data exchange and sharing. Interviews were conducted face-to-face with 
the respondents in semi-structured interview format in order to facilitate 
comparison. Lodico et al. (2010) state that commonly, semi-structured interviews are 
designed conscientiously prior to the implementation of the interview. In semi-
structured interviews the responses are open-ended (Schensul, 1999:149) in order to 
allow issues to emerge that were not anticipated by the interviewer. The researcher 
has established an interview process that consisted of several questions or issues to 
be asked, and recorded specific times and dates of the interview. In the process of 
the interview new questions could be directed at the participants to investigate 
issues that arose during the interview. The interviews were conducted as part the 
first fieldwork. 
3. Questionnaires 
Two different questionnaires were distributed in this research: 
1. A questionnaire regarding the user requirements for the purpose of prototype 
design was given to the DNTPSC staff, stakeholders and the general public 
who need the land information. This questionnaire was given out and 
completed in the first phase of fieldwork research.  
2. A questionnaire regarding the viability and usefulness of the digital data 
access and information integration prototype was provided to the DNTPSC 
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staff, stakeholders and the public. This was done in the second phase of 
fieldwork research. 
4. Land Data and other Spatial Data Collation  
For the purpose of designing the data access and information integration prototype, 
geometry and attributes of private land and state land data were collated from the 
surveyors at the DNTPSC and from the INR project.  Other spatial data such as 
geodetic points, topographic maps, and ortho-photo maps were also collated from 
the DNTPSC office. These datasets were gathered in the first stage of the fieldwork.  
5. Create and Test a Prototype 
A prototype on accessibility and integration of land related data was created based 
on the research results compiled from the first phase of fieldwork as well as 
incorporating some lessons learned from the case studies. This prototype was tested 
by the DNTPSC staff, stakeholders and the public in the second phase of fieldwork.  
6. Analysis of Results 
Results of the usability testing were analysed using statistical tests to identify the 
statistically significant differences in responses between DNTPSC staff, stakeholders 
and the public. Statistical analysis also were conducted to test the equal distribution 






















1.4 Merit of the Research 
Land data integration is necessary to facilitate comprehensive and easy data access by 
different types of users including government institutions. It is necessary for communities 
and leaders of a country in accessing unified land information to make a better decisions in 
land use as part of supporting the continuation of human and infrastructure developments 
(FIG/UN-HABITAT (2002:14). The status quo of legal and administrative systems about data 
exchange and data sharing for private land that were investigated in this research project 
provide insights regarding the management of land information in Timor-Leste after 12 years 
of independence. Moreover, the identification of user requirements, case studies on SDI and 
LIS, prototype design and usability testing will provide lessons and guidelines on how to 
establish a suitable land information system in newly independent countries, both Timor-
Leste and elsewhere.  
Overall, this research will provide insights into legal, administrative and technical issues 
concerning land data archives and distribution that exist in post-independence Timor-Leste. 
Furthermore, lessons from the case studies and the prototype will provide alternative 
solutions for comprehensive access and better management of land and other spatial data.   
 
 
SDI & LIS Case studies 
Fieldwork I 
Semi-structured interviews  Questionnaires Spatial and attributes of land 
data and other spatial data collation 
 
Data access and information integration systems prototype design 
Fieldwork II 
Questionnaires Prototype testing 
Data analysis 
Figure 1.1. Flowchart showing the methods used in this  research. 
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1.5 Thesis Structure 
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Summary of main findings, research limitations and 
future research 
 
Figure 1.2. Thesis Overview. 
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Chapter 1 defines the background of the research, objectives, methods, merits, and outline 
of thesis structure.  
Chapter 2 provides a general review of land tenure, land registration and land 
administration.  
Chapter 3 describes concepts of SDI and gives two case studies from a developed country, 
Australia ASDI and a newly independent country, Kosovo (Kosovo National Spatial Data 
Infrastructure). This chapter also discusses lessons learnt from the SDI case studies in the 
framework of building an SDI in Timor-Leste.    
Chapter 4 provides an overview of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in terms of land 
information management including the importance of metadata in assisting with data 
sharing and distribution. Additionally, this chapter discusses two case studies including Land 
Information New Zealand (LINZ) and Kosovo Land Information System (KCLIS) as well as the 
lessons learnt from the case studies regarding establishment of data access and information 
integration systems. The chapter then describes the data access prototype design and 
usability testing.  
Chapter 5 presents the methodology of primary data collection in the first phase of the 
research fieldwork, including semi-structured interviews and questionnaires, research area 
as well as data preparation and analysis.  
Chapter 6 describes results of first fieldwork which cover semi-structured interviews 
regarding legal and administrative processes for Private Land Data (PLD) exchange and 
storage, land data integration, and land data management before and after independence. 
Moreover, this chapter illustrates results of the questionnaires regarding user requirements 
for designing data access systems.   
Chapter 7 provides analysis of research results from the first fieldwork in terms of their 
implications for building a new data access system for Timor-Leste. The chapter firstly 
discusses system related implications and then outlines rules for data access system design.  
Chapter 8 outlines data access prototype design and usability testing. These include datasets 
used for the prototype, the idea and structure of the prototype and usability testing 
methodology with respect to the prototype. 
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Chapter 9 discusses results and analysis of second fieldwork which cover methodology of 
data analysis and data analysis results  
Chapter 10 provides a summary of the main findings, research limitations, and suggestion for 






















Chapter 2  
Land Tenure 
2.1 Introduction 
Land plays an important role in social and economic aspects of life since it can contribute to 
the welfare of the owners. In addition, land has cultural meaning for some societies as it is 
considered as a medium to interact with their ancestors. Good understanding of land tenure 
concepts and related activities is essential for effective and efficient land management.  
This chapter consists of three main sections. Section 2.2 will review the basic concept of land 
tenure which includes a definition of land tenure, and types of land tenure. Section 2.3 
describes the theory of land registration and four land registration methods practiced 
around the world. The last section, 2.4, discusses land administration. 
2.2 The Overview Concept of Land Tenure 
Land tenure is the connection between individuals or groups of people and a piece of land 
based on traditional or governmental rules (FAO, 2002:7; Payne, 2001:416; Waiganjo & 
Ngugi, 2001:2). FAO reports that customary and governmental land tenure statutes outline 
and control assignment of land rights to a person, group or an organisation. Overall, land 
tenure can be defined as holding rights to land parcels that are allocated through an 
applicable customary or legal system in a specific area. 
As a link that connects people to a plot of land, land tenure affects social and economic 
factors in communities. Acharya (2008:3) points out that land tenure is an important factor 
that cannot be underestimated because it allows people to be involved, to participate in 
their community, and to provide jobs for the unemployed as well as being a basis for capital 
investment. In addition, the author comments that the importance of land holding is not 
only limited to aspects such as commercial activity, land use, and land rights but it is also 
considered a fundamental aspect for revenue generation.  
There are several main types of land tenure including customary land, private land, state 





Customary land is land held based on local rules without written documents to prove what 
land rights attach to a specific land parcel (Waiganjo & Ngugi, 2001:3). FAO (2002:8) points 
out that land ownership based on traditional methods covers several forms of rights such as 
rights for grazing, farming and dwelling. Payne (2001:416) explains that under the customary 
structure, land is often considered to be holy, and human beings are custodians who guard 
the sustainability of the land for their children to come. In the customary land tenure 
concept, the traditional authorities and headman possess key responsibilities to make 
important decisions for distribution, usage and shifting of land tenure as well as many other 
policies regarding land ownership (Payne, 2001:416). Payne (2001:416) reports that no 
compensation is required in the process of land distribution, usage and shifting under 
customary land ownership although sometimes in those processes people provide “beer, 
money or cattle“ as a symbol of accordance.   
Private Land 
Private land is defined as plots of land in which owners have full rights to use, control and 
transfer their land rights to other people. FAO (2002:8) points out that private land can be 
owned individually, on behalf of husband and wife, by an organisation or company, or by 
non-governmental bodies. The rights held by the private land owners are privileged, because 
these land owners have legal allowance to exclude other people from access to the land they 
own (FAO, 2002:8). Land individualisation granted the freedom for owners to utilise and 
transfer their land rights through land transactions or any other form of ownership change 
(Payne, 2001:417). Despite many privileges attached to this type of tenure, in some 
countries, private land is only owned by men. In these countries women do not have the 
right to own private land, which may lead to limited access and economic disadvantage for 
women.     
Public/State Land 
Public or state land is land which is administrated by the state. It is often used for a country's 
development, public infrastructure and a number of facilities that can be enjoyed by the 







Verma (2006:32) explains leasehold tenure as land that is occupied or used through a 
contractual arrangement between landlord and tenant for a predetermined time period and 
for payment of a certain amount of money to the landlord. Leasehold tenure can be 
provided by central and local government as well as by persons or groups of people who 
hold individual rights (Waiganjo & Ngugi, 2001:5). There are two main types of leasehold; 
short and long term leases. The nature of time associated with both types of leasehold 
tenure is different. Time period for a short lease is less than ten years, while a long lease 
period is ten years or more according to common law (Gibson, 1970:214). Furthermore, “A 
short lease is not entitled to registration; a lessee’s right in the property depends on 
whether he has occupation of the property or not” (Gibson, 1970:215). On the other hand, 
long leases are usually registered against the land parcel, and are considered real rights and 
so capable of mortgaging.  “When duly registered, a long lease confers a real right in the 
land, it is virtually an alienation of the land, and it constitutes immovable property” (Gibson, 
1970:214).  
The lease period of land is rarely similar from country to country. In Kenya, the maximal 
length of time to rent state land for agrarian purposes is 999 years, and 99 years for the land 
parcels in city areas (Waiganjo & Ngugi, 2001:5). Conversely, according to the Indonesian 
Agrarian Basic Act 1960 (Articles 23-34), government and individual land can be leased by 
international firms for farming activities based on the “Right to Cultivate or Hak Guna 
Usaha” for a maximal period of 35 years, and it is possible to extend this for up to 25 years 
(Global Business Guide, 2012). Moreover, in Timor-Leste, De Sousa (2007) reports that the 
Decree-law 19/2004 section 22 defined that people can lease government property for a 
maximal time of 50 years (3 years maximum for abandoned land), and this can be renewed 
when the contract time has finished.   
2.3 Land Registration 
Henssen (1995) defines land registration as a procedure of formally registering rights that 
are attached to a plot of land, by way of “deeds” or “title”. The purpose of land recording as 
illustrated by Hudgson (2004:33) is to keep and provide actual information about land rights 
possessed by land owners over plots of land. Although both authors describe types of land 
registration systems practiced in the world, Henssen (1995) provides a detailed description 
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about the legal basis behind deeds and title registration. Both Henssen and Hudgson have 
the same point of view about the difference between deeds and title registration. The two 
authors explain that the information written through “deeds registration system” is 
information regarding proof of buying or selling land. Henssen (1995) accounts that in 
essence the land transaction document does not represent the formal rights of the land 
owners therefore it could not be considered as legal proof of the rights. He suggested that 
tracing to “a good root of title” is required in land transaction to avoid fraudulent selling of 
land.  
On the other hand, Henssen (1995) and Hudgson (2004:34) specify that the main object 
recorded through “a title registration system” is the land parcel. Then, they explain that 
every plot of land is depicted on cadastral plans and a document or title for that specific plot 
of land is produced. Henssen (1995) and Hudgson (2004:34) claim that the document will 
contain three important facts: the position and area of the land; name of rights holder; and 
type of land rights. Hudgson (2004:34) explains that in the case of land ownership change, 
some of the three important facts above will be altered, and the new information will be 
displayed on an amended certificate.  
Besides the deeds and title registration systems there are also private conveyancing and 
improved deeds registration systems. According to Dale & McLaughlin (1988:21); Simpson 
(1976:13) private conveyancing is a process of land transaction between the seller and the 
buyer of land which is done privately without keeping the paperwork from transaction in the 
state office. Dale & McLaughlin (1988:22); Simpson (1976:14) declare that there are 
numerous drawbacks of private conveyancing, including: 
 In most cases it is not cheap because the land holder may have to pay all expenses 
related to shifting of rights such as pay the notaries or lawyers to carry out the 
transactions, as well as hiring surveyors to measure and demarcate the boundaries 
of land. 
 Private conveyancing is time consuming. 
 The information related to the transaction of land is almost always difficult to access 
by the government. 
 The seller of land may not be in a position to sell the land.  
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In an improved deeds registration system the “deeds are cross-referenced to land parcels” 
(Goodwin, 2013). Brinker & Minnick (1995: 894) point out several requirements of improved 
deeds registration systems: 
 All deeds have to be recorded in a state deeds registration office. 
 From the law perspective recorded deeds are more considered than unrecorded 
deeds. 
 All deeds are connected to a related cadastral map. 
 Deeds are investigated to examine the uniformity of deeds with “parent deeds”. 
 Establishment "of a parcel-based or tract index" which comprises a single sheet for a 
single parcel and every sheet describing dealing information for every plot of land. 
 Creation of a record based on a "parcel-by-parcel" basis which includes information 
such as "grantor, grantee, deed reference, plan reference" which are summarised 
from the deed. 
 Finding of title is restricted to certain period for instance 20 years. 
 Digitalising all indexes in the record to facilitate easy discovery of documents as well 
as "microfilming all deeds” and files to secure land data.  
Land registration may present many advantages to the society in the local and national 
context if it is conducted under effective and efficient governmental institutions. Deininger & 
Feder (2009:247) state that land registration will effectively guarantee that the land owners 
feel secure in holding their land rights if it is implemented under a “good governance” 
system. The author further explain that land registration could facilitate central and local 
authorities to produce more income, to manage their regions better and to provide better 
assistance to the public.   
2.4 Land Administration (LA) 
In general, land administration can be understood as the ways used to determine, record, 
and distribute data regarding land possession, pricing and utilisation of land in order to 
establish rules for sound land organisation (UN-ECE, 1996 cited in Vaskovich, 2004). In other 
words, FAO (2002:12) reports that land administration is the system that accommodates and 
implements traditional and legal regulations concerning land ownership. According to FAO 
(2002:14), there are three guidelines concerning the implementation of land administration 
for land rights data management and security. These are as follows: 
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1. Guidelines for land rights that describe methods for shifting of land rights from the 
original owner to new owners due to several circumstances such as trading, tenancy, 
mortgage, award or legacy.  
2. Rules for planning how to supervise and implement land utilization.    
3. Procedural methods regarding land valuation and taxation.  
Data about parcels, owners and types of rights associated with them is an important factor 
for land administration to operate in an effective way. It is because those rights are not 
tangible that they must be managed through specific methods (FAO, 2002:13). Further, 
Orapan (2006:1) states that trustworthy and correct land ownership information is needed 
to establish good land administration. He then clarifies that the land ownership information 
is also necessary for the government to enhance the poor people’s social and economic life 
because this data can be used to implement effective and efficient transactions over the 
land, as well as a tool applied to amend government’s decisions about the usage of land that 
are not favorable to the low income society. Deininger & Feder (2009:236) add that 
trustworthy land tenure data help minimize forfeiture of land and smooth the process of 
buying and selling land. 
2.5 Chapter Summary 
Land tenure is the relationship of people and land. The main types of land tenure cover 
private land, customary land, leasehold land, and state land. Land registration is composed 
of private conveyancing, deeds registration, improved deeds registration and title 
registration. The registration of land is part of good land administration since it assists better 
land usage, allocation, valuation and taxation. Better land administration depends on good 
land data management. There is a gap in the literature with little research about land data 
management in newly independent countries, specifically issues regarding legal, 
administrative and technical aspects of land data sharing and storage. This research aimed to 
investigate and report the issues mentioned above.  
One of the ways to organise land data is to integrate this data from various sources in one 
accessible land information system. The integration and accessibility of land data are 
important part of SDIs development. Hence, the next chapter will discuss basic concepts and 





 Spatial Data Infrastructure (SDI) 
3.1 Introduction 
Accessibility of land data and information integration is one of the main reasons for the 
development of a SDI in countries around the world. Various types of spatial datasets, 
including land data as one of the critical datasets in SDI, have to be managed effectively and 
efficiently. SDI offers an opportunity to have a single system to facilitate access and increase 
cooperative sharing of data between jurisdictions and stakeholders in the spatial data 
community. This chapter will review theories relevant to the concept of SDI as well as case 
studies about the establishment of SDI in developed and newly independent countries. 
3.2. Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDIs) Concept Defined 
Aalders & Moellering (2001) describe SDIs as representations of modern tools, guidelines 
and formal regulations, which simplify the process of spatial data retrieval and make spatial 
data more available to users. Furthermore, Rajabifard et al. (2003:20) said that SDI is the 
idea of establishing an opportunity in which all producers and data users can collaborate and 
use modern tools to achieve their purposes. SDI is a progressive theory concerning 
assistance and coordination among several owners and users of spatial data in the 
geographical data society in order to interchange and distribute geographic information 
(Hjelmager et al., 2008:1296). The SDI framework consists of “a wide range of spatial data 
bases and is concerned with standards, institutional structures and technologies including 
the World Wide Web (WWW) and Wireless Application Protocol (WAP)” (Williamson et al. 
(2006:2).  
According to Williamson et al. (2005:2) the development of SDIs has become a fundamental 
part of geographic data administration. Many local and central governments, non-profit 
organisations, big companies and international communities have established SDIs (Steiniger 
& Hunter, 2012:247). On the international stage SDI development is known as Global Spatial 
Data Infrastructure (GSDI) (Hjelmager et al., 2008:1298). The establishment of SDIs aimed to 
facilitate data distribution, interchange, usage and unification of various spatial datasets 
including cadastral data (Erik de Man, 2006:329; Mohammadi et al., 2010:487; Williamson et 
al., 2005:1). In addition, Williamson et al. (2006:2) point out that SDIs are source of spatial 
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information as well as opportunities for people and departments who use spatial data for 
various activities such as managing the environment, solving terrorism issues, managing 
disasters and becoming one of the fundamental elements of electronic-Government (“e-
Government”) policies. There are several objectives of SDI development pointed out by 
Tonchovska & Adlington (2011:59): 
 To minimise work duplication; 
 To enhance data accuracy and minimise expenses; 
 To facilitate widespread spatial data access; 
 To raise the advantage of utilising existing spatial data, and 
 To facilitate cooperation among spatial data stakeholders in increasing accessibility 
of spatial information.  
The core components of SDI are not only institutional frameworks, technical standards, 
fundamental datasets and clearinghouse networks, but also people (Rajabifard et al., 
2003:26). As shown in Figure 3.1, the main components of the SDI fall into two categories: 
relationship between people and datasets as one element; and technology elements which 
consist of the “access network, policy and standards”. The characteristics of the two 
categories are changeable depending on the evolution and needs of society and how quickly 







Figure 3.1. Nature and relations between SDI components from Rajabifard et al. (2003:27). 
Overall, the relationship of SDI components (Figure 3.1) shows the dependency of each 
component to the others. Data is collected and distributed based on technical standards and 
policies. These datasets are disseminated to the users through data access network interface 









performed on the basis of data access standards and policy. “A key component of any SDI is 
a catalog of metadata that can be queried to search for data and resources using space, time 
and thematic attributes” (Maguire & Longley, 2005:5). Metadata is discussed in detail in the 
following chapter, Chapter 4.   
3.3 SDI Case Studies 
As explained in the previous section SDI frameworks have been developed in many countries 
and jurisdictions around the world to help with geospatial data integration, access and 
sharing, between data users. This section will review several case studies of SDI from 
developed and newly independent countries.  These case studies exhibit some of the issues 
regarding data accessibility and information integration processes that may present 
themselves in developed and in newly emerging country contexts. Furthermore, these SDI 
case studies may tease out some of the areas which may cause problems when applied as a 
reference for data access and information integration in Timor-Leste. The case studies that 
will be reviewed are Australian Spatial Data Infrastructure (ASDI) and Kosovo National 
Spatial Data Infrastructure (Kosovo NSDI).  
3.3.1 Australian Spatial Data Infrastructure (ASDI) 
“The Australian Spatial Data Infrastructure (ASDI) is a national framework for linking users 
with providers of spatial information” (ICSM, 2015). The development of ASDI started in 
1986 when the Australian Land Information Council (ALIC) or known today as Australia New 
Zealand Land Information Committee (ANZLIC) was formed (Clarke et al., 2003:132). The 
authors point out that the objective behind the establishment of ANZLIC was to organise the 
production and sharing of land data in Australia as well as promoting the utilisation of spatial 
information in planning and in implementing governmental programs. Grus et al. (2010:448) 
report that ANZLIC was established to develop strategies, principles and general rules to 
assist geographical data accessibility and work of different institutions countrywide. ANZLIC 
then led ASDI's program (Chan et al., 2005:47; Clarke et al., 2003:131) to implement its 
objective regarding utilisation of and access to geographic data and its related outputs and 
assistances (Grus et al., 2010:448). ASDI has established “policies, guidelines, the Australian 
Spatial Data Directory (ASDD), national data models such as (the Intergovernmental 
Committee on Surveying and Mapping) ICSM’s Harmonised Data Model, metadata records 
and institutional arrangements” (ICSM, 2015).  
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According to Clarke et al. (2003:133), spatial data findings in Australia were conducted 
through the Australian Spatial Data Directory (ASDD). Today in 2015, the new ASDD is called 
FIND (ICSM, 2015). FIND is “the Australian Government’s spatial data catalogue and in 
conjunction with data.gov.au provides access to a network of open government data” 
(FIND). FIND facilitates data users to discover and download different geographical datasets 
produced by the national and local governments in Australia (FIND). Clarke et al. (2003:131) 
state that besides the national and local government ASDI consists of private organisations 
which function on the accepted “national framework”. “The framework operates through 
consensus – the Commonwealth has not sought to legislate or in any way force the other 
players to conform to a national policy or standard” (Clarke et al., 2003:131). Additionally, 
guidelines and expenses regarding spatial data generation and management are created and 
prepared by authorities in every level of government, including local, state and federal 
(ASIBA, 2008:10). 
There are several organisations that are unified under ASDI (Grus et al. (2010:448): 
 ANZLIC;  
 Public Sector Mapping Agency (PSMA), a public corporation that unifies fundamental 
geographic data from different governmental institutions;  
 Australian Spatial Information Business Association (ASIBA), known today as the 
Spatial Industries Business Association (SIBA), an organisation representing the 
Spatial Industry (SIBA, 2014);  
 SSSI (Surveying and Spatial Sciences Institute) – a nationwide organisation that 
facilitates the need of people who work in the surveying and spatial information 
sector in Australia (SSSI, 2013); 
 Centre for SDI and Land Administration (LA) at the University of Melbourne – a 
research body that focuses its study on development of SDI, spatially enabling 
government and society, cadastral system and land management;  
 Cooperative Research Centre for Spatial Information (CRC-SI), which conducts 
geospatial data-related research regarding site, aerial photo analysis, geographic 
information systems, and remote sensing, and  
 The Australian Spatial Consortium (ASC), a consortium supported by CRC-SI whose 
purpose is to open and use spatial data for business requirements.  
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ASDI is composed of four elements: the institutional framework, technical standards, 
fundamental datasets, and clearing house network (ANZLIC, 1996). The institutional 
framework identifies rules, principles and the administration of creating, sustaining, 
obtaining and utilising the data themes. The technical standards identify the technical 
features of principal datasets.  The fundamental datasets are spatial data that are collected 
based on the institutional framework and follow the technical standards. Lastly, the clearing-
house network distributes geographic information that is collected based on rules 
established in the institutional framework and technical standards available for public access 
(ANZLIC, 1996). As a nation with nine state governments, the diversity of political jurisdiction 
sometimes hinders the ASDI process. The major challenges of ASDI are the difficulties of 
working in collaboration within the central government and among the nine state 
governments, as well as the diverse necessities of subsidiary agencies who are involved and 
who play an important role in ASDI (Grus et al., 2010:448). 
The core ASDI datasets (Figure 3.2) were selected through the identification of user needs 
and existing spatial data, auditing the datasets based on user criteria, as well as publishing 
and reviewing the results of project (Clarke et al., 2003:139). 
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Figure 3.2. Fundamental datasets included in the scoreboard project from Clarke et al. (2003:140). 
3.3.2 Kosovo National Spatial Data Infrastructure (KNSDI) 
Kosovo is a newly independent country located in Southeast Europe with a land area of 10, 
908 km2 (Meha et al., 2011:19). Kosovo become an independent country on 17 February 
2008 (Nushi et al., 2012:254). As a new country developing infrastructure, the needs for 
spatial data to support these activities were high, therefore the development of KNSDI was 
necessary to facilitate data sharing between institutions and prevent work duplication in 
terms of spatial data collection (Meha et al., 2012:3). Being aware of the need for spatial 
data infrastructure led the Kosovo government to establish a SDI committee, which was 
known as the Inter-Ministerial Land Administration Committee (Nushi et al., 2012:255; Meha 
et al., 2012:3). One of the committee’s tasks was to organise and create “data standards” for 
KNSDI (Meha et al., 2012:3).  
The Kosovo spatial data collection projects implemented within the concept of SDI are the 
Kosovo Cadastre Land Information System (KCLIS) and the address registration project 
(Meha et al., 2012:1; Meha & Laaraker, 2011:1). The main function of KCLIS is to guarantee 
the ownership rights of land and property, and KCLIS embraces Kosovo Cadastral Agency 
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(KCA) and Municipal Cadastre Office (MCO) (Meha & Laaraker, 2011:5). In addition, KCA is an 
institution that manages the KCLIS; establishes and develops the new unified address 
system; and coordinates and creates the KNSDI (Meha et al., 2012:3; Meha & Laaraker, 
2011:8). The latter task, creation of NSDI, is based on law number 04/L-13, which deals with 
cadastral activities (Meha et al., 2012:5). In addition, KCA has the authority to define rules 
and standards, supervise and manage activities for the establishment and organisation of 
geographic data; create terms of reference for production of topographical maps, ortho-
photos and other spatial datasets; produce current maps; establish a GIS supporting 
department to update geographical data; facilitate quality control and data exchange 
between spatial data producers (Republika e Kosovë, 2008:36). Other Kosovo legislation that 
enacts NSDI components are laws regarding agriculture, construction, spatial planning, and 
local self-government (Meha & Laaraker, 2011:11-13).  
Besides the KCLIS development and unified system of addresses projects, there are several 
other activities that are considered essential support for sustainable SDI development in 
Kosovo. These activities are positioning of the Kosovo satellite; geoportal; aerial 
photography; and reference network and reengineering of the MCO (European Commission, 
Kosovo Cadastral Agency & Project INSPIRATION, 2013:14). As one of the European Union 
(EU) countries, the KNSDI development is influenced by the Infrastructure for Spatial 
Information in Europe (INSPIRE) and other European Commission (EC) directives (Meha et 
al., 2012:3). The INSPIRE directive is a set of rules that were established to regulate and 
control the development and operation of spatial data infrastructure for EU countries. Both 
INSPIRE and EC directives influence the development of Kosovo NSDI in establishment of 
geographical data standards as well as legal and technical aspects of data sharing. Meha & 
Laaraker (2011:10) report several guidelines used as a basis for establishing KNSDI are the 
“INSPIRE guideline, the guideline on Public Sector Information and other EU guidelines”.  
In order to provide easy access to spatial data, KCA has built the Kosovo Geoportal. Maguire 
& Longley (2005:4) state that “geoportals – gateways to geographic content and capabilities 
– are a key element of SDI”. The Kosovo Geoportal comprises several datasets such as ortho-
photos, topographic maps, address names and roads, urban and suburban roads, cadastral 
zones, municipal boundaries, and railways (EULIS, 2015). Through Kosovo Geoportal, users 
can view and download required geographic data from databases in KCA, as well as data 
from the other providers (translated from Kosovo Cadastral Agency). Downloading data in 
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the Kosovo Geoportal is restricted to registered users; unregistered users are only able to 
search and view data (translated from Kosovo Cadastral Agency).  
3.3.3 Lessons Learnt  
From the case studies presented above, it can be seen that the development of SDI was 
considered to be important in both developed and newly independent countries. The 
establishment of SDI can tackle financial and workload issues concerning spatial data 
collection and distribution. Timor-Leste as a newly independent country with relatively low 
national income should be encouraged to establish its national SDI to constrain expenses in 
spatial data generation. The establishment of SDI in Timor-Leste may be difficult to 
incorporate both ASDI and KNSDI frameworks since there are limitations in resources in 
Timor-Leste that include financial restrictions, human resources restrictions and a lack in 
administration that can support SDI.   
However, as a starting point, Timor-Leste may learn from ASDI what institutions should be 
involved in the development of the national SDI as well as what fundamental datasets 
should be made accessible to data users. ASDI has been an example of how to integrate and 
connect different institutions under the single umbrella of ASDI, as well as how to select 
fundamental ASDI datasets.  Furthermore, Timor-Leste can learn from Kosovo how to 
establish an Inter-ministerial Committee for land administration and NSDI. For example, in 
Timor-Leste, the government may appoint the Directorate for Land, Property and Cadastral 
Services/Direcçao Nacional de Terras Propriedades e Serviços Cadastrais (DNTPSC) to 
coordinate SDI establishment in the country since the DNTPSC already maintains different 
types of datasets, including land data. As in Kosovo, SDI decisions in Timor-Leste should be 








3.4 Chapter Summary 
This chapter has described SDI. It started with a definition of the basic concept of SDI and 
the nature of SDI. The chapter then discusses two different case studies of SDI, including the 
ASDI and KNSDI. The lessons learnt from both case studies are that newly independent 
countries such as Timor-Leste should identify and coordinate private and governmental 
organisations who collect spatial data, and identify fundamental datasets needed by 
different institutions, and finally to safeguard exchange and sharing of spatial data under 
specific spatial data laws or governmental regulations. 
SDI has been shown to have a strong relationship with the management of land information 
but it is also related to Geographic Information Systems (GIS). Land data are one of the 
fundamental datasets in SDI development and GIS is one technology used to manage the 
data. Therefore, the next chapter will review GIS as an application for better land data 






















Chapter 4  
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and Land Information 
Management (LIM) 
4.1 Introduction 
It is widely accepted that GIS offers benefits for cadastral and mapping activities to process, 
analyse, visualise and manage datasets. This chapter begins with an overview of GIS in LIM, 
proceeding to case studies on land information systems, and the theory behind a prototype 
design for a data access interface, ending the chapter with a comprehensive summary.  
4.2 GIS for Land Information Management 
GIS is a tool which is applied to carry out multiple tasks related to spatial information 
including data entry, archiving, visualising, exporting and analysing such information 
(Goodchild, 2009:1232). The author describes that currently, GIS software is able to perform 
multiple tasks related to geospatial information and able to operate using various data 
formats. GIS tools have been used by many institutions from developed and developing 
countries in managing the spatial and attributes of land data through the use of free or 
commercial GIS software. GIS has provided opportunities where land institutions can create 
cadastral data repositories for rapid data retrieval, map production as well as cadastral 
information unification and distribution within the framework of an electronic government 
(e-government) (ESRI, 2005).  
Accumulation of different types of cadastral data with modern GIS software (e.g. ArcGIS) is 
conducted through the creation of a geodatabase. The geodatabase is the main data format 
where various types of datasets (feature classes, raster datasets and tables) are able to be 
integrated to allow users to edit and manage the data effectively (ESRIa). Geodatabases 
operate through a variety of database management systems (DBMS) designs and data 
formats, various data capacities and numbers of customers (ESRIa). Further advantages of 
geodatabases are the use of topology, geometric networks and relationship rules to model 
and analyse the data (ESRIb). Additionally, GIS users are also able to create metadata for 
their datasets in the GIS. “GIS software systems include capabilities to capture, store and 
search metadata” (Maguire & Longley, 2005:5). Metadata provides users information about 
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datasets they require and increases the ease of data discovery. The following sub section will 
summarise the basic concept of metadata.  
4.2.1 Metadata 
According to Yeung & Hall (2007:156), the formal definition of metadata is a legally 
organised and written set of details regarding data, such as content, origin, author, time of 
collection and modification, reason for collection, and method used to collect the data.  
Metadata is used to explain and identify geographical datasets in order to facilitate easy 
discovery of the data through web search methods (Najar et al., 2007:203).  
Metadata should be collected in accordance with the metadata standards that are available. 
A standard is an official paper or accumulation of papers which form/s general terms, 
vocabulary, rules and guidelines as well as technical provisions and descriptions, regularly 
applied to the establishment and use of results, applications and systems (Yeung & Hall, 
2007:130). According to Nogueras-Iso et al. (2005:14); Yeung & Hall (2007:156) there are 
three metadata standards which are most frequently used; these include:  
 CSDGM (Content Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata (CSDGM), 
 ISO 19115 (International Standards Organisations), and 
 GEO Profile of Z39.50 (the application profile of Z39.50 for spatial metadata). 
The creation of metadata provides multiple advantages to the producers and users of 
geospatial datasets (Gedik, 2009:1250; Nebert, 2004:24):  
 metadata assists data organisation and maintenance, 
• metadata prevents doubling up on activities in data collection and notifies the data 
users about the availability of required datasets, 
• metadata allows consumers to find existing geographic and related spatial information 
based on their needs, 
• metadata improves the management of information in the geospatial data society, and 
• metadata can be used to advertise and promote the existing data as well as connecting 





4.3 Case studies 
One objective of this thesis is to decide on the best system attributes in order to design and 
implement a data access and information integration system prototype. Case studies 
presented in this section identify how land data has been managed, unified and accessed in 
developed and newly independent countries. Some of the information from these case 
studies will be referred to in designing an appropriate and useful data access system for 
Timor-Leste. Two countries are used as case studies; a developed country, New Zealand 
(Land Information New Zealand Data Service/LINZ Data Service); and a newly independent 
country, Kosovo (Kosovo Cadaster Land Information System).  
4.3.1 LINZ Data Service 
Land Information New Zealand (LINZ) is a New Zealand governmental body that is 
responsible for collecting and delivering information related to land and ocean in this 
country. LINZ was launched in 1996 (Coutts & Grant, 2009:54). The main responsibilities of 
LINZ are covering “land titles, geodetic and cadastral survey systems, topographic 
information, hydrographic information, managing Crown property and a variety of other 
functions” (LINZ, 2015a). The objective of LINZ is to manage and control Crown and 
individual property rights as well as to make geospatial information accessible to all data 
users (LINZ, 2015a). 
One important branch of LINZ in implementing its objective regarding geographical data 
distribution is the LINZ Data Services (LDS), that was established in 2011 (LINZ, 2014:14; Neo 
et al., 2014:16). LDS offers unlimited digital data access with several familiar icons to help 
data users discover, obtain and utilise geographic information straightforwardly (LINZ, 
2014:14). LDS maintains a wide range of datasets including topographic data, hydrographic 
data, name of locations, addresses, land boundaries, land ownership, information about 
Crown pastoral land, leases, and aerial imageries (LINZ, 2015b). In addition, LINZ shares their 
data with other institutions such as regional councils which then processes the data in such a 
way as to facilitate public knowledge with valuable information (e.g. Greater Wellington GIS 
Viewer) (Neo et al., 2014:16). LDS offers unrestricted browsing and downloading of data 
(LINZ, 2015b). Users are able to perform several activities; for instance, adding layers, 
showing data in their own map, cropping datasets, and integrating LDS web services with the 
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users' own applications (LINZ, 2015b). There are eleven different file types available for users 
to choose in data downloading (LINZ, 2015c).  
All LINZ datasets are able to be used, reproduced and shared based on an open Creative 
Commons license by acknowledging LINZ as data owner (LINZ, 2015d). Some datasets, such 
as aerial images, where the copyright is not owned by LINZ, is acknowledged differently. For 
example, the “Auckland 0.125m Urban Aerial Photos (2010-2011)” layer should be 
referenced as follows “Sourced from the LINZ Data Service 
https://data.linz.govt.nz/layer/1930-northland-075m-rural-aerial-photos-2004-strip/ and 
licensed by Auckland Council for re-use under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 New 
Zealand licence” (LINZ, 2015f). 
Furthermore, users who access cadastral datasets which include identities of the property 
owner are required to "accept an additional licence" (LINZ, 2015d). Following is an example 
of how to attribute the LDS NZ Primary Parcel Layer: "Sourced from the LINZ Data Service 
http://data.linz.govt.nz/layer/772-nz-primary-parcels and licensed by LINZ for re-use under 
the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 New Zealand licence" (LINZ, 2015e). Overall, the 
characteristics of datasets provided by LDS are unrestricted, “customisable”, trustworthy, 
up-to-date, disclosed, accessible and adjustable (LINZ, 2015g).  
4.3.2 Kosovo Cadastre Land Information System (KCLIS) 
KCLIS was developed to provide better services to the Kosovo community regarding land and 
properties (Meha & Laaraker, 2011:6) (Figure 4.1). KCLIS consists of “textual” and “graphical” 
databases (Meha & Laaraker, 2011:6). The authors specify that the textual database holds 
personal information of the land owners and unit area of land parcel while the graphical 
database holds various maps, including cadastral maps. The textual database is designed 
with Visual Basic or Microsoft Access (Valstad et al., 2002:11). In the process of building the 
digital graphical database, all analogue maps were scanned, geo-referenced, digitised, 
controlled and validated (Meha & Laaraker, 2011:6; Valstad et al., 2002:9).  
After the analogue cadastral data were converted to digital data through the processes 
mentioned above, digitised cadastral plans were distributed to every Municipal Cadastre 
Offices (MCO) with guidelines and regulations on how to utilise the data (Meha et al., 
2004:9). The e-cadastre was developed in Kosovo after only a few years of independence. 
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Meha (2006:6-7) reports that the successful implementation of e-cadastre among KCA and 8 
MCOs has meant a plan has been made to expand e-cadastre to the other 22 municipalities. 
There are three distinct groups of e-cadastre: "authorized users – with unlimited access to 
cadastral data; paying users – of private sector – limited access to property data but right for 
uses of Geographical information; public users – with restricted access to property data and 
use of geographical information” (Meha, 2006:8). With regards to data access, Meha states 
that the Law on Cadastre specifies cadastral data is to be made available without owners’ 
identities. The owners’ identities are only accessed by courts, cadastral offices and the land 
owner. Furthermore, organisations and general users in Kosovo will be able to access 
electronic cadastre and property right data offered by the KCLIS in their applications through 
Web access (Meha, 2006:7). The WebGIS is designed to perform simple GIS tasks through a 
Web browser; unify the Immovable Property Right Register (IPRR) and KCLIS data; and allows 
users to view land data (Meha, 2006:7).  
 
Figure 4.1. Kosovo Cadastre Land Information System (KCLIS) from Valstad et al. (2002:12) 
Every MCO in Kosovo is responsible for updating data received through Wide Area Network 
(WAN), and data in the unified register database will be copied to a different “distribution 
database” (Valstad et al., 2002:11). The authors specify that access to the data held in the 
sharing database will be through an online network accessed using passwords. The authors 
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added that besides the online data access system, there are also manual or hardcopy data 
access methods such as the “accounting system” and the “administration and customer 
handling” section. All accessed documents (e.g. “possession list, or other certificates”) are 
considered legal when they are stamped and signed by the MCO (Valstad et al., 2002:12).  
4.3.3 Lessons learnt 
From the case studies above, it can be seen that the developed country, New Zealand, has 
been able to establish a comprehensive and reliable method of data distribution through 
LINZ Data Services (LDS). Additionally, in the newly formed country of Kosovo, a land 
information system has been built and they have established a fixed plan for the future 
development of Kosovo Cadastre Land Information System (KCLIS). In Kosovo, the identity of 
land owners is not provided to any user except to the court, cadastral institutions or the land 
owner. This is different to the open and accessible nature of New Zealand data. Through LDS 
in New Zealand, the identity of the land owners can be obtained by accepting a license. Data 
access via internet in Kosovo is protected by passwords, while LDS provides unlimited 
searching, downloading and utilising of datasets available in the LINZ website based on the 
Creative Commons open license.  
Case studies from New Zealand and Kosovo have given insights on how a data access and 
information integration system for other newly independent countries could be built. These 
insights include what datasets could be presented in the data access system, interaction of 
the users towards data in the system, data formats, and additional information that might 
be available on a digital data access system.  Findings from these case studies have been 
combined with the results of fieldwork to design a digital data access and information 








4.4 Data Access Prototype and Usability Testing 
A prototype can be defined as a mock-up of a system or a product that is applied to collect 
user feedback and other useful information, in order to prevent mistakes in the last stage of 
a system or product design (Plösch, 2004:131). Additionally, Bernard & Summers (2010:62) 
define prototypes as objects that can show, verify and illustrate feasibility of a concept, 
manufacture or tools. Prototyping is crucial for designing a new application for its end users 
(Stone et al., 2005:121). The authors point out that prototyping could be useful in many 
ways, including examining the usefulness of design, providing opportunities to people who 
will use the new application to examine their ideas, and validating the consistency and 
completeness of user requirements. There are two ways of designing a prototype, namely 
low-fidelity  prototypes (paper based) and high-fidelity prototypes (software based) (Stone 
et al., 2005:120). Data access prototype designed in this thesis is a software based 
prototype. The prototype has been designed to solve legal and administrative issues of land 
data management and to present user requirements that were identified in the first 
fieldwork phase. Moreover, the prototype design was based on information gathered from 
the literature review presented in Chapter three and section 4.3 of this Chapter. The 
interface of data access prototype was designed using Microsoft Expression Blend 4 
software. 
With regards to the usefulness of prototypes, it is necessary to conduct usability testing to 
examine a product within the framework of specific requirements, such as effectiveness, 
efficiency and satisfaction (Sauer & Sonderegger, 2009:671). ISO (1998) defines usability as 
degree of “effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction” in which end users of a product achieve 
what they required.  Effectiveness means how accurate and comprehensive a system fulfils 
specific requirements of the users; efficiency means “resources expended in relation to the 
accuracy and completeness with which users achieve goals”; and satisfaction is a feeling of 
comfort and acceptance in using a system or an invention (ISO, 1998). Dumas & Redish, 
(1999:12) state that usability testing should be conducted in the first stage and frequently 
during a product design and development to identify issues regarding the system. 
Furthermore, Dumas and Redish say that usability testing should be considered as part of 
the entire design and development processes regardless of the need of consumers’ 
presence.   
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4.5 Chapter Summary 
This chapter discussed GIS and land information management systems. It began with the 
definition of GIS, description on the use of GIS as a tool in land information management and 
has also covered a brief overview of geodatabases and metadata. Two case studies of land 
information systems were described, and thereafter followed an introduction to theory 
about prototype design and usability testing.  
The next chapter describes the methodology used for primary data collection: semi-
structured interviews to identify the legal and administrative processes of private land data 
exchange and storage applicable in Timor-Leste; as well as questionnaires to identify user 

























Chapter 5  
Research Methodology I 
5.1 Introduction 
The chapter describes the methodology applied to primary and secondary data collection in 
the first phase of this research project. The primary data was gathered through semi-
structured interviews and questionnaires. The secondary data was collated from the 
surveyors at National Directorate for Land, Property and Cadastral Services/Direcçao 
Nacional de Terras Propriedades e Serviços Cadastrais (DNTPSC) and from the Ita Nia Rai 
(INR) project. Both the primary and secondary data were collected in Timor-Leste in 
approximately one month each. 
5.2 Semi-Structured Interviews 
One specific objective of this thesis is to find what legal and administrative processes of data 
exchange and storage exist for private land in a newly emerging country (the status quo). 
Based on this objective, interviews were conducted in order to gather information from key 
informants in the DNTPSC and INR project in Timor-Leste. As explained in the research 
design section in the first chapter of the thesis, Timor-Leste has been chosen as the main 
case study because it is a newly independent country and has significant data integration 
issues.  
Before the interviews were started, the researcher briefly explained the objective of the 
current  research project and the content of the upcoming interview. Each key informant 
was asked to read the information sheet and consent letter regarding research project. The 
interviews were performed with six key informants, composed of five interviewees from 
DNTPSC and one from the INR Project. Every key informant was interviewed separately in 
their office. The six key informants were asked the same questions, listed by the researcher 
prior to the interview. New questions were included in the interview, based on issues that 
emerged during the interview process. The interviews were recorded with a tape recorder 
and mobile phone with permission from the interviewees. The researcher also took notes 
while each interview was taking place. The time taken altogether for all six interviews was 11 





Apart from the interviews discussed above, questionnaires were provided in the first phase 
of data collection. These questionnaires were used to gather information regarding user 
requirements (see appendix A) for the design of the data access prototype described later in 
this thesis. There were two different questionnaires provided, one designed for staff of the 
DNTPSC and another was designed for stakeholders and the public (Figure 5.1). The 
stakeholders who participated in this research are those who work for the State Secretary 
for Youth and Sport, the Institute of Petroleum and Geology (IPG), Department of Urban 
Planning, Ministry of Agriculture, National University of Timor-Leste/Universidade Nacional 
Timor-Leste (UNTL), Universidade Oriental Timor Lorosa'e (UNITAL) and Universidade da Paz 
(UNPAZ). Generally, the stakeholders and the public included in this research project are the 
users of geographical datasets owned or managed by the DNTPSC. Moreover, some 
stakeholders involved in this research gather and  organise their spatial datasets for their 
own specific purposes. These stakeholders are IPG, Ministry of Agriculture and Department 
of Urban Planning. Data from these stakeholders is usually not shared with the other 
stakeholders and the public. Thus, when these data are potentially of use, some potential 
users do not know where and how they can obtain the data.  
 
In addition, the public participants were drawn from the local and international people who 
are in Timor-Leste. The foreign people were from countries such as: Portugal, Japan, Spain, 
and Indonesia who work in Timor-Leste. The range of the number of participants needed to 
answer the questionnaire was a minimum of 30 and maximum of 150 participants. The 
questionnaires were filled out after the participants had read the information sheet and 
consent letter as well, or received a brief explanation regarding the objective of the current 
research. The questionnaires were distributed in the space of three weeks, and there were 
86 participants who filled in and returned the questionnaires. From the 86 questionnaires 








Although the process of filling the questionnaires went well, there were several issues 
encountered when the questionnaires were distributed. Firstly, some participants refused to 
answer the questions since there were some technical questions that were difficult to 
understand. Secondly, the researcher had to spend some time explaining questions 
regarding the data access system and its characteristics to some of the participants by 
showing an example of the land information system from another country before they filled 
out the questionnaires. Although there were some challenges, most of participants were 
eager to participate in the research. 
 



















Data Collection  
Semi-structured Interviews Questionnaires 
1. Director of DNTPSC 
2. Head  Department of DNTPSC 
3. General Coordinator of INR project 
DNTPSC staff Stakeholders Public 
Legal and administrative processes of land 
data and other spatial data exchange, 
storage and integration in Timor-Leste   
Users and data requirements for 
establishment of digital data access and 






5.4 Research Area 
The research was conducted in the Dili district. Dili is the capital city of Timor-Leste where 
the DNTPSC is located as well as governmental, business and tertiary education institutions. 
Figure 5.2 is a map of the study area:  
 
5.5 Data Preparation and Analysis 
After the research was conducted, all of the interview data was transcribed from Tetum 
(Timor-Leste national language) before being translated into English. The next step was the 
identification of the themes and sub-themes of the interview. The information was then 
arranged and rearranged under each theme and sub-theme to find the relevant information 
relating to the legal and administrative process of data exchange and storage (status quo) in 
Timor-Leste. The questionnaire data was entered into a spreadsheet to calculate the mean 
of the responses. The answers of the three groups (DNTPSC staff, stakeholders and the 
public) were separated. A graph for each question was then created based on each group’s 
responses. The user requirements for the data access and information integration systems 
were identified based on the majority of respondents (highest frequency) of each question’s 
Figure 5.2. Research Area. 
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answer. Overall, the questionnaires responses were analysed using simple descriptive 
statistics and graphs.  
5.6 Chapter Summary 
The methodology used for primary data collection in this research are semi-structured 
interviews and questionnaires. The interviews were conducted to gather information 
regarding legal and administrative processes of data exchange and storage for private land 
data in Timor-Leste as well as about the status quo of the country after independence, and 
questionnaires were distributed in order to identify user requirements of data access and 
information integration systems. User requirements asked in the questionnaires cover the 
need for data access, how would users interact with data access system, datasets required, 
data formats required, characteristics of the system, and what additional information 
preferred to attach to each datasets presented in data access system. Information collected 
from the semi-structured interviews and the questionnaires will be combined with the 
information gathered from the case studies to design a suitable data access and information 
integration systems for the newly independent countries.  
The next chapter presents results from the semi structured-interviews and the 
questionnaires completed from the first phase of fieldwork during the course of this 
















Chapter 6  
Results of First Fieldwork 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter illustrates the results of the semi-structured interviews and questionnaires 
conducted during the first stage of this research. Section 6.2 describes the results of the 
interviews. Section 6.3 presents the results of the questionnaires, and the last section 6.4 is 
the chapter summary. 
6.2 Results of Semi-Structured Interviews 
As explained in the previous chapter, semi-structured interviews were conducted with key 
informants from the Directorate for Land, Property and Cadastral Services/Direcçao Nacional 
de Terras Propriedades e Serviços Cadastrais (DNTPSC) and from the Ita Nia Rai (INR) project 
to find out the legal and administrative processes of data exchange and storage that exist for 
private land in Timor-Leste. Although the main objective of the interviews concerned Private 
Land Data (PLD) management, the explanations provided by the Interview Participants (IPs) 
were not limited to PLD exchange and storage but also included other types of land data 
such as state and abandoned land, as well as other spatial dataset management. Hence, the 
next few sections will also cover other types of datasets produced by or in cooperation with 
the DNTPSC.  
In order to provide a detailed description regarding the objective of the interviews, thematic 
analysis was applied to the information gathered from the interview participants. Four main 
themes were identified: legal, administrative, land data unification and general status quo. 
These four themes were selected based on the information gathered from the interview 
participants in order to fulfill the overall and the first objectives identified in this thesis. 
Furthermore, these themes were presented to provide detailed explanations regarding 
existing conditions of land data management including law and regulations, data archiving 
and delivery methods and issues, overview comparison of cadastral activity and land 
information organisation before and after the independence of Timor-Leste.  
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Table 6.1 shows the themes and sub-themes of the information as a result of the interview 
data analysis. 
Themes Sub-themes 
Legal  aspects of PLD exchange 
and storage 
 Existing law for PLD exchange and storage 
 Copyright law 
 Data protection and distribution to third parties 
 Law implementation challenges 
Administrative aspects of PLD 
exchange and storage 
 PLD storage 
 Problems encountered in PLD storage 
 From the INR project experience 
 From the DNTPSC experience 
 PLD access 
 Administrative processes of data access 
 Challenges inherent in making land information accessible 
Land data unification Reasons preventing better data integration 
General status quo Difference before and after independence 
 
 
6.2.1 Legal aspects of Private Land Data (PLD) exchange and storage 
One of the main themes drawn from the interviews is the legal aspects of PLD exchange and 
storage. This theme is composed of several sub-themes: existing law for PLD exchange and 
storage, copyright law, data protection and distribution to third parties, and law 
implementation challenges.  
6.2.1.1 Existing law for PLD exchange and storage  
To investigate law and regulations on PLD sharing and depositing in Timor-Leste, IPs were 
asked whether there is any law or legal requirement from the Ministry of Justice or DNTPSC 
governing PLD exchange and storage in Timor-Leste. All IPs said that currently there is no 
specific law or legal requirement issued by the Ministry of Justice or DNTPSC in relation to 
PLD or other types of spatial data exchange in the country. Data exchange is carried out 
based on dispatches or orders from the Director of the DNTPSC, the State Secretary of Land 
and Property or the Ministry of Justice that authorise the data to be shared and accessed by 
users. Authorisation from a superior is considered the legal basis for data sharing.  
Table 6.1. Themes and sub-themes of interview data analysis. 
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In terms of the law on data storage, the IPs pointed out a number of laws, (e.g. law No. 
1/2003, decree-law No. 19/2004, law No. 12/2005, Ministerial Regulation No. 229/2008 and 
decree-law No. 27/2011) that enable land and its information to be managed. Law No. 
1/2003 holds DNTPSC responsible for administering ownership of immovable property in the 
country. Decree-law No. 19/2004 is about official allocation and lease of state property, and 
law number 12/2005 concerns leases between private parties. Based on these laws DNTPSC 
has collected land data through a systematic and sporadic adjudication methods, either 
directly or indirectly. The systematic data collection was carried out through cooperation 
with the INR project, and sporadic surveys are handled by the DNTPSC. Additionally, the 
Ministerial Regulation on the cadastre No. 229/2008 and decree law 27/2011 were used by 
the INR project to collect and manage PLD and other type of land information as well as 
issuing certificates of registration for undisputed land.  
6.2.1.2 Copyright law 
In this advanced technological era when data are easily copied and manipulated, intellectual 
property law is required to protect the rights of institutions or individuals on the data they 
produce. According to Rockman (2004:5), one fundamental aspect of intellectual property 
law is copyright. Copyright is an especial right owned by producers or creators of products to 
protect their products from other people who may use them illegally or without 
acknowledging the owners (Mason, 2000:190). With the purpose of identifying intellectual 
property protection for land data in Timor-Leste, the IPs were asked a question regarding 
the availability of copyright law in the country. There were significantly different opinions 
among IPs regarding copyright law; some IPs said that the law exists and others disagreed, 
for instance IP1 stated that "there is no existing copyright law”. In addition, IP2 said that 
"there is no copyright law in the country. Thus, people are free to duplicate or copy other 
people’s work or products". 
On the other hand there were some IPs who stated that copyrights law may be in force since 
duplication of artistic and musical work is prohibited, but these IPs were not sure whether 
this law also applies to maps and protection of data contained on them. IP3 mentioned that 
"law about copyright may exist because people should not copy other people’s music and 
sell it randomly without any contract but I don’t know this law is also used for land data and 
other spatial data protection". IP4 added: "I don’t know whether a copyright law exists, but a 
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few years ago some artists were insisting that parliament create a law in relation to 
copyright for their music not to be copied by others". 
6.2.1.3 Data protection and distribution to third parties 
Despite the lack of specific law about private land data sharing, and different perceptions 
regarding the existence of copyright law in Timor-Leste, the DNTPSC is using several ways to 
protect Private Land Data (PLD) and other spatial data produced by this institution when the 
data are distributed to the public. According to some participants, legal protection of data 
used in the country include disclaimers and terms of use. A disclaimer is usually written on 
cadastral plans produced by the DNTPSC and explains the limitations of the plans. Terms of 
use usually apply to geographic dataset distribution to limit the use of this data by stating 
that the digital data authorised to be accessed has to be deleted when a project or objective 
of data access is accomplished. 
In addition, the majority of IPs stated that besides the disclaimers and terms of use there is 
verbal communication with data users to inform them that the data should not be shared 
with other people or used for a purpose that is not specified on the request letter. "When 
people come to get a map, we tell them not to duplicate it or not to distribute it to other 
people without informing DNTPSC or through an agreement established with the DNTPSC" 
(IP4).  
6.2.1.4 Law implementation challenges 
The question regarding law implementation issues was asked to gain a general insight into 
how the society responds to the laws mentioned in this research as well as other issues 
faced in implementing the laws in Timor-Leste. The research found that numerous 
challenges emerged with respect to executing laws and Ministerial Regulations. The first 
challenge was that the INR project was implemented based on Ministerial Regulations and 
other laws, but there were some people who did not trust this project and considered INR a 
Non-Government Organisation (NGO) or a private company with no competence in land 
registration, and rejected having their land surveyed. This rejection came from some 
individuals and political bodies such as the Popular Committee for Defence of the 
Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste/Conselho Popular Pela Defesa da República Democrática 
de Timor-Leste (CPD RDTL).  
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Additionally, the lack of legal education means that some people do not understand the law 
and do not act according to it. As a result there are significant numbers of illegal occupants 
on state land who use the land for businesses or for building houses, but the illegal 
occupants do not register the state land in the DNTPSC, and some claim this as their private 
land. The challenge to the law also comes from people who claim the land as their own 
when the abandoned land is surveyed. By claiming the land as their own, establishing a 
contract lease with the government, becomes almost impossible or in the least delayed for 
long time periods.  
Furthermore, the lack of some citizens' ability to interpret the constitution is one of the 
challenges in exercising the existing laws. According to a survey conducted by the Asia 
Foundation in 2004, many Timorese do not understand the Constitution. In line with this 
survey, some interviewees recounted stories regarding registration of abandoned houses 
and land that was implemented as demanded by law No. 1/2003. Many people were 
opposed to the law and were dissatisfied. These dissatisfied people argued that they had 
rights to own abandoned houses, because Article 54 of the constitution allows every citizen 
access to land. Hence, these Timorese occupy land that does not belong to them, yet they 
still think that they have legal rights to that land.  Furthermore, implementation of land laws 
is challenged by the lack of geographical information attached to the documents of land 
parcels claimed by people in 2003 through Land Claims program. Some IPs described that 
based on law No. 1/2003 the government has implemented Land Claims program for local 
people and foreigners who owned land in Timor-Leste before 1999, giving them right to 
reclaim their land after independence. However, there are many claim documents without 
maps, so, the exact location of land is difficult to identify. 
6.2.2 The administrative aspects of Private Land Data (PLD) exchange and 
storage 
Another main theme that emerged from the interviews is the administrative process of PLD 
sharing and depositing in the country. This theme covers PLD storage, problems 





6.2.2.1 PLD storage 
In order to find out about the PLD storage system in Timor-Leste, IPs were asked several 
questions about: 
 1) Platforms used to keep digital spatial information and attributes of PLD. 
2) Types of analogue data. 
3) Platforms used to keep analogue spatial and attribute data.  
According to IPs the platforms used to store PLD and other types of land data in Timor-Leste 
vary, because land data have not only been collected by DNTPSC surveyors but also by INR 
data collectors and currently by the National Cadastral System/Sistema Nacional Cadastro 
(SNC)1 project. Spatial land data, including PLD from the INR project, are kept using a GIS 
platform, while spatial land data collected by DNTPSC are stored primarily in AutoCAD 
format. On the other hand, some IPs mentioned that the geometry and attribute data that 
will be collected by the SNC project will be kept using ArmGeo2 software. All spatial and 
attribute data from the SNC project will be in digital form, whereas the INR project and the 
DNTPSC data have been stored as both softcopy and hard copy. Softcopies are stored on the 
computer, external hardisks, CDs, and servers, while hardcopies are archived in filing 
cabinets. 
With regard to the digital attribute data collected by both the DNTPSC and INR project, the 
participants noted that the digital attributes of private land data from DNTPSC are kept 
mainly in AutoCAD and Microsoft Excel files, while INR kept the data in a GIS and Microsoft 
Access database. Attribute data such as a verbal history of the land recorded by INR data 
collectors was kept in an audio format. Prior to digital data acquisition there were different 
types of analogue land data available in Timor-Leste. The IPs pointed out examples of 
analogue data such as  the Declaration of Land Ownership/Deklarasaun Rai Nian (DRN), the 
Land Ownership Form/Formulariu Rai Nian (FRN), the Land Dispute Form, field books/Livru 
Campo, Portuguese land documents, title plans/surat ukur and land transaction records. All 
forms (e.g. DRN, FRN, and Land Dispute Form) have been archived in cabinet files, while field 
books are kept by every DNTPSC surveyor, and other analogue data (e.g. Portuguese land 
documents, title plans, and land transaction records) are kept in cupboards (compactus) 
                                                          
1
 The National Cadastral System (SNC) project is a new systematic land adjudication project that currently collect land data in Timor-Leste. 
This thesis will not explore this project further, because at the time when the research took place this project had not collected land data 
yet.  
2 A new software designed by the SNC project to process and store land data collected.  
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available at the DNTPSC. Some analogue data have now been scanned and stored on the 
computer, CDs, hardisks and servers to prevent data loss. A summary of data sources and 
platforms used for data storage is presented in the Table 6.2. 
Source of 
data 
Platform used for land data 
Digital Analog 
  Spatial Attribute 
DNTPSC CAD CAD, spreadsheet and database 
Kept by every surveyor, cupboards (compactus), 
computer, CDs and hardisks 
INR GIS GIS, database and Audio Cabinet file, computer, CDs and hardisks 
SNC ArmGeo ArmGeo No analogue data 
 
Table 6.2 platform used for data storage. 
6.2.2.2 Problems encountered in Private Land Data (PLD) storage 
To find out more information regarding the objectives of the interview, the IPs of both the 
DNTPSC and INR project were asked to identify problems encountered in PLD storage. As a 
newly independent country with widespread development issues in almost all aspects of life, 
the organisation of digital and analogue land data storage has faced multiple problems. The 
following are some issues concerning land data storage existed during INR project 
implementation and currently happen in DNTPSC.  
From the experience of INR project 
1. Loss of original Declaration of Land Ownership/Deklarasaun Rai Nian (DRN) and the Land 
Ownership Form/Formulariu Rai Nian (FRN). 
2. Incomplete information. For instance, no photograph attached to the form, wrong names, 
or identity card not presented. 
3. Errors occurring with audio data. For example, unclear voice.  
4. Difficulty of entering some land dispute data into the dispute master system due to a high 
number of land disputes. For example, a land parcel might be claimed by more than five 
different people. Some claimed the whole of the land while others claimed small parts of 
the same land which made it complicated for data to be entered into the dispute master 
system. 
5. Time consuming data processing. The team had to wait during data processing using 
ArcGIS, because sometimes computers were very slow when opening large sized map files 
(ortho-photo maps) that used as the reference maps in the project.  
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6. Unstable electricity in the district offices sometimes required employees to re-enter data 
many times due to intermittent power causing the computer they were working on to 
crash. 
7. No internet access in district offices meant that data were unable to be sent to the central 
office online. District field coordinators had to bring their data to the central office in 
order to store it in the national system. Otherwise, monthly or bi-monthly there would be 
a team consisting of database, GIS and dispute people from the central office visiting each 
district for data verification and copying.  
From the experience of DNTPSC 
1. Poor local staff knowledge about data management.  
2. Poor DNTPSC staff knowledge regarding the data archiving system used by the INR 
project.  
3. The data collected by DNTPSC staff are difficult to secure and maintain as well as 
challenging to search since it is stored separately on different computers.  
4. Variation in each individual surveyor field book (s)/livru campo archiving.  
“It is dependent on the surveyor how to keep the field book. If the surveyor has 
good experience, then the book might be kept in good way. But, for a new 
surveyor who has no experience, when they have finished the drawing and 
handed the land parcel map to the land owner or people who need it, they do not 
archive the field book properly” (IP4). 
5. The ArcGIS software license that had expired could not be extended because the DNTPSC 
staff did not have the correct connection with the software provider. 
6. Insufficient or limited computer processing capacity. Files that were saved were lost or 
there was inability to safely archive data.  
7. Computers have been attacked by viruses. 
8. Failure in electricity systems that cause power loss and frequently the loss of the most 









6.2.2.3 Private Land Data (PLD) access  
To find out the state of PLD sharing in Timor-Leste, IPs were asked questions regarding PLD 
dissemination.  Most participants assert that PLD cannot be shared and accessed widely in 
the country. Spatial and attribute data regarding private land in Timor-Leste are considered 
sensitive data, which cannot be shared with the public except for landowners or institutions 
such as courts, when data access is approved by the land authority. Private land data for 
landowners can only be a printout of the cadastral survey plan, because it is prohibited to 
share digital data. Reasons behind the hard copy policy, as claimed by some participants, are 
the sensitivity of data and the absence of laws in Timor-Leste relating to land title 
registration. IP1 further explained that "We could not give private land maps to anyone. 
Private land are very sensitive so we had to prevent any mistakes as we were afraid that if 
we provided maps to people, they may further use it for incorrect objectives".  Moreover, 
IP3 mentioned that "We haven’t distributed private land data to the public, because there is 
no land law that legalises the rights of private land". 
While explaining the PLD exchange, the participants described several datasets produced by 
the DNTPSC that could be shared and accessed by everyone in the country. These datasets 
include state land data, topographic maps, ortho-photo maps and administrative boundary 
maps. Topography maps and ortho-photo maps are commonly shared with the Timor-Leste 
Defence Force (F-FDTL), the police and international agencies cooperating with the Timor-
Leste government. The maps that are provided to users are hardcopy maps, unless there is 
authorisation from a superior to distribute digital maps. With authorisation, digital maps can 
be provided in formats that prevent data editing (PDF and JPEG). Soft copy non-editable data 
can be shared on a CD, or USB or sent through e-mail.  All maps in DNTPSC are distributed to 
the public without payment.  
 
Administrative processes of data access 
In order to discern the process followed to access PLD and other spatial data, the IPs were 
asked to explain the administrative process to access data and time frames for requesting 
approval to obtaining data. All IPs said that the administrative processes required the public 
or stakeholders to submit a hard copy request letter to the DNTPSC. The letters are checked 
and must be approved by the Director of the DNTPSC before they can be dispatched to the 
departments that are responsible for data delivery. The request for cadastral survey plans 
will be dispatched to the Department of Cadastral, Information and Valuation, while the 
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request for topographic maps or administrative boundary maps will be directed to the 
Department of Land Management and Spatial Data Development. 
The approval time for data access requests varies: the quickest time was reported to be 
within one to three days, and the longest time could be months. The time frames for 
approval to access data depends on the Director's presence in the office, the quantity of the 
letters coming to the DNTPSC and whether or not all the required documents are included 
with the request. According to the IPs, once the department responsible for data delivery 
has received the data request, the available data or map will be delivered within a day or 
two. However, for new data or data that needs to be edited, it may take as long as one or 
two weeks. To produce a hard copy of a map or maps, hardware such as printers or plotters 
must be working; if the plotter or printer is broken down then there will be a delay in 
delivering the requested map.  
Some IPs explained that requests for surveying and preparing new cadastral plans will take a 
longer time to produce, since they depend on the location of the parcel, status of the land, 
cooperation between the landowners, and the availability of surveyors. The IPs agreed that 
if the land is located in the capital city, the cadastral plan can be issued in less than one 
week. However, if the land is located outside the capital city, for land without disputes it 
could take up to a few weeks to produce cadastral plans; and months, or even years for 
disputed land. Delays are also caused by difficulties in contacting the requesters, since 
phone numbers are not recorded on some requests, or the phone numbers given are out of 
coverage. Additionally, if the volume of requests for new cadastral plans is high, surveyors 
will require more time to produce new cadastral plans requested.  
Letters requesting new cadastral plans of private land must have several documents 
attached: identity cards; a land certificate issued by the Portuguese or Indonesian 
government; or a land declaration, which includes the description of the status of the land. 
For the clients who use a land declaration as part of their documents requesting cadastral 
plans, they should state clearly how they have obtained the land and when they started 






6.2.2.4 Challenges inherent in making land information accessible 
The interviews uncovered numerous inherent challenges for sharing land or spatial data in 
Timor-Leste as follows:   
1. No qualified and experienced surveyors; thus the accuracy of cadastral plans and land 
parcel maps produced is unreliable.  
2. No qualified database management personnel. 
3. No guidelines for cadastral survey and mapping activities. The cadastral and mapping 
works are based only on the experience and knowledge of each individual staff member, 
which may lead to inconsistencies in data collected.  
4. No consistent format of cadastral plan or map exist between national and district offices 
of land and property.  
5. Some data collected in the DNTPSC does not coincide with reality. A cadastral plan is 
produced on behalf of one person, while the land is occupied by another. 
6. No comprehensive land parcel data exists for land that has been surveyed by DNTPSC 
employees because the cadastral data collected by surveyors at the DNTPSC is stored on 
computers belonging to individual surveyors. 
7. Some spatial data are outdated. 
8. Lack of number and maintenance of printers and plotters. Sometimes staff cannot 
produce a map when required because the printer or plotter is broken.   
 
6.2.3 Land Data Integration 
Land management is effective when all land data from different sources are integrated into 
one data access system to facilitate easy access and discovery of data. Another main theme 
derived from the interviews is land data integration, which also covers the reasons perceived 
by IPs that prevents better land data integration. The questionnaire was useful in discovering 
that the IPs recognise that the unification of land data from different sources in Timor-Leste 
is important. IP4 stated that "the integration of private land data and state land is a good 
step and important for Timor-Leste, because so far our data is mixed up and ambiguous”. 
According to some IPs, unified land data can be used to better administer land and property 
in the country, including: identification in each area of how much state land and how much 
private land exist; the amount of state land that is illegally occupied; comprehensive 
information regarding land disputes; minimisation of job and data duplication; and the 
provision of a single data storage and access door. To find out the challenges preventing the 
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land data unification process in Timor-Leste, the participants were asked to explain potential 
issues that may be preventing data integration, presented in the section below. 
6.2.3.1 Reasons Preventing Better Data Integration 
Although land data integration is considered an important step for land administration in the 
country, the integration process faces some challenges. There are a number of reasons that 
may prevent implementing better land data integration:  
 Lack of cooperation between institutions which work for land data collection. For example, 
DNTPSC was not involved in the INR project and is not familiar with the INR system.  
 Lack of priority given to technical work by the Ministry of Justice. For example lack of 
opportunity and budget given to the DNTPSC staff for short and long-term training 
regarding cadastral and mapping activities. 
 Lack of motivation to implement data integration; it may be considered important but not 
urgent.  
 Lack of policy regarding data sharing and integration which can be used as a guideline in 
the data integration process. 
 Lack of experience and knowledge on the data integration process. 
 Lack of standards as well as different software used for data process. An example is the 
different UPI numbers used for data collected by the INR and the DNTPSC or that DNTPSC 
mainly uses AutoCAD while INR uses ArcGIS software.  
 Lack of consistency in survey results between the DNTPSC and INR. For example, land is 
classified as state land by the DNTPSC, while the INR project classified the same land as 
private land. Furthermore, the dimensions of the same land parcel measured by surveyors 
from the DNTPSC and the INR project are not always consistent.  
 
6.2.4 Differences between before and after independence 
Before Timor-Leste became an independent country in 2002, the country was colonised 
firstly by Portugal from the mid-sixteenth century until 1975 (Molnar, 2010:5) and then by 
Indonesia from 1975 to 1999. To find out about the status quo of land data management in 
the country, the participants were asked to recall and explain the difference of land 
administration before and after independence. Five out of six IPs involved in the interviews 
were working for Indonesia Land and Property Office during the occupation period. The IPs 
explained that the cadastral work and land information management during the colonisation 
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period and after independence are quite different. These differences are presented in detail 
in Table 6.3. 
Before After 
Data 
 Accurate data was produced
3
. 
 Data was acquired through terrestrial survey. 
 Majority of data were analogue. 
 There was an existing comprehensive cadastral base 
map during Indonesian occupation. 
 Cadastral surveys were only conducted in certain 
areas. 
 Most Timorese did not have land 
certificates/documents during Portugal 
colonisation. Only certain people such as traditional 
kings or immigrants owned land 
certificates/documents. 
 
 Poor data accuracy 
 Data can be acquired through digitizing and aerial 
photography. 
 Most data are digital. 
 Incomplete cadastral base map 




 Not many land disputes existed. 
 Minimal complaints when land registration was 
conducted. 
 
 Land dispute is high. 
 Everyone may claim possession of even a small 
portion of land and declare they are the owner of 
the land.  
 There could be more than one land certificate. 
Someone may hold a Portuguese official bulletin, 
and others may hold Indonesian land certificates.  
Institutions 
 There was clear organisational framework from 
national to regional. 
 There was clear regulation for work.  
 Law, regulation and guidelines came from Jakarta, 
and the local government only implemented it. 
 Lack of cooperation among institutions. Difficult to 
unify ideas from different institutions. 
 Different policies and standards used for cadastral 
activities. 
 The work of one institution is duplicated by others. 
Law , regulation and guidelines 
 There was a land law called UUPA (Undang-Undang 
Pokok Agraria/Agrarian Act). 
 There were government regulations regarding land 
registration and cadastral survey. 
 Regulations for providing land certificates or maps 
were there to be followed.  
 Law and regulations were established prior to job 
being implemented. 
 There was an operational guideline/Petunjuk 
pelaksanaan (JUKLAK) for cadastral activity. For 
example, operational guideline for drawing 
cadastral plans and map making, including how to 
write letters, numbers and legends, and what colour 
and symbols should be used to differentiate every 
detail on the map 
 People could use land certificate to access credit at 
the bank. 
 No land titles act to guarantee land rights. 
 No specific regulation for data archives and access. 
 Little regulation for land use and land transactions. 
 Law and regulation established after the activity is 
conducted. Although some land had been 
registered, the owners do not have land title yet 
since there is no law for land title. Law has been 
drafted and submitted to parliament but not yet 
promulgated. 
 No guidelines for cadastral surveys. 
 People cannot use land documents issued by the 




Technology and Survey System 
 Maps and cadastral plans were created manually. 
 No computers were used, only typewriters. 
 Maps and cadastral plans are created using CAD or 
GIS software. 
                                                          
3
 Accurate data were produced however when the conflict happened in 1999 all data that archived in Timor-Leste were destroyed. “Timor-
Leste government has requested land data archived in Indonesia through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Timor-Leste but until today the 
data have not yet been returned to the Timor-Leste government” (IP6). 
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 Cadastral surveys were conducted using tape 
measurements and a theodolite. Calculations were 
also conducted manually.  
 Map production was time consuming. 
 The geodetic survey was conducted from order zero 
up to four.  
 Cadastral measurement was easy to conduct, since 
there were guidelines to be followed. 
 Land with less than one hectare was measured by 
district surveyor and more than one hectare was 
surveyed by surveyors in the province. 
 Communication was mostly conducted through 
letters. 
 Computers are used for office work, and more 
people know how to operate computers. 
 Advanced survey equipment is used for cadastral 
surveys such as GPS and total station. 
 Maps can be made within a short time 
 There are ten zero order geodetic points and two 
permanent GPS stations (one in Dili and one in 
Lospalos) established. 
 Cadastral surveys are difficult to conduct since 
there are no guidelines. 
 Communication is faster through Facebook, Skype 
and mobile phones.  
Archives 
 There was a good archiving system implemented. 
For example, land certificates, land books/buku 
tanah and cadastral plans are kept in different 
places or separately. 
 Person in charge of archiving received basic training 
on archiving and data distribution before 
conducting the job. 
 In the Portuguese period, land documents were 
archived both at civil registration offices in Dili and 
in Portugal. 
 During Indonesia occupation, the documents of land 
that were less than one hectare were archived at a 
provincial level and documents of land with more 
than one hectare were archived in Jakarta.   
 Archive is conducted based on each staff member’s 
knowledge and experience. 
 Data and documents are kept in form of hardcopy 
and softcopy. 
 Lack of qualified human resources for archiving: 
staff who work with the archives are not educated 
in this area and cannot perform well through lack of 
experience and knowledge.  
 Poor filing systems.  
“Some staff print out a map and give it to the client 
but they don't keep the file in good manner. So, 
when other people come and need the same data, 
they don't know where they keep the file” (IP2).  
Human Resources 
 Limited number of surveyors  
 Qualified surveyors were recruited for cadastral 
measurement. 
 Qualified people were responsible for data archiving 
and distribution.  
 
 
 More staff but not as well qualified 
 Many surveyors are not qualified since they are not 
graduates of the surveying department or have the 
relevant certificate.  
 Poor staff recruitment system. For example, staff 
are recruited without considering their educational 
background and work experience. 
Administrative processes of data access 
 Data and service delivery was through the counter 
and every counter had clear job descriptions so it 
was easily followed by visitors. 
 The time taken to request cadastral surveys was 
longer.   
“Firstly people had to send their request letter to 
the sub-village, from here the request would be 
sent to the village, the head of village would send 
the request to the sub district then the sub district 
would send the request to District and the District 
would send the request to the Land and property 
office” (IP5). 
 There is no counter for service and data delivery. 
 Request for cadastral survey can be made directly 





Table 6.3. The difference between cadastral work and land information management  
before and after independence.  
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6.3 First Fieldwork Questionnaires Result 
The interviews identified various legal, institutional and technical issues concerning land 
data sharing, storage and integration as it currently exists in Timor-Leste.  Based on the 
issues found in the interviews, a new data access system which will integrate datasets and 
provide better land data access and discovery methods for Timor-Leste needs to be 
designed. In order to build a new system for land data access that is based on a user 
perspective, questionnaires were provided to 86 people in the country to ask the 
participants to identify the most necessary attributes and characteristics for a new data 
access system.  
The results presented in the following sections are divided into three different groups of 
survey participants: staff of the DNTPSC, stakeholders, and the public. As explained in 
chapter 5, the questionnaire responses from the first fieldwork were analysed by utilising 
simple descriptive statistics and graphs. These methods were applied to identify existing 
conditions of land data processing, archiving and delivery as well as to classify user 
requirements for designing an alternative data access and information system prototype for 
a newly independent country such as Timor-Leste. Thus, the results of questionnaires were 
presented in the graphs to find out the highest frequency of participants’ responses for each 
question asked. The highest frequencies were the most considered answers to be discussed 
in setting out the rules and implication of designing the new data access prototype in 
chapter 7. All percentages are computed based on the total number of participants, so for 
questions with more than one answer it is possible to have a cumulative percentage greater 
than 100% (Mason, 2000:50). The main aspects of a data access system as described in 
questionnaire answers are illustrated in the following sub-sections. 
6.3.1 Result of Questionnaires for DNTPSC 
One of the main purposes of this survey was to identify the DNTPSC staff’s perspectives 
regarding the design of the new data access system.  The questionnaire covers the 
importance of the new data access system; how the public will access the system; what 
types of cadastral and other spatial data or products will be available in the system; what 
additional information should be attached to the datasets; and the characteristics of the new 
system. A few general questions regarding the educational background and working 
experience of the DNTPSC staff, the software and platform currently used for data 
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processing and storage as well as existing data access have been collated here as well (Figure 
6.1). The results presented in this section relate to the software and platform used for data 
processing and storage, existing data access and the DNTPSC staff’s requirements for the 
data access prototype design. 
Software used for cadastral data processing 
 
Figure 6.1. Data processing software. 
 
The bar graphs in Figure 6.1 show that the majority of staff (41%) use CAD to process 
cadastral data while 9% use GIS. There are also 23% who used both CAD and GIS, and 14% 
who used CAD, GIS and Leica GeoOffice (LGO) to process data. Overall, it is clear that the 
favoured platform of DNTPSC staff is the CAD platform in creating cadastral plans or land 
parcel maps.  
 
Platform used for cadastral spatial data storage 
 
Figure 6.2. Cadastral spatial data storage. 
 
The bar graph in Figure 6.2 illustrates the platforms used at the DNTPSC to store cadastral 
spatial data.  The platform which is most often used to hold data is AutoCAD (91%). 
However, there are a significant number of staff (55%) who record cadastral spatial data on 























































land parcels surveyed by DNTPSC surveyors are saved as AutoCAD files on individual 
computers. 
 
Platform used for cadastral attribute data storage 
 
Figure 6.3. Cadastral attribute data storage platforms. 
 
DNTPSC staff use several platforms to store cadastral attribute data (Figure 6.3). The 
majority of DNTPSC staff (73%) said that attribute data are recorded in their cadastral field 
books while there are 55% of staff who record data in Microsoft Excel. Microsoft Access 
database, Oracle database and GIS are respectively chosen by 27%, 18% and 14% of the 
DNTPSC staff. In summary, attributes of land data are mainly kept in field books and 
Microsoft Excel.   
 
Location of storage for spatial and attribute cadastral data  
 
Figure 6.4. Cadastral spatial and attribute data locations. 
 
Most of the DNTPSC respondents store data on the office computer (82%) and no data are 
currently stored in the Cloud (Figure 6.4). They also use external hard drives (64%) and 
servers (27%) to store data. Overall, land data surveyed by DNTPSC staff is stored on 





















































Accessibility of cadastral data 
 
 
The graph in Figure 6.5 shows number of DNTPSC staff who provide access to cadastral data  
to clients. It is notable that 68% of DNTPSC respondents provide access to cadastral data to 
various people in Timor-Leste and only 27% do not provide data access. There were 5% of 
respondents who did not give an answer to this question. These respondents are staff who 
do not work for either the Department of Cadastral, Information and Valuation or the 
Department of Land Management and Spatial Data Development. This result is in line with 
the interviews result which pointed out that DNTPSC provide land data to people who 









































The importance of new cadastral data access method 
 
Figure 6.6. The importance of new data access. 
 
The majority of the DNTPSC staff who participated in this survey (91%) consider it necessary 
to establish a new cadastral data access system in the country while 9% did not answer this 
question (Figure 6.6).   
 
Public interaction with the new system 
 
Figure 6.7. Public interaction. 
 
The results in Figure 6.7 show the DNTPSC staff's point of view on how future users will 
access information in the new system. Most of the respondents (78%) either strongly agree 
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percent of DNTPSC staff agree and 11% strongly agree that the public should be able to 
download cadastral data. But, 39% of DNTPSC staff do not agree to the public downloading 
other spatial data, and 44% do not want the public to add their data into the system or to 
modify the data. Thus, according to the DNTPSC staff the new data access system design 
should allow the public to download cadastral data, but it should not allow modifications 
and additions by the public. Overall, the DNTPSC staff prefer the users’ interaction with the 
system to be limited to data viewing and downloading of cadastral data.  
 
Cadastral and land registration products to be available in the new system 
 
Figure 6.8. Proposed cadastral maps and documents. 
 
When collating results from answers to the question regarding what cadastral and land 
registration products should be available in the data access system, most of the respondents 
(91%) opted for cadastral survey plans to be accessed on the new system (Figure 6.8). The 
other favoured products were land parcel maps (68%), cadastral base maps (68%) and 
contract leases (50%). There are four products that are considered less significant based on 
the respondents’ responses, Cadastral Title Plan (45%), Land certificate (27%), Valuation 
Zone Map (27%) and deeds (14%). Overall, cadastral maps and documents that were the 
preferred choice for access in the system were cadastral survey plans, land parcel maps, 















































Other maps to be available in the new system 
 
Figure 6.9. Maps proposed to be made available on the new data access system. 
 
DNTPSC participants were asked to suggest what other spatial data would be good to access 
in the new system. Results in Figure 6.9 indicate that most of the respondents (59%) at 
DNTPSC selected topographic maps and geodetic point maps, followed by land use maps 
55%. Thus, other maps that were preferred by the majority of DNTPSC staff to be included in 
the system are topographic maps, geodetic points and land use maps.  
Format of the maps on the data access system 
 
Figure 6.10. Proposed formats of cadastral map file outputs. 
 
Respondents at the DNTPSC chose formats for cadastral map file outputs (Figure 6.10). The 
bar graph lists the formats for the cadastral map file outputs chosen to be presented on the 
data access system. The map formats in this section relate to the cadastral maps appointed 
by the majority of the DNTPSC in Figure 6.8. The chosen maps (Figure 6.8) were cadastral 
















































































Cadastral Survey Plan Cadastral Title Plan Land Parcel Map Cadastral Base Map Valuation Zone Map
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parcel maps were chosen by 86% and 68% respectively to be in AutoCAD format, while the 
cadastral base map is required by 59% of participants to be in GIS format. Thus, the cadastral 
maps chosen to be in the system are preferred to be in CAD and GIS format. 
 
Figure 6.11. Proposed format for non-cadastral maps in the data access system. 
 
In addition to cadastral map file output formats, DNTPSC staff indicated file types for non-
cadastral maps that should be available on the data access system (Figure 6.11). The formats 
in this section refer to the maps appointed in the Figure 6.9 to be presented in data access 
system. The maps chosen most often for inclusion were topographic maps, geodetic points 
and land use maps. Most of the participants (64%) said that topographic maps and land use 
maps should be presented in a GIS format. The geodetic point maps were also preferred to 
be in a GIS format by 59% of participants. Hence, the format used for other maps in the 
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The text format for land documents on the data access system 
 
Figure 6.12. Proposed document text formats on the data access system. 
 
Most of the respondents at the DNTPSC prefer land registration documents such as land 
certificates, deeds and contract leases included in the data access system to be saved as 
Microsoft Word documents (Figure 6.12). 
 
Additional information included with cadastral or other spatial datasets 
 
Figure 6.13. Proposed additional information. 
 
Results compiled from the questionnaire with respect to supporting information that should 
be included with datasets, suggest that most respondents (86%) indicated datasets should 
have metadata attached (Figure 6.13). Thus, additional information that should be attached 







































































It is very important to design a data access system that is user-friendly, as shown in Figure 
6.14. The results indicate that the majority of participants (59%) prefer a user-friendly 
system.  Furthermore, most participants selected the additional following characteristics to 
be considered when designing the data access system: easy to download big amounts of 
data (64%); simplicity of design and help maintenance (59%); give quick access to the most 
useful functionalities (specific to user needs) (50%); consistency and standards (45%); 
symbol for emergency exit (41%); and visibility of menu and information (27%). Overall, the 
participants suggested that the system should have several characteristics including user 
friendliness; simplicity of design; consistency and standards; assistance with records 
maintenance; quick and customized access to most useful functionalities; a symbol for 


















































Very Important Important Neutral Unimportant Very Unimportant
User-friendly (UF); Consistency and standards (CS); Give quick access to the most useful functionalities/specific to my needs 
(GQ); Easy to download big amounts of data (ED); Symbol for emergency exit (SE); The visibility of menu and information 
(VM); Simplicity of design (SD); Help maintenance (HM)  
Figure 6.14. Proposed characteristic of system. 
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6.3.2 Result of Questionnaires for Stakeholders and the Public 
As described in chapter five, the questionnaires for stakeholders and the public were 
composed of the same questions, which cover the time taken for requesting and obtaining 
cadastral and other spatial data, as well as requirements for the new data access system 
design. The following graphs (Figure 6.15 - 6.23) present the results of the surveys. 





Figure 6.15. Time needed to fulfil requests for cadastral and other spatial data. 
 
Figure 6.15 illustrates personal observation for the length of time it takes to obtain data 
from the DNTPSC. Among the participants who had submitted a request for cadastral or 
other spatial data to the DNTPSC, the majority of stakeholders (33%) said that data was 
obtained after one week or longer and no one said that data was obtained in less than one 
week. Seventeen percent of the stakeholder group said that data was obtained between two 
to three weeks. Some stakeholders who chose the ‘Other’ category said that the data they 
requested was obtained within six months and the reminder said that the data was never 
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obtained within one to two weeks while 8% said that the requested data was received within 
a month. Twenty three percent of the public chose ‘Other’, which means that either they 
never received the data or the data was provided after one month or longer.  Fifteen 
percent of the public said that the data was obtained within less than one week and one 
month (Figure 6.15). Overall, this result is similar to what was described by the key 
informants in the interviews that the timeframe of data delivery from the DNTPSC varies 
with some data delivered in less than one week and some taking longer to deliver.    
 
The importance of a new data access method 
       
Figure 6.16. Data access and information integration systems. 
 
Most of the respondents from the stakeholder group (51% and 24%) as well as the public 
(61% and 13%) think that designing a new cadastral data access and information integration 
system for the country is necessary (Figure 6.16). While on the other hand, 5% of 
stakeholders and low numbers from the public (13% and 4%) said it is not important to 
design an access system at all. Twenty percent of stakeholders and 9% of the public were 
neutral.  Thus, a data access system is considered necessary for Timor-Leste by a majority of 





































Cadastral data to be available in the new system 
 
Figure 6.17. Proposed cadastral maps and documents. 
 
Overall, the participants responded positively, indicating that all cadastral and land 
registration products listed in Figure 6.17 should be present in the data access system. The 
most popular products chosen by stakeholders and the public for access on the system were 
land certificates (71% of stakeholders and 61% of the public), cadastral base maps (27% of 
stakeholders and 48% of the public), cadastral survey plans (chosen by 41% of stakeholders) 
and the land parcel map (43% of the public) (Figure 6.17). Thus, cadastral data and 
documents preferred by both stakeholders and the public for inclusion in the data access 


































































Other spatial data to be available in the new system 
 
Figure 6.18. Proposed other maps. 
 
All of the maps listed in Figure 6.18 were requested to be part of the data access system 
available for download. Most stakeholders (46%) and the public (61%) paticipants wanted to 
include topographic maps as a choice for downloading. There were also 44% of stakeholders 
and 61% of the public who selected administrative boundary maps. The third most popular 
spatial data selected fo availability differs between the groups. The stakeholders indicated 
land use maps (37%), whereas the public preferred road maps (43%) (Figure 6.18). Overall, 
maps chosen the most by both stakeholders and the public to be available in the system are 




















































Figure 6.19. Proposed cadastral map output formats. 
 
There was  variation in the formats chosen by the stakeholders and the public for the type of 
output format for cadastral maps (Figure 6.19). The output formats described here are 
output formats for cadastral maps that were previously chosen by the stakeholders and the 
public; they are cadastral survey plans, cadastral base maps and title plans. Cadastral survey 
plans are preferred by 34% of stakeholders to be available in the GIS format, whereas 43% of 
the public prefers JPEG. The cadastral base maps are preferred in PDF form by the 
stakeholders and in AutoCAD by the public. Title plans are wanted in TIFF format by the 






































































































preferred by the stakeholders and public to be in the system are GIS, JPEG, PDF, CAD, and 
TIFF. 
 





Figure 6.20. Proposed non-cadastral map output formats. 
 
Similar to the output format description regarding cadastral maps, the format of the non-
cadastral maps to be described here are related to the maps that have been chosen in the 
previous section (Figure 6.18). The maps chosen were topographic maps, administrative 
boundary maps, land use maps and road maps. Topographic maps are preferred to be 
available in a GIS format by 27% of stakeholders and in either AutoCAD (35%) or GIS (35%) 
by the public (Figure 6.20). Administrative boundary maps are preferred as a PDF file by 
stakeholders (37%) but in a GIS format by the public (35%). Land use maps are favoured in 
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PDF and AutoCAD by stakeholders (20% each) and to be in GIS by the public (39%). Overall, 
stakeholders and the public said that the maps in the system should be in GIS, CAD, PDF and 
JPEG (Figure 6.20).  
 
The text format of land documents outputs to be available in the new system 
     
 
     
Figure 6.21. Proposed output format for text document downloads. 
 
The majority of respondents from the stakeholder group (49%) and the public (65% and 
61%) wanted to see land certificates and deeds in the PDF format for output, if these 
documents are to be included in the data access system (Figure 6.12). Contract leases were 


































































by the public (74%).  Thus, the format of land document text outputs proposed are Microsoft 
Word and PDF (Figure 6.21). 
 
Additional information attached to the cadastral or other spatial datasets 
 
Figure 6.22. Proposed additional information . 
 
When given a choice, the majority of participants, 59% of stakeholders and 65% from the 
public, selected metadata to be attached to cadastral or other spatial datasets when these 
data are made available on the data access system.  Overall, additional information 





















































The characteristics of the data access interface listed in Figure 6.23 are essential to consider 
when designing a new data access and information integration system for Timor-Leste. Most 
of the participants from the stakeholder group and the public either chose ‘very important’ 
or ‘important’ for all of the interface characteristics listed in Figure 6.23. ‘Unimportant’ and 
‘very unimportant’ were selected for considerably fewer characteristics. Overall, 
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Very Important Important Neutral Unimportant Very Unimportant
Stakeholders 
Public 
User-friendly (UF); Consistency and standards (CS); Give quick access to the most useful functionalities/specific to my needs 
(GQ); Easy to download big amounts of data (ED); Symbol for emergency exit (SE); The visibility of menu and information (VM); 
Simplicity of design (SD); Help maintenance (HM)  
Figure 6.23. Characteristics of data access interface. 
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characteristics including user friendliness; simplicity of design; consistency and standards; 
assistance with records maintenance; quick and customized access to most useful 
functionalities; symbol for emergency exit; visibility of menu; and ease of download for large 
data files.  
 
6.3.3 Summary of the First Fieldwork Questionnaires Result 
Based on the result of the questionnaires presented in section 6.3.2, it can be summarised 
that: 
 The main platform used by the DNTPSC for cadastral data processing is CAD. However, 
there are several other platforms employed for this purpose including GIS (ArcView, ArcGIS 
and Quantum GIS), Leica GeoOffice, Map Info and Global Mapper. 
 The majority of spatial information of land in the DNTPSC is kept with CAD although some 
of this data is kept in GIS or on paper.  
 Most attributes of land data are kept in field books and some are stored on spreadsheets.   
 All digital land data surveyed by the DNTPSC are stored on computers, external hard drives 
or on servers.   
 Time frames for obtaining land and other spatial datasets from DNTPSC varies. The 
quickest time is less than one week and the longest time is 6 months. A few participants 
said that their requests for data access were declined, so they could not obtain the data.  
 The majority of participants in the surveys considered that it is important to design a new 














Summary of results for elements for the proposed data access system according to 
questionnaires are as follows in Table 6.4: 
No Elements User Requirements 
DNTPSC Staff Stakeholders Public 
1 User interaction with 
the system (this 
question was only 
asked to DNTPSC staff) 
 Future users should be 
able to view all data and 
download some other 
spatial data such as 
topographic maps, ortho-
photo maps, and 
administrative boundary 
maps. However future 
users should not be 
allowed to download 
cadastral data, modify the 
data or add their data 
into the system. 
 
  
2 Cadastral data and 
documents to be 
available in the system 
 Cadastral Survey Plans 
 Land Parcel Maps 
 Cadastral Base Maps 
 Contract Leases form 
 Land Certificates 
 Cadastral Base Maps 




 Cadastral Base 
Maps 
 Land Parcel 
Maps 
 
3 Other spatial data to be 
available in the system 
 
 Topographic Maps 
 Geodetic Points 
 Land Use Maps 
 Topographic Maps 
 Administrative 
Boundary Maps 







 Land Use maps 
4 Formats for cadastral 
maps  available in the 
system 
AutoCAD, GIS GIS, PDF CAD, GIS 
5 Formats for other maps 
available in the system 
GIS GIS, PDF,JPEG CAD, GIS,  
6 Formats used for 
documents in the new 
system 
Microsoft Word Documents PDF PDF 
7 Other information 
attached to dataset 
Metadata 
 
8 The characteristics of 
the system 
 
 User friendliness 
 Simplicity of design 
 Consistency and standard 
 Assistance with records maintenance 
 Customised access to most useful functionalities  
 Symbol for emergency exit  
 Visibility of menu 
 Ease of download for large data files   
 





6.4 Chapter Summary 
This chapter has discussed the results of the semi-structured interviews and questionnaires. 
The results of the semi-structured interviews covered legal and administrative aspects of 
private land data exchange and storage, land data unification and the difference between 
the situation before and after independence. The results of the questionnaires covered 
platforms used for cadastral data process, platforms for cadastral spatial and attribute data 
storage, and data access at the DNTPSC, as well as user requirements for data access and 
information integration system. 
Based on the result of the interviews and surveys presented in this chapter, the next chapter 
discusses the implications of the research results and the design principles for the proposed 























 First Fieldwork Data Analysis 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter will discuss the research results presented in Chapter 6, which have identified 
several legal, institutional and technical issues of land data exchange, storage and 
integration in Timor-Leste. Discussion will also cover user requirements for designing a new 
data access system for Timor-Leste, the analysis of the issues mentioned above in terms of 
their implication for building a new data access system. The chapter consists of three 
sections: the first covers system-related implications; the second is about rules for the 
system; and the last is a chapter summary. 
7.2 System Related Implications 
As explained in Chapter 6, land data management in Timor-Leste encountered various issues 
regarding legal, institutional and technical aspects of land data exchange, storage and 
unification. First of all, in terms of legal issues, Timor-Leste does not have the required laws 
and regulations covering the spatial data exchange process nor copyright, although data 
sharing is taking place and is considered an important factor in facilitating other 
governmental institutions and public activities. In coping with the absence of law on data 
sharing and copyright, the country may apply laws and regulations which applied before 
independence. Article 165 of the Timor-Leste constitution states that, “laws and regulations 
in force in East Timor shall continue to be applicable to all matters except to the extent that 
they are inconsistent with the constitution or principles contained therein". The laws 
referred to here are the Indonesian laws that were used and existed in Timor-Leste prior to 
independence (Law No. /2003).  
One Indonesian regulation regarding spatial data exchange is the presidential regulation 
about the National Spatial Data Network (JDSN) No. 85/2007/Peraturan Presiden Republik 
Indonesia Nomor 85 Tahun 2007 tentang jaringan data spasial nasional. Indonesian law 
regarding copyright is law No. 19/2002, which states in Article 12, that one of the products 
to be protected is published and unpublished maps. Thus, the data access system design and 
intellectual property protection proposed by this thesis must comply with the standing 
Indonesian law. Every dataset or map that will be presented on the system will be protected 
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by the copyright law as instituted by the Indonesian government until the government of 
Timor-Leste has created new copyright law for the intellectual property protection in Timor-
Leste. All downloadable maps on the data access system need to have copyright labels 
attached to them and a disclaimer such as ‘I accept these conditions upon download’. 
Secondly, institutional issues regarding data exchange, storage and integration examined in 
this research included: 
 Lack of human resources. 
 Lack of guidelines for the cadastral and mapping process.  
 Lack of cooperation among institutions.   
 Lack of support from the Ministry of Justice.  
 Lack of maintenance and number of printers and plotters.  
 The absence of land titles acts to guarantee land rights.  
 Different policies and standards used for cadastral activities. 
 Work duplication.  
 Poor data archiving systems. 
  
In order to present accurate and comprehensive data in the data access system, some of the 
institutional issues above can be addressed by enhancing the quality of human resources 
through ongoing long -and short-term training programs and employing people who have an 
educational background in mapping, surveying, or other relevant fields. These trained 
people can collect, process and manage cadastral and other geographical datasets. 
Furthermore, new policies and guidelines should be created for Timor-Leste specifically or 
the previous Indonesian guidelines should be used for cadastral and mapping activities such 
as data collection, processing, and archiving.   
 
Additionally, the implementation of a digital data access system may tackle some of the 
issues presented above. First of all, the system may overcome human resource issues since 
some activities such as printing maps and cadastral information access (e.g. status of land, 
area, and information regarding land disputes) could be contained within the data access 
system. Data distribution would no longer rely only on the presence of map makers or data 
distributors. In terms of the lack of guidelines for cadastral and mapping processes, 
information regarding this issue would be presented through metadata to warn the data 
users on how the datasets are generated and data accuracy. Metadata informs users about 
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the data origin or that the cadastral data presented in the system may have come from 
different institutions or projects.  With respect to a ‘lack of cooperation among institutions’, 
an online system would facilitate communication through a shared ‘hub’. Likewise, the 
Ministry of Justice may offer more financial support after the system is established, when 
the operation of the system has had a chance to make positive influences on the work of the 
government, academics, private companies and the public. In terms of inadequacy of 
maintenance, and the lack of number of printers and plotters, the online data access system 
would sidestep the problems that arise when printers and plotters fail, since maps can be 
downloaded directly from the system. Hence, users would use their own printers to print 
maps or use softcopy maps to facilitate their work. In addition, duplication of data would be 
mitigated since the system would only hold one copy of each dataset. And as a final note, 
problems related to the current data archiving system would be overcome since the data 
access system would be connected to a single database server where all datasets would be 
maintained.  
 
Thirdly, technical issues pointed out in this research are: 
 All land data in the DNTPSC are kept separately by every surveyor. 
 Different Unit Parcel Identifiers (UPI) are used by DNTPSC and INR. 
 Different survey results are produced by DNTPSC and INR. 
 Different platforms are used to store land data. 
 Power supply is unreliable. 
 The need for metadata to be attached to datasets when they are presented on the 
data access system. 
 Public interaction with the data access system.  
 
To solve some of the issues described above in the context of building a data access system 
for Timor-Leste, all land data surveyed by the DNTPSC should be transformed into a 
geodatabase to better integrate various geometries and attribute data that are currently 
stored individually within the computer of each surveyor. The geodatabase would provide 
single database via data access system. This geodatabase should also include other raster 
and vector datasets available in DNTPSC such as land data collected by the INR project, 
ortho-photo maps, topographic maps, administrative boundaries, land use and geodetic 
points. A geodatabase is “the native data structure for ArcGIS and is the primary data format 
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used for editing and data management” (ESRIa). Since ArcGIS is used by both DNTPSC and 
INR, the use of this software can easily facilitate CAD and GIS data unification.   
DNTPSC should establish or re-establish a database section within its working hierarchy, so 
that every time a surveyor creates a new plan, the plan would be handed to the database 
section employees to be added to the geodatabase. All attributes of the parcel should be 
recorded in a spreadsheet before handing it to the database section. Due to fluctuations in 
power supply that are common in Timor-Leste, land data and other spatial data should be 
backed up regularly. Regarding unreliable power supply, the system may lessen the 
dependency on a constant power supply. If the power is off in the area where the DNTPSC is 
located, people could still access, view, or download required datasets from other places. 
Additional technical issues including different UPI used, different survey results, and 
different platforms used to store land data in Timor-Leste could be overcome through the 
development of Timor-Leste SDI components. Two SDI components such as standards and 
policies should be created to facilitate data interoperability or to help repair these 
mismatches.  
It was shown in Chapter 6 Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.22, the majority of participants involved 
in the survey preferred metadata to be attached to the dataset held in the data access 
system. The metadata of each dataset available in the system should be prepared and could 
be included in the annual action plan of the DNTPSC, in order to get funding for collecting 
metadata.  Apart from metadata, most of the DNTPSC staff who participated in the survey 
preferred public interaction with the system to be limited to viewing data in the system and 
downloading inalterable cadastral data such as survey plans. The users should not be 
allowed to download non-cadastral maps, modify or add their datasets to the system. 
However, in order to create a data access system that is useful for both DNTPSC and the data 
users in the country, the system that will be designed in this thesis would enable end-users 
to download specific spatial data such as topographic maps and administrative boundary 
maps from the system. Allowing the public to download maps from the system would reduce 
DNTPSC's workload, solve some of problems associated with map production equipment, 




The proposed solutions regarding legal, institutional and technical issues described above 
are recommendations for Timor-Leste government agencies to consider, especially the 
DNTPSC, with respect to future land data management. This thesis will design a DNTPSC 
geodatabase schema (see appendix C) and a prototype user interface for data access and 
information integration. Some of the findings described in this chapter along with their 
associated solutions and implications for the data access system are summarised in Table 
7.1: 
Findings Proposed Solution System Implications 
Legal  No laws and regulations 
for spatial data 
exchange process.  
 No current copyright 
law. 
Laws and regulations existed 
before independence should 
be applied and new law or 
regulation should be 
drafted. 
 
 System design and intellectual 
property protection has to 
comply with the Indonesian laws. 
 Every dataset or map that would 
be presented on the system 
should be protected with the 
copyright law from Indonesian 
government until Timor-Leste 
has new copyright law to use in 
the country. 
 Datasets and maps presented on 
the system should have 
copyright labels attached to 
them.   
Institutional  Lack of human 
resources. 
 Lack of guidelines for 
cadastral and mapping 
process. 
 Lack of cooperation 
among institutions. 
 Lack of support from the 
Ministry of Justice. 
 Lack of maintenance 
and number of printers 
and plotters. 
 An absence of land titles 
Act to guarantee land 
rights. 
 Different policies and 
standards used for 
cadastral activities. 
 Work duplication. 
 Poor data archive 
system. 
 Ongoing long-and short-
term training programs 
should be established. 
 Employing people who 
have an educational 
background in mapping 
and surveying or other 
relevant fields to collect, 
process and manage 
cadastral and other 
geographical datasets. 
 The policies and guidelines 
should be created or the 
previous Indonesian 
guidelines should be used 
 The system will allow users to 
search, view and download 
policies and guidelines once they 
have been created. Thus, button 
and window for viewing and 
downloading these documents 
should be available in the 





for cadastral and mapping 
activities including data 
collection, processing and 
archiving. 
 Utilise some open source 
software, FLOSS 
(Free/Libre and Open-
Source Software) in 
cadastral and land 
registration.  
Technical  All land data in the 
DNTPSC are kept 
separately by every 
surveyor. 
 A different UPI is used 
between DNTPSC and 
INR. 
 Different survey results 
produced by DNTPSC 
and INR. 
 Different platforms used 
to store land data. 
 Unreliable power 
supply. 
 The need for metadata 
to be attached to 
datasets. 
 Public interaction with 
the new data access 
system: 
- Viewing data in 
the system and 
downloading some 
cadastral data 
such as survey 
plans. 
- The users should 
not be allowed to 
download other 
spatial data 
available on the 
system, modify the 
data or add their 
data to the 
system. 
 
 All land data surveyed by 
the DNTPSC should be 
transformed into 
geodatabase. 
 Land data and other 
spatial data should be 
backed up regularly. 
 Metadata of each dataset 
should be prepared. 
 Central database to 
accumulate databases 
DNTPSC and the INR 




 Metadata window and download 
button. 
 Map window and download 
button. 
 Registration window for users to 
fill in when downloading the 
maps on the system which 
include sign in and sign up 
button. ‘Sign in’ is for the 
returning users who previously 
have done registration and 
‘register’ is for the new users 








Some of the proposed solutions above: geodatabase design, metadata collection and 
integrate the DNTPSC and the INR data, seem simple in concept, but have not been 
implemented in post-independence Timor-Leste, specifically in the DNTPSC. A contributing 
reason identified in the semi-structured interviews could be the lack of knowledge regarding 
modern technical solutions for land data management, since DNTPSC lacks qualified people 
for cadastral and mapping activities.    
The diagram showing a proposed data access system based on the solutions explained above 
are illustrated in Figure 7.1. 
 
              
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             





Figure 7.1. Proposed land data Integration and access process for DNTPSC Timor-Leste. 
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7.3 Rules of data access system 
The attributes and characteristics of the data access system prototype that will be created 
have been based on the user requirements identified in from interviews and questionnaires 
in the current research project. Courage & Baxter (2005:3) explain that user requirements 
are users' points of view regarding characteristics or elements that have to be attached to a 
“product” and how this “product” is utilised. The authors further elaborate that through user 
requirements a designer can create ideas on a product that is preferred and required by the 
clients. According to the survey participants responses, the Timor-Leste data access system 
should have several key characteristics that include: 
 User friendliness.  
 Simplicity of design.  
 Consistency and standards. 
 Assistance with records maintenance  
 Quick and customised access to most useful functionalities. 
 Symbol for emergency exit. 
 Visibility of menu. 
 Ease of download for large data files.   
In addition to the characteristics of the data access system interface listed here, the survey 
participants would like cadastral products to be made available on the data access system. 
These cadastral products are cadastral survey plans, land parcel maps, cadastral base maps, 
and some cadastral documents such as contract lease forms and land certificates. Other 
spatial data requested to be available in the data access system are topographic maps, 
geodetic points, land use maps and administrative boundary maps. It is proposed that the 
maps that would be presented on the data access system will be in the formats of PDF, JPEG 
and TIFF while text documents such as the contract leases form and land certificates will be in 
Microsoft Word (*. docx) and PDF formats (*.pdf). Functionality for users to log on with a 
user name and password would be instituted before downloading the data. The data that 
would be available for download would be in inalterable PDF, JPEG or TIFF formats for maps 
as well as in GIS or CAD formats for the digital datasets such as administrative boundary, 




7.4 Chapter Summary 
This chapter has discussed the implications of the thesis research results with respect to the 
implementation of a data access system and the rules for the prototype design. The current 
research has produced the first description of the legal, institutional and technical issues 
relating to the creation of a data access system for use in Timor-Leste. Characteristics of the 
system, data to be available, formats for maps and documents and how to protect data in the 
system have all been described in detail.  
The implications of the research results and the guidelines for a data access system design 
defined in this chapter will be used as the fundamental rules used to create a prototype user 
interface for Timor-Leste data access system. Design options and discussions regarding the 

























Chapter 8  
Data Access Prototype Design and Usability Test 
8.1 Introduction 
This chapter illustrates both the designed data access prototype and results from usability 
testing of the prototype that was conducted in July 2015. The data access prototype 
addresses issues established in the first phase of the research as presented in Chapter 6, as 
well as analysis of the issues in terms of feasibility, in addition to the importance of building 
a data access system as discussed in Chapter 7. Section 8.2 encompasses a description of the 
datasets collected and presented in the system.  Section 8.3 describes the prototype design 
including explanation of icons, buttons and screens presented. Section 8.4 reports on 
usability testing methodology. The last section, 8.5, is the chapter summary.  
8.2 Dataset 
All datasets used in the design of the digital data access prototype were collected from the 
DNTPSC and the INR project. Most of these datasets are regularly requested by stakeholders 
and the public in Timor-Leste, datasets such as administrative boundaries, cadastral data, 
topographic maps, and ortho-photo maps. The datasets available are administrative 
boundaries, cadastral, geodetic points, roads, topographic 25, and ortho-photo. The 
administrative boundary data presents polygon maps of districts, sub-districts and villages. 
Cadastral data consists of geometries and attributes of land parcels. The cadastral attributes 
presented include the number of a particular cadastral plan, UPI, type of land (e.g. state 
land, private land, abandoned land, etc.), survey area, calculated area, district, sub-district, 
village, status of the land (e.g. disputed or not) and the institution that surveyed the land 
(e.g. DNTPSC or INR). Other land registration products available on the system are previous 
land certificates (e.g. Indonesian and Portuguese land certificates), current land certificates 
and cadastral survey plans.  
Furthermore, the geodetic dataset consists of all survey marks surveyed by or in cooperation 
with the DNTPSC. The details include point ID, Easting, Northing, latitude, longitude, 
ellipsoidal height, projection, zone, datum, order, district, sub-district, village, establishment 
date and status of the mark. On the other hand, land use data is not yet presented in this 
prototype, because there is no data available at DNTPSC. The DNTPSC conducted land use 
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surveys for some parts of the country in around 2004-2005 but the data was lost when a 
political crisis occurred in 2006. At present, DNTPSC has not yet conducted new land use 
surveys. Apart from unavailability of the land use data in the prototype, the road dataset 
provides information about the road network in Timor-Leste. It comprises one-lane roads, 
two-lane roads, 4WD roads, and foot paths. In addition, topographic maps presented in the 
system include topographic maps of 1:50000 and 1:25000 scales and the Japan International 
Cooperation Agency (JICA) topographic map. Besides that, ortho-photo maps are aerial 
imageries surveyed by Defence Imagery and Geospatial Organisation (DIGO) from Australia 
in 2003 at a scale of 1:1000 which are used by DNTPSC and INR as base maps for cadastral 
surveys. Other documents used are legislation documents such as law number 1/2003. 
8.3 Data Access Prototype Design 
The data access prototype created as part of this research project is a software based 
prototype that was designed to incorporate complex legal and administrative issues of land 
data management and to include user requirements that were identified in the first phase of 
fieldwork in this research project. Specific objectives to be considered when designing this 
prototype were to provide a better method of land information integration and to facilitate 
data sharing between departments at DNTPSC, stakeholders and the public. The current 
method for data access is manual, which requires long processes and is time consuming. 
Additionally, the datasets are not accumulated in one database system but are stored in 
different computers which are prone to data loss and difficulties in finding the data. In order 
to examine the usability and viability of this data access method (i.e. to establish that it is in 
fact “better” than the status quo), usability testing was conducted in the second phase of 
this research project. The prototype was designed using Microsoft Expression Blend 4.  
Generally, the prototype design process follows user requirements presented in Table 6.4 
from the questionnares provided in the first phase of fieldwork, including user friendliness; 
simplicity of design; and consistency and standards. In order to maintain ‘user friendliness’, 
standard buttons and icons were presented in each screen. The structure of screens and 
items in the prototype were also easy to follow. Additionally, the prototype designed was 
based on idea of ‘consistency and standard’ where items in every screen were placed in the 
same position (e.g. Figure 8.1). For example, the logo, banner and ‘home’ icon were always 
placed at the top of each screen. All buttons (e.g. ‘About’, ‘Data’, ‘Policy/Guidelines’ and 
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‘Login’) in each screen were generally placed under the logo and the banner.  Maps in every 
screen were placed in the middle. The law documents or land records were placed on the 
right side of the list items. Download and order buttons were located on the bottom left of 
every screen. The search button was always on the upper right of the screen, under the 
‘home’ icon.  
8.3.1 Icons and Buttons 
There are several icons and buttons presented in this prototype. These icons include ‘Zoom 
In’ ( ) and ‘Zoom Out’ ( ) icons that are used to view map at smaller and larger scales; 
and ‘Home’ ( ) icon which is used to go back to the main page. In addition, there are six 
buttons available in the prototype. Firstly, ‘About’ button that is used to display a description 
of the data access system. Secondly, ‘Data’ button which is used to navigate to the ‘Data’ 
screen where users can view or download various types of cadastral and other spatial data 
produced by DNTPSC. Thirdly, ‘Policy/Guidelines’ button that is used to find laws or 
regulations about land as well as cadastral and mapping activities. Fourthly,  ‘Login’ button 
which is used to register users who are accessing the system in order to secure the system. 
Fifthly, ‘Metadata’ button that is used to display the metadata of datasets available on the 















There are several screens in data access system interface. The ‘home’ screen is shown in the 
Figure 8.1, and a flowchart of all accessible screens are illustrated in Figure 8.2. 
 






























Figure 8.2. Schematic diagram of screens in data access system prototype. 
8.3.2.1 ‘Login’ screen 
This data access system can be accessed at different levels, namely as a logged or an 
unlogged user. Unlogged users could access datasets in the system by clicking on the ‘map’ 
(e.g. click on the ‘Dili’ polygon) or ‘Data’ button in the ‘Home’ screen. Users who do not login 
are only able to view the data, while users who do login can both view and download data. 
Logged in users are categorised into two groups: DNTPSC staff and general (Figure 8.2). 
DNTPSC staff are required to present specific information to confirm their identities at login, 
including name, staff ID, gender, department, region (e.g. national or district). Staff who 
select district, have to select the district where they access the system. General users have 
to register the first time they login with information such as: name, e-mail, confirm e-mail, 
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users are allowed to use their previously registered email and password to login to the 
system.  
 
Figure 8.3 Login screen. 
 




Figure 8.5 General registration screen. 
8.3.2.2 ‘Data’ screen 
The data screen presents different datasets accessible by users. These include administrative 
boundaries, land parcels, geodetic points, roads, topographic maps scale 1:50000, 
topographic maps scale 1:25000, JICA topographic maps and ortho-photo maps at scale 
1:1000. 
 







Users will be able to download an administrative boundary dataset based on the areas they 
require. For example, if users want to download the entire administrative boundary for 
Timor-Leste, they can download it when the complete administrative data is being viewed. 
However, if they want to download an administrative boundary of a specific district such as 
Aileu, they only have to click on Aileu district, then click on the download button to 
download the Aileu district boundary data.  
 
Figure 8.7. Administrative boundary screen. 
 





Users who have logged in to data access system as 'general' are able to view the cadastral 
parcels and their attributes but cannot download datasets. 'General' users who want to 
download geometry and attributes of land parcels have to contact the data owner presented 
on the metadata. This is because land parcel datasets, especially relating to private land, are 
not yet allowed to be distributed to all stakeholders and the public in Timor-Leste. However, 
general users are allowed to download individual cadastral survey plans (Figure 8.13) 
available on the system or to order land certificates or documents issued by the Indonesian 
and Portuguese government (Figure 8.11) by filling in all the required fields in 'Land Record 
Order Form' (Figure 8.12).  
 




Figure 8.10. Geometry and attributes of a specific land parcel. 
 





Figure 8.12. Land record order form. 
 












Users can download and view details of geodetic marks, by clicking on the required point 
(Figure 8.14).  
 
Figure 8.14. Geodetic screen. 
‘Road’ 
Road data is another map option that can be downloaded (Figure 8.15).  
 







Users can download topographic maps at 1:50000 and 1:25000 scales by clicking on the 
required area. These topographic maps are downloaded as TIFF files. Japan International 
Cooperation Agency (JICA) topographic maps will be presented as PDF files since the data is 
only available in this format.  
 





















This screen presents ortho-photo maps at 1:1000 scale (Figure 8.17). Users can download 
the map by clicking on the index provided to select the required area.  
 
Figure 8.17. Ortho-photo screen. 
‘Download options’ 
When users click on the ‘Download’ button, they will be asked to select the ‘map projection’ 
and ‘file type’ they need. Users logged in as DNTPSC staff can download directly by clicking 
on the ‘Enter’ button after the map projection and file type have been selected (Figure 8.18).  
Users logged in as ‘general’ need to accept terms and conditions about how they may use 
the data before downloading the required dataset (Figure 8.19).  
 




Figure 8.19. Download layout for ‘general’ users. 
8.3.2.3 ‘Policy/Guidelines’ 
The policy and guidelines screen provides lists of laws, decrees, and ministerial regulations 
relating to land administration (Figure 8.20). It also presents guidelines for cadastral and 
mapping as well as data archives. Furthermore, some previous Indonesian laws regarding 
establishment of data sharing networks and copyright laws are presented. This is because 
there are no laws concerning spatial data sharing and copyright available in Timor-Leste 
(Section 6.2.1.1 and Section 6.2.1.2). All users are able to download all documents from 
policy and guidelines screen.  
 









8.4 Usability Testing 
Once prototype of data access was created the researcher than conduct a usability testing to 
examine the viability and usefulness of the prototype. Usability testing is an activity where 
end users examine a system or a product to see how effective, efficient and satisfactory a 
product is in fulfilling users requirements (ISO, 1998). To examining effectiveness, efficiency 
and satisfaction of the digital data access system prototype, a usability testing was carried 
out to collect information concerning viability and usefulness of the system. The test was 
conducted in Dili, Timor-Leste with participants from DNTPSC, stakeholders and the public. 
Following is the methodology of the usability testing.  
8.4.1 Methodology 
The usability testing was conducted by asking participants to try using the data access 
prototype and after they had tried the prototype to fill out questionnaires about their 
experience. The questionnaires was designed using five point Likert scales. Likert scales are 
ranked from 1 to 5 with 1 being ‘Strongly agree’ and 5 being ‘Strongly disagree’. The five 
point Likert scales were applied consistently accross all of the questions to enable post-
testing comparisons between DNTPSC, stakeholders and the public. There were two 
different questionnaires provided, one designed for staff of the DNTPSC and the other 
designed for the stakeholders and the public (questionnaires are included in the appendix 
D). Before the usability testing was begun, the researcher briefly explained the purpose of 
the research and supplied details about the usability testing process, as well as asking 
participants to read the information sheet and consent letter about the research. The 
researcher was asked by some of the participants from DNTPSC and Department of Urban 
Planning of Ministry of Public Works to explain in great detail the research project and the 
data access prototype. Participants offered new insights concerning the data access 
prototype during these presentations.  
After the introductory information about the research project had been completed, the 
researcher then asked every participant to copy the prototype package onto their PC or 
laptop (the researcher offered to help with the process). The participants then were given 
printed instructions to follow for the usability testing. For participants who did not have 
access to a personal PC or laptop, the usability testing was performed on preloaded laptops 
prepared by the researcher. Some participants immediately filled out the questionnaires 
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after testing the prototype and gave these back directly to the researcher, others took 2 to 5 
days to return the questionnaires. The total timeframe to conduct usability testing and to fill 
out questionnaires was approximately 3 weeks.  
Total participants in this portion  of the research project was 60 people. The 60 participants 
consisted of 20 respondents from DNTPSC, 20 participants from stakeholder group and 20 
respondents from the public. The stakeholders who participated in this research were from 
the Institute of Petroleum and Geology (IPG), Department of Urban Planning of Ministry of 
Public Works, National University of Timor-Leste and Universidade da Paz (UNPAZ). Many 
participants involved in this second portion of the research fieldwork had participated in the 
first portion of the research fieldwork conducted for this thesis in November 2014. The 
architecture of the first and second phases of research questionnaires is presented in Table 
8.1.  
Questionnaires DNTPSC Stakeholders Public 
Fieldwork 1 
November 2014 
   
Fieldwork 2 
July 2015 
   
Table 8.1. Questionnaire architecture. 
8.6 Chapter Summary 
This chapter has outlined the data access system prototype and its usability testing. The 
section on the data access prototype covers a brief explanation of the data access prototype, 
datasets, icons and buttons, and screens that are presented in the interface of the system. 
The usability testing section discussed an overview of methods used during the performance 
of usability testing. The prototype will be copied into a CD and attached to the thesis, and 
the instructions for the usability testing will be included in Appendix E.  
Statistical analysis of the results of usability testing data and comparisons between the first 







Second Fieldwork Results and Analysis 
9.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the analysis of the data from questionnaires about the usability testing 
for the digital data access interface, and in particular a comparison between the three user 
groups. It also presents results to a limited set of questions that were asked both before and 
after the interface assessment. Section 9.2 describes the data analysis methodology. Section 
9.3 discusses results of the analysis. Section 9.4 presents results of pre and post data access 
prototype implementation, and the last section is a chapter summary.  
9.2 Methodology  
Data analysis was conducted through several statistical tests for questions asked in the 
research project. These tests were applied in order to:  
 Test the equal mean distribution of responses from three participant groups: 
DNTPSC, stakeholders and the public for the similar questions asked to these groups 
in the second research.  
The null hypothesis (H0): There are no statistically significant differences between 
three participants group answers for questions related to the digital data access 
interface prototype. 
 To compare the average distribution of observed to expected frequencies for all 
questions regarding usability testing. The expected frequency for each Likert 
category is: ‘Strongly agree’ = 20%, ‘Agree’ = 20%, ‘Neutral = 20%, ‘Disagree’ = 20% 
and ‘Strongly Disagree’ = 20%.  
H0: There are no significant differences between the observed and expected 
frequencies in answers to the questions regarding the usability test.  
The Kruskal-Wallis test is a non-parametric test applied to the first hypothesis because the 
data were not normally distributed. “When the locations of more than two independent 
samples are to be compared, a distribution-free test based on ranks is provided by the 
Kruskal-Wallis H test” (Welkowitz et al., 2006:441). The second null hypothesis was tested 
using chi-square (χ2) test of independence. The chi-square (χ2) test of independence was 
also used for question regarding ‘the use of paper format’ and ‘digital data access interface 
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help users to obtain data from DNTPSC faster’. The first is ‘Yes/No’ question and the second 
question was asked only to stakeholders and the public. The Kruskal-Wallis and chi-square 
(χ2) test whether the null hypothesis can be retained or rejected based on the selected p-
value, (p < 0.05). When the null hypothesis is rejected, pairwise comparisons were 
conducted to detect which group is statistically different from the other group. Pairwise 
comparisons were only conducted for questions that were asked for all groups (DNTPSC, 
stakeholders and the public).  
All the statistical tests were performed in SPSS software. The Likert scale questions were 
coded from 1 to 5: ‘Strongly agree’ = 1, ‘Agree’ = 2, ‘Neutral’ = 3, ‘Disagree’ = 4 and ‘Strongly 
disagree’ = 5. The same codes were applied for questions with answer such as ‘Yes, all = 1’, 
‘Yes, most = 2’ ‘Sufficient = 3’, ‘A few = 4’ ‘No = 5’ and ‘Very effective = 1’, ‘Effective = 2’, 
‘Neutral = 3’, ‘Not effective = 4’, ‘Not very effective = 5’ as well as ‘Very quick = 1’, ‘Quick = 
2’, ‘Neutral = 3’, ‘Slow = 4’ and ‘Very slow = 5’.  
9.3 Data Analysis Results 
This section provides results of the data analysis. Section 9.3.1 mainly discusses results of the 
Kruskal Wallis comparisons of answers to questions supplied by the DNTPSC staff, 
stakeholders and the public. Section 9.3.2 presents the chi-square results of observed and 
expected frequencies of the ranked usability testing questions. 
9.3.1 Usability Data Analysis Result  
The main purpose of this usability testing was to identify the participants’ perspectives 
regarding the design of a digital data access system interface. The results presented in this 
section cover: 
 Level of agreement relating to the characteristics of the new system; 
 The completeness of cadastral and land registration products presented; 
 The completeness of additional information presented; 
 The completeness of data formats available; 
 Issues concerning accessibility of land that would be addressed by the digital data 
access system; 
 Law documents accessed through this digital data access system; 
 Effectiveness of the system for cadastral data distribution; 
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 Other benefits of the system concerning comparison of the new method with the 
previous one, security of data, usefulness of cadastral plan formats and the presence 
of historical data; 
 Issues that would be addressed by the system regarding land data integration;  
 Problem solving related to characteristics of cadastral data post-independence;  
 How the public would get access to cadastral and other spatial data;  
 Characteristics of digital data access interface;  
 Assistance of the digital data access system for GIS or/and CAD activities; 
 Time needed for being confident using the interface; 
 The importance of a digital data access and information integration system for Timor 
Leste; 
 How the digital data access interface should look for use in the future; 
 Paper format; 
 Future users of the interface; 
 Quick access to DNTPSC data;  
 Performance of this digital data access system as a “one-stop shop”; 




















The majority of participants from DNTPSC, stakeholders and public were agreed that the 
characteristics of the digital data access system are user friendly; buttons and icons are 
functioning properly; all required icons and buttons are presented; all functions in this 
interface are easy to use; the interface design is consistent; and the dataset finding and 
downloading processes are straightforward to perform (Figure 9.1). This positive feedback 
can be observed from the graph that none (0%) of the participants selected number 4 
(disagree) and/or number 5 (strongly disagree) to any characteristics listed above.  
The Kruskal-Wallis test results indicate there was no statistically significant difference 
between how the DNTPSC, stakeholders and the public perceived the fulfilment of each 
characteristic in the interface they examined, KW = 2.828, ρ = 0.243. 
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Figure 9.1. System characteristics. 
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The Completeness of cadastral and land registration products presented 
 
Figure 9.2. Cadastral and land registration products. 
 
The majority of the DNTPSC staff (63%) and the public (76%) agreed that all the types of 
cadastral and land registration products that are needed have been presented in the system, 
while only 43% of the stakeholders groups had the same perception (Figure 9.2). The 
participants from DNTPSC who selected ‘yes, most’, ‘sufficient’, and ‘no’, recommended that 
the system should include datasets that are collected by the Cadastral National 
System/Sistema Nacional Cadastrais (SNC) project, Declaration of Land 
Ownership/Deklarasaun Rai Nian (DRN) and the Land Ownership Form/Formulariu Rai Nian 
(DRN), contract lease documents, field sketches, valuation maps, and sub-village boundaries. 
In addition, the stakeholders who selected these responses proposed to include names of 
land owners, information about how the land is acquired and cadastral plans issued by the 
Indonesian Government before Independence. Some of the stakeholders proposed including 
an urban planning map on the system. The public who selected 'yes, most' and 'sufficient' for 
this question mentioned that the system should also present historical land parcel maps, 
valuation zone maps, land declarations, proof of land transactions as well as procedures and 
requirements to register land. They also suggested that the land parcels should be 
represented by different colours based on the type of ownership (e.g. state land, private 
land or unregistered land should be colour coded). Furthermore, the participants 
recommended that other spatial datasets such as agriculture, geology, water network, and 
urban planning map should be included on the system. 
The Kruskal-Wallis test indicated there was no statistically significant difference between the 
answers from three groups as regards the completeness of cadastral and land registration 
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The Completeness of additional information 
 
Figure 9.3. Additional information. 
 
It can be seen in Figure 9.3 that all respondents from stakeholders and the public as well as 
94% of DNTPSC staff indicated that the required additional information has been presented 
in the interface. The 6% who ticked ‘sufficient’ recommended including a disclaimer in the 
system.  
The Kruskal-Wallis test indicated there was no statistically significant difference between 
how the three groups perceived the completeness of additional information (e.g. metadata, 
copyright and disclaimer) in the data access system prototype, KW = 1.112, ρ = 0.573.  
The Completeness of data format 
 
Figure 9.4. Data format. 
 
In relation to the preferred data format, 82% of participants from DNTPSC; half of 
stakeholders; and the whole public group agreed that all required data formats had been 
presented in the system (Figure 9.4). The DNTPSC participants who selected ‘yes, most’ and 
‘no’ options recommended that the system should also present Bitmap, Tiff and XML file 
types. Thirty-three percent and seventeen percent of the stakeholders who responded 'Yes, 
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most' and ‘Sufficient’ respectively, proposed including several more data formats for outputs 
such as KML, KMZ, TAB, ECW, and Tiff in digital data access system. 
The Kruskal-Wallis test indicated there was a statistically significant difference between how 
the DNTPSC, stakeholders and the public observed the completeness of available data 
formats in the data access prototype.  Kruskal-Wallis pairwise comparison test indicated 
there was a statistically significant difference between the stakeholders group and the public 
with respect to available data formats, KW = 11.417, ρ = 0.003. This result suggests that 
stakeholders require more data formats to be available in the data access system.  
Data accessibility Issues addressed by the new digital data access system 
 
Figure 9.5. Issues addressed by the new digital data access system. 
 
The point of view of DNTPSC staff on how the digital data access system would address 
current issues (improved data archiving, improved data interoperability, complete data 
entry, etc.) about making land information accessible to both professionals and the public is 
depicted in Figure 9.5. Most respondents strongly agreed that key issues would be 
addressed by the system. Eighty five percent of DNTPSC staff said that digital data access 
system would improve data archiving. Seventy four percent of respondents said that it 
improved data interoperability. Eighty percent of the staff said that the system facilitates 
more complete data entry. Eighty five percent said that the system would address the issue 
of lack of human resources. Furthermore, issues of the system reducing financial cost for 
map printing, reducing hardware and software malfunctions, and lessening the dependency 
on a constant power supply were opted for by 80%, 70% and 65% respectively. There were 
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also a total of 15% who selected ‘other 1’, ‘other 2’ and ‘other 3’ with reasons that the 
system could also contribute to minimize datasets duplication, facilitate faster data access, 
and improve administrative process of data distribution.  
Chi-square test results indicated there is a statistically significant difference between 
observed and expected frequency for data accessibility issues: ‘improved data archiving’, χ2 = 
53.500, ρ = 0.000; ‘improved data interoperability’, χ2 = 39.158, ρ = 0.000; ‘more complete 
data entry’, χ2 = 48.000, ρ = 0.000; ‘lack of human resources’, χ2 = 53.500, ρ = 0.000; ‘reduce 
financial costs for map printing’, χ2 = 46.000, ρ = 0.000; ‘reduce hardware and software 
issues/malfunctions’, χ2 = 35.500, ρ = 0.000; and ‘lessen the dependency on a constant 
power supply’, χ2 = 29.000, ρ = 0.000. These results suggest responses were not equally 
distributed, in that more participants selected ‘Strongly agree and ‘Agree’ to each statement 
(Figure 9.5).  
Law documents access via the digital interface  
 
Figure 9.6. Law documents access via the digital interface. 
 
Chi-square test results revealed there was statistically significant difference between 
observed and expected frequencies, χ2 = 62.000, ρ = 0.000. of the accessibility to law 
documents in digital data access system (Figure 9.6). The results indicate access to law 
documents via a digital data access system would be helpful since the documents would be 
easy to find and download. 
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Figure 9.7. Helpfulness of law documents access via the digital interface. 
The Chi-square test results revealed that there is statistically significant difference between 
observed and expected frequency for statements regarding laws: ‘being aware of rules to 
prevent illegal occupation of State land’, χ2 = 61.500, ρ = 0.000; ‘being aware of rules to help 
solve land dispute’, χ2 = 54.500, ρ = 0.000; ‘upholding laws and regulations regarding land 
ownership’, χ2 = 46.500, ρ = 0.000; and ‘improving awareness of intellectual property 
protection’, χ2 = 46.500, ρ = 0.000.  
These results suggest that access to law documents via the digital data access system is 
viewed as being helpful by raising awareness of rules to prevent illegal occupation of state 
land (90%); by being aware of rules to help solve land disputes (85%); by upholding laws and 
regulations regarding land ownership (80%), and by improving awareness of intellectual 
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Effectiveness of the system for cadastral data distribution 
 
Figure 9.8. Effectiveness of the system for cadastral data distribution. 
 
The majority of the respondents said that it would be effective to distribute cadastral data 
via digital data access system (Figure 9.8).  
The Kruskal-Wallis test indicated there was a statistically significant difference between how 
the DNTPSC, stakeholders and the public perceived the effectiveness of cadastral data 
distribution through digital data access system, KW = 9.557, ρ = 0.008.  Pairwise comparison 
with a Kruskal-Wallis test revealed that there was a statistically significant difference 
between the stakeholders group and the public regarding the question of effectiveness of 
cadastral distribution through digital data access system, KW = 15.075, ρ = 0.006. This result 
suggests that stakeholders group may be concerned with availability of internet connections 
in their offices since data distribution would be online. Some public institutions do not have 
good internet connections (e.g. the internet runs slowly) which could cause difficulty in 












































Figure 9.9.  Benefits of the digital data access system. 
Most of participants from the DNTPSC (80% and 10%), stakeholders group (50% and 20%) 
and the public (25% and 75%) agree or strongly agree that the data distribution technique 
offered in this system is better than previous techniques (Figure 9.9). In addition, most of the 
participants from both the stakeholders group and the public considered that the cadastral 
plan format presented in the system is the most useful, and that the system should be used 
to present historical cadastral and other spatial data.  Moreover, 95% of the DNTPSC 
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participants recognised that the format of cadastral plans presented on the system is the 
most useful, and all respondents said that the system should be used to present historical 
along with other spatial data. Regarding security of cadastral data access, the majority of the 
DNTPSC participants (90%) considered that data access through the digital system would be 
secure. 
The Kruskal-Wallis test indicated there was a statistically significant difference between the 
three groups’ responses for statements: ‘data access digitally is better than previous 
method’, KW = 17.918, ρ = 0.000; ‘format of cadastral plan presented in the digital data 
access system is more useful’, KW = 9.606, ρ = 0.008; and the historical data should also be 
presented in the system, KW = 11.777, ρ = 0.000.  
Pairwise comparison with the Kruskal-Wallis test indicated there was a statistically 
significant different response between DNTPSC and the stakeholders group, KW = 17.800, ρ 
= 0.001; as well as between stakeholders and the public KW = 17.900, ρ = 0.001 when 
comparing the new digital data access with the previous methods for accessing data. This 
result suggests that data access through digital interface is a new method for Timor-Leste 
society. It would need more time for society to get familiar with. Additionally, human and 
financial resources needed to build and maintain this digital data access system could 
become a concern for participants in the stakeholders group. 
Moreover, for the statement concerning formats for cadastral plan outputs, pairwise 
comparisons of the Kruskal-Wallis test show that there was a statistically significant 
difference between DNTPSC and stakeholders group, KW = 12.825, ρ = 0.027; and between 
stakeholders and the public KW = 13.500, ρ = 0.018. This result suggests that some 
participants from the stakeholder group thought that it would be difficult to obtain or view 
the most useful format of cadastral plans in digital data access system, since there are no 
current comprehensive guidelines for creation of uniform cadastral survey plans.  
With regards to the presentation of historical data in the digital data access system, the 
pairwise comparisons of the Kruskal-Wallis test indicated there was a statistically significant 
different response between the DNTPSC and stakeholders group, KW = 12.875, ρ = 0.024; 
and between stakeholders and the public KW = 15.625, ρ = 0.004. This result may suggest 
there is difficulty in tracking datasets produced during Portuguese and Indonesian 
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occupations since many datasets created under these two governments were destroyed 
when conflict occurred in 1975 and 1999.     
The statement regarding cadastral data access security was asked only for DNTPSC staff, 
thus statistical analysis for this statement was using the chi-square test to see whether there 
was any statistically significant difference between observed and expected frequencies. The 
test rejected the null hypothesis, χ2 = 39.500, ρ = 0.000. This result indicated that the 
DNTPSC staff perceived access of cadastral data through a digital interface is secure since 
users would only be able to view the data. Download would be conducted with permission 
of the data administrator.   
Addressing land data integration issues 
 
Figure 9.10. Addressing land data integration issues. 
 
All the respondents from DNTPSC thought that the digital data access system could alleviate 
some of the problems encountered with land data integration from INR and DNTPSC (Figure 
9.10).  The Chi-square test results revealed there was a statistically significant difference 
between observed and expected frequencies, χ2 = 48.000, ρ = 0.000, between their answers. 
This result represents digital data access and information integration interface would 





























Figure 9.11. Issues addressed by the digital data access system. 
 
In relation to data integration, almost all of the participants agreed that the system would be 
able to prevent data loss or data duplication, improve data completeness and improve 
capability of handling larger volumes of data (Figure 9.11). Five percent of participants 
selected 'other' saying that the system would guide better internal data management.   
The Chi-square test shows there is a statistically significant difference between observed and 
expected frequencies for the statements: ‘prevent data loss or data duplication’, χ2 = 44.421, 
ρ = 0.000; ‘improved data completeness’, χ2 = 42.500, ρ = 0.000; and ‘improved capability of 
handling larger volumes of data’, χ2 = 40.500, ρ = 0.000. These results suggest that the 
establishment of data access and information integration system could alleviate issues 
concerning data deprivation and data duplication; improve comprehensiveness of data; and 
a digital data access system would be better able to handle large amount of data. The 
reasons behind these results are that the data access system would be composed of a single 
geodatabase where all land data information and other spatial datasets will be held. The 
database would have the capacity to automatically remove the duplicated data and maintain 
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Addressing characteristic of cadastral data post-independence 
 
Figure 9.12. Post-independence. 
 
The results reveal all respondents were agreed that the new system would be able to solve 
ongoing problems related to characteristics of cadastral data changes since independence in 
2002 (Figure 9.12). The Chi-square test shows that there is statistically significant difference 
between observed and expected frequencies, χ2 = 54.500, ρ = 0.000 between the set of 
answers. This result suggests that the implementation of digital data access system would 
facilitate bridging the gaps between data collected before and after independence was 
established. The data access system would become a medium for comprehensive 
identification of data accuracy, data completeness and land dispute information.    
 
 
Figure 9.13. Addressing characteristics of cadastral data post-independence. 
 
Regarding the characteristics of cadastral data post-independence, the majority of the 
DNTPSC staff agreed that the system would help to solve several issues including inaccuracy 
of data, incompleteness of cadastral data and land disputes (Figure 9.13). The Chi-square 
test shows that there is statistically significant difference between observed and expected 
frequencies for statements: ‘inaccuracy of data’, χ2 = 17.500, ρ = 0.000; ‘incomplete cadastral 
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data’, χ2 = 34.500, ρ = 0.000; and ‘facilities for addressing land disputes’, χ2 = 26.000, ρ = 
0.000. These results represent the potential of data access and information integration 
systems to tackle inconsistencies of current cadastral datasets. When cadastral data is 
integrated into one system, it would be easier to identify data discrepancies. Hence, the 
inaccurate data could be improved through affordable methods such as re-survey of the 
parcel in question. The system also would facilitate comprehensive land datasets for DNTPSC 
to utilise. Additionally, the system would minimise land disputes since people could identify 
private land, state land, and disputed and undisputed land by accessing information in data 
access system. It is quite common in Timor-Leste for people to buy land without being aware 
of the current status of the land - private, state, disputed or undisputed land.  The lack of 
information regarding the status of land causes some people sell state land, disputed land or 
land that does not rightfully belong to him/her to other people, which then creates dual 
claims for those land parcels. Furthermore, land laws presented in the system could help 
increase people’ awareness concerning the status of land ownership.  
Public interaction with the digital data access system 
 
Figure 9.14. Public access to cadastral and other spatial data. 
Almost all respondents from DNTPSC staff (95%) agreed that stakeholders and the public 
should be able to view cadastral data but not download cadastral data. Downloading is only 
allowed for other types of spatial data (e.g. administrative boundaries, geodetic, roads, 
topographic and ortho-photos) available in the system. Furthermore, a majority of DNTPSC 
respondents agreed that stakeholders and the public should not be allowed to add to, nor 
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The Chi-square test indicated that there is statistically significant difference between 
observed and expected frequencies for statements: ‘should be able to view the cadastral 
data’, χ2 = 46.500, ρ = 0.000; ‘should not be able to download cadastral data’, χ2 = 35.500, ρ = 
0.000; ‘should be able to download other spatial data’, χ2 = 23.500, ρ = 0.000; ‘should not be 
able to add their data’, χ2 = 30.211, ρ = 0.000; and ‘should not modify cadastral and other 
spatial data’, χ2 = 49.684, ρ = 0.000. 
These results suggest DNTPSC staff agreed with the data access methods applied in the data 
access prototype. The prototype provided a method to view cadastral data but the data 
could not be downloaded. Users who need to download this data have an option to contact 

























Figure 9.15. Interface characteristics. 
 
Figure 9.14 illustrates that the majority of respondents from DNTPSC, stakeholders and the 
public considered the digital data access interface is consistent and standardized. Most of 
the participants from the three groups also agreed that the interface satisfies the criteria of 
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having a symbol for emergency exit; all menu and information on the interface are visible; 
interface design is simple and would help data maintenance (Figure 9.15).    
The Kruskal-Wallis test indicated there was a statistically significant difference between how 
the DNTPSC, stakeholders and the public answered statements: ‘consistency and uniform 
standards’, KW= 9.385, ρ = 0.009; ‘easy to download big amounts of data’, KW= 16.969, ρ = 
0.000.  Pairwise comparisons of Kruskal-Wallis demonstrated the difference was coming 
from stakeholders and the public KW= 14.918, ρ = 0.007 in answering the statement about 
consistency and the use of uniform standards. This result suggests that the consistency and 
standards of the prototype has scope to be improved.   
Furthermore, pairwise comparisons of Kruskal-Wallis indicated there was a statistically 
significant difference between DNTPSC and stakeholders group, KW = 16.316, ρ = 0.003; and 
stakeholders and the public KW = 18.613, ρ = 0.000 in answering statement regarding the 
ease of downloading large datasets through digital data access system. This result suggests 
the stakeholders are aware of the capacity of downloading large amounts of spatial data 
through the internet exists. 
Help GIS and CAD activities 
 
Figure 9.16. GIS and CAD activities. 
 
It is clearly shown (Figure 9.16) that all participants agreed that the digital data access 
system will help the DNTPSC staff with GIS or/and CAD activities. The Chi-square test shows 
that there is statistically significant difference between the observed and the expected 
frequencies, χ2 = 48.000, p = 0.000. This significant difference suggests that the 
implementation of digital data access system would be advantageous when using of GIS and 
CAD data since the system would provide an opportunity to download either of the data 
formats according to user’s specific needs.  
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Time needed to feel confident using the interface 
 
Figure 9.17. Confidence in using the interface. 
 
The majority of groups responded that they were quick to very quick in feeling confident to 
use the digital data access interface (Figure 9.17).  
The Kruskal-Wallis test indicated that there was a statistically significant difference between 
how the DNTPSC, stakeholders and the public responded to this question, KW = 7.834, ρ = 
0.020. Pairwise comparisons of the Kruskal-Wallis test indicated that the difference arose 
between the DNTPSC and stakeholders group, KW = 12.241, ρ = 0.045; and stakeholders and 
public KW = 12.291, ρ = 0.044. There was no significant difference between the DNTPSC and 
the public’s response, KW = .050, ρ = 1.000. This result suggested stakeholders’ participating 
in the test thought that digital data access is a new method so they need more time to get 
familiar with the digital data access interface. However, this result does not suggest that 











































Importance of digital data access and land information integration 
 
Figure 9.18. Importance of digital data access and land information integration system. 
 
All participants from the three different groups agreed that it is important to implement the 
digital data access and land information integration system in Timor-Leste (Figure 9.18). The 
Kruskal-Wallis test for this question retains the null hypothesis that there is no significant 
difference between responses, KW = 2.786, ρ = 0.248.  
Future digital data access interface 
 
Figure 9.19. Future interface. 
 
All results from the three different groups (DNTPSC = 83% and 17%; stakeholders = 31.6% 
and 47.4%; and all of the public) indicated future data access interfaces should look like the 
data access system interface used in this test (Figure 9.19). 
The Kruskal-Wallis test indicated there was a statistically significant difference between how 
the DNTPSC, stakeholders and the public preferred the future digital data access interface 
would appear, KW = 19.082, ρ = 0.000. Pairwise comparisons of Kruskal-Wallis results 
showed a significant difference between DNTPSC and stakeholders group, KW= 15.610, ρ = 
0.001; and stakeholders and the public KW = 17.376, ρ = 0.000 in responding to this 
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question. This result suggests that the interface should be upgraded when it is implemented 
in the future. For example, several other datasets produced by other governmental 
institutions should be added and the users should be enabled to download land parcel 
boundaries in the system.  
Work with paper format 
 
Figure 9.20. Paper format. 
 
Figure 9.19 indicates that there were more DNTPSC staff who work with paper formats than 
stakeholders or the public. Since this question is a ‘yes/no’ question the statistical test used 
was a Chi-square test. The test indicated there was a statistically significant difference 
between three groups’ responses regarding the use of paper formats for work, χ2 = 12.390, ρ 
= 0.002.  
This result suggests manual cadastral and other spatial data access methods are currently 
applicable in the DNTPSC office. Most of the maps are printed as a hard copy before being 
given to clients, instead of sending a copy of the map to the client through email or using 

































Figure 9.21. Less supported with digital format. 
 
The majority of those who predominantly work with paper formats said that there would not be a 
problem for them to access data through a digital interface or using digital data (Figure 9.21). The 
Kruskal-Wallis test for this question retains the null hypothesis, KW = 2.045, ρ = 0.360.  
The use of digital data access interface in the future 
 
Figure 9.22. Using interface in the future. 
 
Almost all of the participants in the three groups agreed to strongly agreed that they would 
like to use the digital data access system interface they tested in this research project in the 
future (Figure 9.22). The Kruskal-Wallis test retains the null hypothesis, KW = 4.661, ρ = 








































































Quick access to DNTPSC data 
 
Figure 9.23. Quick access to DNTPSC data through digital data access interface. 
The majority of both the stakeholders group (50% and 30%) and all of the public (95% and 
5%) agreed to strongly agreed that the digital data access system would help them obtain 
the data they required from the DNTPSC faster (Figure 9.23). The Chi-square test indicated 
there was a statistically significant difference between the stakeholders and the public 
regarding the use of digital data access interface in faster land data and other spatial 
information access from the DNTPSC, χ2 = 4.44, ρ = 0.002. df = 1. This result suggests that the 
online data access system would not only benefit and be used by individuals working for 
governmental institutions and students, but would also benefit and be used by a variety of 












































“One-stop shop” data access system 
 
Figure 9.24. “One-stop shop”. 
 
All participants from DNTPSC and the public, as well as most of stakeholders (52.6% and 
36.8%) stated that the data access prototype performs well as a "one-stop shop" where 
users are able to access spatial data, maps, plans and law documents at the same place.  
The Kruskal-Wallis test indicated there was a statistically significant difference between how 
the DNTPSC, stakeholders and the public observed the interface as “one-stop-shop’’, KW = 
7.405, ρ = 0.025.  Pairwise comparisons of Kruskal-Wallis indicated the difference was 
between the answer of stakeholders and the public KW = 11.492, ρ = 0.021. These results 
suggest that there were concerns about the limited number of datasets available in the 
prototype. An investigation into the viability of including more datasets from different 
institutions and information regarding cadastral and land registration activities would be 
useful in order to provide comprehensive information access to users via the digital data 










































SDI for Timor Leste 
 
Figure 9.25. Importance of SDI development. 
 
The respondents strongly agree that it is important to develop a SDI for Timor-Leste (figure 
9.25). According to the DNTPSC staff, the development of SDI could improve data access and 
distribution to the public and facilitate data sharing among governmental institutions.  The 
respondents from the stakeholders group specified that the establishment of SDI is 
important in order to facilitate cadastral and other spatial data access and sharing; assist 
decision makers in creating an integrated plan such that better services can be provided to 
the community; and to provide better spatial data management. In addition, the 
respondents from the public said that the development of SDI is important in order to 
overcome complicated bureaucracy and reduce the current time consuming protocols for 
spatial data access; to facilitate decision makers and the community; and to help 
governmental bodies in implementing their plans.  The Kruskal-Wallis test retains the null 
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9.3.2 Observed and expected frequencies test for similar question asked to all 
three groups.  
In order to provide detail analysis for the similar questions asked to all groups (DNTPSC, 
stakeholders, and the public) the chi-square test was applied to examine statistically 
significant differences between observed and expected frequencies in answers (Table 9.1).  
Statement Chi-Square p df 
DNTPSC Stakeholders Public DNTPSC Stakeholders Public  
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Table 9.1 Chi-square test of similar questions asked to all three groups (no statistically significant chi-square 
scores highlighted with grey). 
 
Table 9.1 shows there were statistically significant differences between observed and 
expected frequencies for the majority of statements answered by all the groups. These 
results reflect responses of the participants who only chose either strongly agree or agree 
for the majority of the usability testing questions. Hence, the results indicate that most 
participants perceived the interface was viable, useful and fulfilled their requirements of a 
digital data access and information integration interface. There were only two responses 
from the stakeholders group that have no statistically significant differences between the 
observed and expected frequencies.  The two responses were regarding ‘confidence in using 
the interface’ and ‘a digital format would make people who work predominantly with paper 
format feel less supported’. These results represent the answer from stakeholder groups for 
these two statements which vary (see Figure 9.17 and 9.21). Some stakeholders thought that 
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digital data access system is a new system which requires time to get familiar using the 
interface. Furthermore, a small number of stakeholders would feel less supported with the 
digital data access system. This could be because not all of the government institutions have 
good internet connections or it could indicate unfamiliarity with the digital system. 
 
9.4 Pre and Post Data Access System Prototype Implementation 
Questions 
This section present results of slightly similar question asked in the first and the second 
phase of research fieldwork concerning usefulness and importance of the establishment of a 
system for data access and information integration in Timor-Leste.  





































































Figure 9.26. Would it help to design a system for cadastral data access and information integration in Timor –Leste? 




It is shown in Figure 9.27 the majority of survey participants thought that it is necessary to 
implement a digital data access system where all cadastral and non-cadastral datasets are 
integrated and accessible. This result complements  the result of pre data access prototype 
designed (Figure 9.26) in which the participants perceived that, the design of a system for 
cadastral data access and information integration would help to reduce complicated data 
access and land related data integration issues exist in this country.  
9.5 Chapter Summary 
Two statistical analysis methods were used in analysing the research data, including Kruskal-
Wallis, and Chi-square Test. The first method was used to examine the null hypothesis that 
the three participant groups: DNTPSC, stakeholders and the public would have similar 
responses to the questions posed on the questionnaire. The Chi-square test was used to test 
the equivalence of the responses between two groups (e.g. stakeholders and the public). In 
addition, the Chi-square test was used to examine the null hypothesis of equal distribution 
of observed and expected frequencies for all questions regarding usability testing.  
The analysis results suggest that there is a pattern such that the answers of the DNTPSC staff 
and the public group do not have a statistically significant difference for most of the 
questions or statements asked in the questionnaire, while answers from the stakeholders 
and the other two groups have a statistically significant difference. The differences probably 
do not represent disagreement with respect to the usability of the digital data access system 
interface, rather, differences may represent the different perceptions regarding the data 
access system of each group in answering the questions. Furthermore, the Chi-square test 
for equal distribution of observed and expected frequencies revealed that the null 
hypothesis was rejected for almost all questions. These results indicate that responses of 
participants were not equally distributed throughout all categories. The majority of 
participants tended to choose either ‘Strongly agree’ or ‘Agree’ category for each question. 
Overall, these research results provide an insight of the importance of digital data access 
system establishment for newly independent countries, and specifically for Timor-Leste. 
Chapter 10 follows and summarises the main findings of this research project, identifies 





Chapter 10  
Conclusions 
10.1 Summary of Main Findings 
It is widely accepted that accessible and integrated land information is essential for the 
growth of a society. Many countries prioritise the development of an efficient and effective 
system for accessibility of land data and information integration through the establishment 
of Spatial Data Infrastructures (SDI) and/or Land Information Systems (LIS). The overall goal 
of the research was to investigate and suggest solutions for issues such as legal, 
administrative and technical problems associated with the implementation of land related 
data integration from different sources in newly independent countries. This overall goal 
was achieved through four specific objectives as stated in Chapter 1. The following sections 
present how the specific objectives were addressed and how well they have been achieved. 
10.1.1 Investigation of legal and administrative processes of data exchange 
and storage. 
The first objective of the thesis was to find what legal and administrative processes of data 
exchange and storage that exist for private land in a newly emerging countries (the status 
quo). This objective was predominantly achieved through interviews with the key informants 
at Directorate for Land, Property and Cadastral Services/ Direcçao Nacional de Terras 
Propriedades e Serviços Cadastrais (DNTPSC) and managers of Ita Nia Rai (INR) project in 
Timor-Leste.  
The interviews revealed legal, administrative and technical issues of data exchange and 
storage exist in Timor-Leste. Legal issues found in this country included a lack of specific laws 
or legal requirement for Private Land Data (PLD) or other types of spatial data exchange, and 
the lack of copyright law. Although, some IPs pointed out several laws related to data 
storage (law No. 1/2003, decree-law No. 19/2004, law No. 12/2005, Ministerial Regulation 
No. 229/2008 and decree-law No. 27/2011), these legal documents are limited to the 
designation and responsibility of Directorate for Land, Property and Cadastral 
Services/Direcçao Nacional de Terras Propriedades e Serviços Cadastrais (DNTPSC) and the 
Ita Nia Rai (INR) project to collect and manage land data. None of these laws clearly define 
the technical requirements of data storage, such as what type of platform and  database 
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should be used and how land data should be archived. Thus, it will be necessary to create 
specific regulations regarding technical procedures for data sharing and storage in order to 
secure and maintain comprehensive and accessible land data.  
In addition, the administrative issues found in the first stage of this research project were a 
lack of human resources; a lack of guidelines for the cadastral and mapping process; lack of 
cooperation among institutions; a lack of support from the Ministry of Justice; a lack of 
maintenance and too few printers and plotters; the absence of land titles Acts to guarantee 
land rights; different policies and standards used for cadastral surveys; work duplication; and 
a poor data archiving system. Furthermore, the technical issues identified were: land data in 
the DNTPSC are kept separately by every surveyor; different UPI are used by DNTPSC and 
INR; different survey results are produced by DNTPSC and INR; different platforms are used 
to store land data; power supply is unreliable; no metadata attached to datasets.  
In addition, this objective was addressed through review of case studies regarding SDI and 
LIS. The case studies provided insights on the necessity of cooperation between data 
collectors and stakeholders, and the legal aspects that should be considered in order to 
establish a comprehensive system for better access and management of land data and other 
spatial information. Furthermore, case studies offered technical solutions for accessibility 
and integration of spatial and non-spatial data, such as LDS and KCLIS. Overall, objective 
regarding investigation of legal and administrative processes for data exchange and storage 
in newly independent countries has been achieved mainly through results of the interviews 
conducted in the first phase of the research project, coupled with a review of case studies.     
10.1.2 Identification of user requirements 
The second objective of the thesis was to identify user requirements for a prototype system 
of data access and information integration. User requirements for data access interface 
design were addressed through questionnaires provided to three different participating 
groups in this research project: DNTPSC staff, stakeholders and the public. The user 
requirements survey identified how users would utilise or interact with a digital data access 
system such as downloading, adding and modification of datasets in the system. The user 
requirements survey also identified proposed interface characteristics including user 
friendliness, simplicity of design, consistency and standardised, and visibility of buttons and 
icons presented in the data access system. Furthermore, these survey results suggested 
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several types of datasets, data formats and documents would be required in a data access 
system.  
10.1.3 Design and implementation of a prototype 
The third objective of the thesis was to decide on the best system attributes and design and 
implement a prototype. This objective was addressed through development of a digital data 
access and information integration prototype (attached as a CD in this thesis). This prototype 
was designed based on some lessons identified from the review of case studies and research 
results of semi-structured interviews and the questionnaires responses identified in the first 
stage of fieldwork conducted in Timor-Leste. The data access and information integration 
prototype is a rapid prototype that shows how cadastral and other spatial datasets,  as well 
as legal documents are viewed and downloaded.  
10.1.4 Usability testing and result comparisons 
The fourth objective of the thesis was to ascertain whether the prototype was legally viable 
and acceptable (usable and useful) to the DNTPSC staff, stakeholders and the public in 
Timor-Leste.  Results of the usability testing between these three different groups were 
compared via statistical tests. The objective was addressed through the usability testing 
together with questionnaires regarding the viability, usefulness and satisfaction of the 
prototype.    
The usability testing and questionnaires found that there was generally positive feedback for 
creation of a digital data access system. The majority of the participants from the three 
groups (DNTPSC, stakeholders and the public) agreed that the prototype was viable, useful 
and satisfied the usability requirements of the DNTPSC staff, stakeholders, and the public. 
Although most participants from the three groups either strongly agreed or agreed with all 
of the questions about the prototype, statistical analysis indicated there are statistically 
significant differences between responses of the three groups. The tests revealed that the 
stakeholders group consistently had statistically significant different answers from the other 
two groups. This result suggested that the stakeholders group felt that there were many 
aspects including financial, human resources and internet capacity that should be taken into 




 10.2 Research Limitations 
Due to the limited time of research, the review of case studies was not conducted in-depth. 
For example, legal issues for data exchange and storage were not comprehensively 
reviewed. Interviews were not conducted with key informants from the National Cadastral 
System/Sistema Nacional Cadastro (SNC) project which currently undertakes systematic land 
adjudication.  
In addition, the data access and information integration interface prototype designed in this 
thesis is a rapid prototype, developed enough to demonstrate data and legislation access, 
but without the data and code needed for a full prototype. It would therefore be beneficial 
to develop a fully functional prototype for further in depth testing. The usability testing was 
not conducted by experts, thus feedback to enhance the system design was not 
comprehensive. The research has nonetheless identified key issues and plotted initial steps 
that could be taken for establishment of SDI and LIS in newly emerging countries, specifically 
Timor-Leste. 
10.3 Future research 
Timor-Leste as a newly independent country required detailed research to find out 
important issues regarding the development of the spatial data infrastructure or digital land 
information systems for the country. This research has revealed numerous complicated 
issues concerning legal, administrative and technical aspects of land data access and 
information integration, as well as some positive feedback on digital data access and 
information integration systems prototype. However, the establishment of the digital data 
access and information integration system required consideration of multiple aspects 
needed to sustain the development of land data, and spatial data sharing and delivery 
among data owners, stakeholders and the public in Timor Leste. This research sets out a way 
forward for policies regarding land registration and cadastral surveys in Timor-Leste, policies 
about social, cultural and economic benefits regarding the establishment of digital land 
information systems, and policies regarding information and technology usage in Timor-
Leste. Thus, future research regarding creation and implementation of these policies is 




Furthermore, this research was limited to the status quo of data sharing and archiving 
practicing in the DNTPSC. Thus, it is also important to conduct future research concerning 
status quo of data archiving and distribution that exists for other central and local 
governmental, and private institutions in Timor-Leste to have a more detailed picture of 
spatial data management and distribution practiced in this country. Moreover, further 
research regarding technical, social, and cultural aspects of the development of SDI and LIS is 
needed to be conducted not only in Dili (the capital city of Timor-Leste) but also in the 
districts to see the usefulness and viability of these methods for data administration and 
access according to rural peoples’ perspectives. It is also necessary to implement future 
research to examine the effectiveness and feasibility of the implemented data access and 
information integration system once issues concerning spatial data organisation and 
accessibility from the other national and local public, and  non-public institutions have been 
addressed.   
Additionally, research conducted in this thesis is, to a certain extent, specific to Timor-Leste. 
Hence, it would be valuable to apply the research method applied here to other newly 
independent countries, to discover commonalities and differences in land and other spatial 
data management issues. Only then can we start to assess whether the method applied to 
Timor-Leste has general applicability to other newly emerging countries that may share 
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Asessibilidade Dadus Rai no Integrasaun informasaun iha Nasaun Foun, Referensia Espesiku 
ba Timor Leste (Accessibility of Land Data and Information Integration in Newly-Independent 
Countries, with Specific Reference to Timor Leste) 
QUESTIONÁRIO BA STAFF DNTPSC/QUESTIONNAIRE FOR DNTPSC STAFF 
 
 Sexo (Gender)  :   Feto (Female)  Mane (Male)  
 
Favor tau vistu iha kaixa hirak ne’ebe ita boot sente katak loos () (Please tick the box or 
boxes that are most correct ()). 
 





















Diploma Secundária (Senior High School) Lisensiatura (Graduate) 
Seluk (favor espesifika) (Other (please specify)) _________________ Doutoramentu (Doctorate) 
Pos-Gradusaun 
(Post Graduate) 
Liu tinan 10 (More 
than 10 years) 
 
Tinan 6-10  
(6 - 10 years) 
Tinan 2-5 (2 – 5 years) 
 
Tinan 1 ka la to’o tinan 1   
(1 year or less) 
Departementu Administrasaun, Finansa, no Rekursu 
Humanu (Department of Administration, Finance 
and Human Resource) 
Departementu rejistu do titulu no 
rezolusaun disputa (Department of 
Title Registration and Dispute) 
Resolution 
Departementu Cadastro, Informasaun 
no Avaliasaun (Department of 
Cadastral, Information and Valuation) 
Departementu de Administrasaun de Bens Imoveis do 
Estado (Department of State Immovable Property 
Administration 
Departementu Jestaun Rai no Desenvolvimentu Dadus Espasial 
(Department of Land Management and Spatial Data Development)  
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4. Tinan hira ona ita boot servisu iha departementu ida ne’e? How long you have been 




5. Software saida mak ita boot uza hodi prosesu dadus cadastral? (Favor tau vistu ba hotu-
hotu ne’ebe ita boot uza) What software are you using for cadastral data processing? 





6. Plataforma saida mak ita boot uza hodi arkiva dadus espasial cadastral? (Favor tau vistu 
ba hotu-hotu ne’ebe ita boot uza) What platform do you use to store cadastral spatial 





7. Plataforma saida mak ita boot uza hodi arkiva dadus atributo cadastral? (Favor tau vistu 
ba hotu-hotu ne’ebe ita boot uza) What platform do you use to store the cadastral 





8. Ita boot sira arkiva ita boot nia dadus espasial no atributo cadastral iha ne’ebe? (Favor 
tau vistu ba hotu-hotu ne’ebe ita boot uza) Where do you store spatial and attributes for 










Sim, favor ba pergunta 10  
(Yes, please go to question 10) 
Lae, favor ba pergunta 11  
(No, please go to question 11) 
MapInfo ArcGIS ArcView 
 




Iha external hard disk (On 
an external hard drive) 
Iha edifisio nia computador? 
(On the office computer) 
Iha server (On 
a server) 
Seluk (favor espesifika) Others (please specify) _______________________________________ 






Livro cadastral (Cadastral Book) 
Seluk (favor espesifika) Others (please specify) ____________________________________ 





Liu tinan 10 (More 
than 10 years) 
 
Tinan 6-10  
(6 - 10 years) 
Tinan 2-5 (2-5 years) 
 
Tinan 1 ka la to’o tinan 1   
(1 year or less) 
Seluk (favor espesifika) (Other (please specify)) __________________________ 
Seluk (favor espesifika) (Other (please specify)) ____________ 
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10. Tuir ita boot nia hanoin metudu ne’ebe ita boot uza hodi distribui dadus cadastral ne’e 
effetivu ka? (Favor tau vistu ida deit husi 1 to’o 5, numeru 1 reprezenta efetivu liu no 
numeru 5 representa la efetivu)  Do you think your way of cadastral data distribution is 





11. Tuir ita boot nia hanoin, Timor Leste presija atu establese sistema ida ba asesu dadus 
cadastral no integrasaun informasaun ka lae? (favor  tau vistu ida deit husi 1 to’o 5, 
numeru 1 reprezenta importante liu no 5 reprezenta la importante liu) Is it necessary to 
design a system for cadastral data access and information integration in Timor Leste 




12. Tuir ita boot nia hanoin saida deit mak publiku bele halo wainhira asesu dadus husi 
sistema ida ne’e? How would you like the public to access land data from the system? 
 
 
 Hare deit dadus (Only view the data) 
 Bele download dadus cadastral (Can download cadastral data) 
 Bele download dadus espasial seluk (Can download other spatial data) 
 Bele hatama/aumenta sira nia dadus (Can add their data) 
 Bele modifika dadus cadastral no dadus espasial (Can modify the data) 
 
13. Produtu husi cadastro no registo rai nian ne’ebe deit mak bele hatama ba iha sistema 
laran (bele hili ida ka liu, husi lista resposta sira iha kraik ne’e) What type of cadastral and 










1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
Importante liu (Very important) La importante liu (Very Unimportant) 
Strongly  
Agree 
Disagree Neutral Agree 
Strongly  
Disagree 
Efetivu liu (Very effective) La efetivu (Not effective) 
Planta do Levantamentu  
Cadastral (Cadastral 
Survey) Plan) 
Mapa Base Cadastral 
(Cadastral Base map) 
Mapa da Parcela (Land 
Parcel Map) 
Planta do Titulu  
(Title Plan) 








Mapa da Zona Avaliasaun 
(Valuation Zone Map) 
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14. Dadus espasial husi DNTPSC ida ne’ebe mak bele halo disponivel tan iha sistema? (bele 
hili ida ka liu, husi lista resposta sira iha kraik ne’e) What other spatial data from DNTPSC 







15. Mapa ho formatu ida ne’ebe deit mak bele tau ba iha sistema? What format of the maps 
below could be available on the system? 
Mapa (Items) AutoCad GIS Tiff PDF JPEG Bitmap Seluk (favor hakerek) 
Others (please write 
the format) 
Planta do Levantamento  
Cadastral (Cadastral Survey Plan) 
                         
Planta do Titulu (Cadastral Title 
Plan) 
                         
Mapa da Parcela (Land Parcel 
Map) 
       
Mapa Base Cadastral (Cadastral 
Base Map) 
       
Mapa da Zona Avaliasaun 
(Valuation Zone Map) 
       
Mapa Topografia (Topographic 
Map) 
       
Mapa Administrativo 
(Administrative Boundary Map) 
       
Pontu Geodesia (Geodetic Point)        
Mapa Estrada (Road Map)        
Mapa Utilizasaun Rai (Land Use 
Map) 
       
Mapa Hidrografia (Chart)        
Imagen Satelit (Satellite Image)        
Mapa Orthofoto (Ortho-photo 
Map) 
       
Seluk 1 (other 1) ______________        
Seluk 2 (Other 2)______________        






(Administrative Boundary Map) 
Pontu Geodesia 
(Geodetic Point) 
Mapa Estrada  
(Road Map) 
Mapa Utilizasaun Rai 







Seluk (favor espesifika) Others (please specify) ___________________________________________ 
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16. Documento ho formatu ida ne’ebe deit mak bele tau ba iha sistema? What format of the 
documents below could be available on the system? 
 MS Word 
Document 
PDF JPEG Bitmap Seluk (favor hakerek) Others 
(please write the format) 
Certifikadu rai nian (Land 
Certificate) 
     
Dokumentu Transferensia Rai 
(Deeds) 
     
Contrato Arendamento (Contract 
Lease) 
     
Seluk 1 (Other1)______________      
Seluk 2 (Other2 )______________      
Seluk 3 (Other3 )______________      
 
17. Informasaun seluk saida tan mak bele tau hamutuk ho dadus cadastral no dadus espasial 
sira seluk hodi tau ba iha sistema? (Bele hili resposta liu ida) What additional information 
can be attached to cadastral and other spatial data on the system? (You can tick more 





18. Oinsa ita boot sira nia hanoin kona ba nivel importansia husi karakteristiku sistema asesu 
dadus cadastral nia iha lista kraik ne’e? How important are the following system 
characteristics for accessing land data?  
 
Fasil atu uza (User-friendly) 
Konsistensia no Padraun (Consistency and standards) 
Fasilita atu asesu lalais ba funsionalidade ne’ebe importante liu  
(espesifiku ba hau nia nesesidade) Give quick access to the most useful  
functionalities (Specific to my needs) 
Fasil atu download dadus ho kuantidade boot  
(Easy to download big amounts of data) 
 Simbolu ba saída de emergência (Symbol for emergency exit) 
Visibilidade menu no informasaun  
(The visibility of menu and information)  
Dezenu ne’ebe simples (Simplicity of design) 
 Ajuda ba manutensaun (Help maintenance) 
Metadata = Informasaun 





La tau buat ida (Nothing) 







La importante liu  
(Very unimportant) 













Questionnaires of user requirements identification for stakeholders 
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Asessibilidade Dadus Rai no Integrasaun Informasaun Iha Nasaun Foun, Referensia Espesifiku 
ba Timor Leste (Accessibility of Land Data and Information Integration in Newly-Independent 
Countries, with Specific Reference to Timor Leste) 
QUESTIONÁRIO BA PARCEIRU NO PUBLIKU/QUESTIONNAIRE FOR STAKEHOLDERS AND THE PUBLIC 
Nasionalidade (Nationality)  : _______________________________  
 
Sexo (Gender)     :           Feto (Female)           Mane (Male) 
 
Servisu (Occupation)   : _______________________________ 
 
Hela Fatin/Servisu Fatin (Address)  : _________________________________   
Favor tau vistu iha kaixa hirak ne’ebe ita boot sente los liu () (Please tick the box or boxes 
that are most correct ()) 
1. Ita boot vizita ona Direcção Nacional Terras, Propriedades e Serviços Cadastrais (DNTPSC) ka? 
Have you ever come to Direcção Nacional Terras, Propriedades e Serviços Cadastrais (DNTPSC)? 
       
 
2. Tamba sa mak ita boot vizita DNTPSC? What are your purposes for visiting DNTPSC? 
Atu husu dadus rai/planta do levantamento cadastral (favor ba pergunta 3) (To 
request cadastral data (go to question 3)) 
Atu husu mapa/dadus espasial sira seluk (favor ba pergunta 3) (To request other 
spatial data (go to question 3)) 
Atu buka informasaun kona ba sukat rai (favor ba pergunta 4) (To seek for information 
about land survey (go to question 4)) 
Atu buka informasaun kona ba se mak nain ba rai (favor ba pergunta 4) (To seek for 
information about land ownership (go to question 4)) 
Atu rejistu rai (halo favor ba pergunta 4) (To register land (go to question 4)) 











Nunka, favor ba pergunta 4) 
(Never, go to question 4 ) 
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Atu rezolve disputa rai nian (favor ba pergunta 4) (To solve land dispute (go to question 
4) 
Atu aluga rai estado (favor ba pergunta 4) (To lease the state land (go to question 4) 
Atu buka vaga servisu nian (favor ba pergunta 4) (To look for a job (go to question 4) 
Seluk (favor espefika) (Other (Please specify) ________________________________ 
ba pergunta 4 (go to question 4) 
 
3. Ita boot presija loron hira atu bele hetan dadus rai/planta do levantamento cadastral ka 
mapa/dadus espasial sira seluk ne’ebe ita boot husu husi DNTPSC? How long did you take 






4. Tuir ita boot nia hanoin establesementu sistema ba asesu dadus rai/cadastral no 
integrasaun informasaun sei fo benefisiu ka lae (favor hili ida deit husi opsaun 1 to’o 5, 
numeru 1 reprezenta benefisiu liu no 5 reprezenta la iha benefisiu liu) Would it help to 
design a system for cadastral data access and information integration in Timor Leste 




5. Produtu husi cadastro no rejistu rai nian ne’ebe deit mak ita boot hakarak atu eziste iha 
sistema laran? (bele hili opsaun ida ka liu, husi lista resposta sira iha kraik ne’e) What type 
of cadastral and land registration product do you want to be available on the system? 











1 2 3 4 5 
Benefisiu liu 
(Very Helpful) 
La iha benefisiu liu 
(Very Unhelpful) 
La to’o semana ida 
(Less than one week) 
Semana ida to’o semana rua 
(One to two weeks) 
Semana rua to’o semana tolu 
(Two to three weeks) 
Fulan 1  
(1 month) 
Seluk (favor espesifika) Other (please specify) _______________________ 
Planta do Levantamentu  
Cadastral (Cadastral Survey) 
Plan) Mapa Base Cadastral 
(Cadastral Base map) 
Mapa da parcela (Land 
Parcel Map) 
Planta do Titulu (Title 
Plan) 








Mapa da Zona Avaliasaun 
(Valuation Zone Map) 
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6. Mapa/dadus espasial ida ne’ebe tan husi DNTPSC mak ita boot hakarak atu eziste iha 
sistema laran? (bele hili opsaun ida ka liu, husi resposta sira iha kraik ne’e) What other 
spatial data from DNTPSC do you want to be available on the system? (You can tick more 






7. Mapa ho formatu ida ne’ebe deit mak ita boot hakarak atu eziste iha sistema laran? What 
format of the maps below do you want to be available on the system? 
Mapa (Items) AutoCad GIS Tiff PDF JPEG Bitmap Seluk (favor hakerek) 
Others (please write 
the format) 
Planta do Levatamento Cadastral 
(Cadastral Survey Plan) 
                         
Planta do Titulu (Cadastral Title 
Plan) 
                         
Mapa da Parcela (Land Parcel 
Map) 
       
Mapa Base Cadastral (Cadastral 
Base Map) 
       
Mapa Zona Avaliasaun (Valuation 
Zone Map) 
       
Mapa Topografia (Topographic 
Map) 
       
Mapa Administrativo 
(Administrative Boundary Map) 
       
Pontu Geodesia (Geodetic Point)        
Mapa Estrada (Road Map)        
Mapa Utilizasaun Rai (Land Use 
Map) 
       
Mapa Hidrografia (Chart)        
Imagen Satelit (Satellite Image)        
Mapa Orthofoto (Ortho-photo 
Map) 
       
Seluk 1 (other 1) ______________        
Seluk 2 (Other 2)______________        




(Administrative Boundary Map) 
Pontu Geodesia 
(Geodetic Point) 
Mapa Estrada  
(Road Map) 
Mapa Utilizasaun Rai 







Seluk (favor espesifika) (Others (please specify))___________________________________________ 
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8. Dokumentu ho formatu ida ne’ebe deit mak ita boot hakarak atu eziste iha sistema laran? 
What format of the documents below do you want to be available on the system? 
 MS Word 
Document 
PDF JPEG Bitmap Seluk (favor hakerek) Others 
(please write the format) 
Certifikadu Rai Nian (Land Certificate)      
Dokumentu Transferensia Rai (Deeds)      
Contrato Arendamento (Contract Lease)      
Seluk 1 (Other1)______________      
Seluk 2 (Other2 )______________      
Seluk 3 (Other3 )______________      
 
9. Informasaun seluk saida mak ita boot hakarak atu tau tan hamutuk ho dadus rai/cadastral 
no mapa/dadus espasial iha sistema laran? (bele hili resposta liu ida) What additional 
information would you like to be attached to cadastral and other spatial data on the 





10. Oinsa ita boot sira nia hanoin kona ba nivel importansia husi karakteristiku sistema asesu 
dadus rai/cadastral nia iha lista tuir mai ne’e? How important are the following system 
characteristics for accessing land data?  
Fasil atu usa (User-friendly) 
Konsistensia no Padraun (Consistency and standards) 
Fasilita atu asesu lalais ba funsionalidade ne’ebe importante liu  
(espesifiku ba hau nia nesesidade) Give quick access to the most useful  
functionalities (Specific to my needs) 
 
Fasil atu download dadus ho kuantidade boot  
(Easy to download big amounts of data) 
 
 Simbolu ba “saída de emergência” (Symbol for emergency exit) 
 
Visibilidade menu no informasaun  
(The visibility of menu and information)  
 
Dezenu ne’ebe simples (Simplicity of design) 
 Ajuda ba manutensaun (Help maintenance) 
Metadata = Informasaun 





La tau buat ida (Nothing) 







La importante liu  
(Very unimportant) 
















Asessibilidade Dadus Rai no Integrasaun Informasaun iha Nasaun Foun, Ho espesifiko 
referensia ba Timor Leste (Accessibility of Land Data and Information Integration in Newly-
Independent Countries, with Specific Reference to Timor Leste) 
Pergunta ba intervista/ Interview Questions 
Introdusaun Badak husi partisipante/Brief introduction from the interviewee 
Naran/Name    : 
Tipo serviso/Type of Job  : 
Especialidade/Expertise   :  
 
Pozisaun/Position   :  
Nivel edukasaun/Education level : 
 
1. Se mak jere dadus kona ba rai/propriedade privado iha Timor Leste? (Who keeps private 
land data in Timor Leste?)  
 
 Relasaun ho instrumentu (media) nebe’e uza hodi jere rai 
privado/Regarding the media used for private land data:  
 
 Programa/plataforma saida mak ita boot sira uza hodi jere espasial digital dadus 
rai privado? What platform is used to keep digital spatial of private land data? 
 
 
 Programa/plataforma saida mak ita boot sira uza hodi jere digital atributo dadus 
rai privado? What platform is used to keep digital attribute of private land data? 
  
 
 Tipu baze de dadus ida nebe’e mak it boot sira uza? What type of database do 
you use?  
 
Companhia privado?/Private Company? Institusaun Governo (DNTPSC)/ 
Government Institution (e.g. 
DNTPSC)? 
Secundάria/Senior High School Licensiatura/Diploma/Graduate degree/diploma Pós-Graduação/ Post Graduate 
Doutoramento/Doctorate 
Funsionario Publiko/Public Servant Swasta/Private 
Surveyor Especialista em GIS/GIS Specialist 
IT  
Seluk/Other ___________________________ 
Land Registrar Land Administrator 
Seluk/Other ______________________________________________________________ 
GIS? AutoCAD? La iha?/N/A? 













 Ita boot sira arcivo dadus anologo naun-espasial rai privado iha nebe’e? What 




 Problema prinsipal saida  deit mak ita boot sira hasoru iha prosesu jestaun dadus 






























Rekurso humano?/Human resource? 
Hardware/software? Problema electricidade?/Power Supply? Seluk?/Other? ____________________________________________________________ 
Problema politika?/Political Issues? 
Esboço do  campo?/ Field Sketch? 
Mapa de parcela?/Land Parcel Map? 
Livro Cadastro?/Cadastral Book? 
Número de dadus?/ Size of data? 










2. Se mak bele asesu dadus rai privado iha ita boot sira nia edifisio? Who can access 














 Forma ida nebe’e mak ita boot sira hodi fahe dadus rai privado nian ba publico?  
What form of private land data accessed by the external entities? 
 
 
 Oinsa ita boot sira fo dadus rai privado ba konsumidor (uzuario) sira? How do 
you give your digital private land data to users? 
 
 
 Atu hetan ita boot sira nia dadus, konsumidor tengki selu dadus sira ne’e ka lae? 
Do the users of your data pay to get the data?  
 
 
 Se (resposta) sim, mekanizmo saida mak ita boot sira uza atu determina presu ba 
dadus rai privado? If yes, what pricing method/mechanism do you charge for 





 Se karik konvineinte bele ka lae fo hau kopia lista presu ne’e? Could you please 
give me a price list if convenient? 
 
 Oinsa konsumidor sira selu dadus hirak ne’e? How do users pay? 
 
 
USB? Diskette?/Floppy disk? 
Sim/Yes  Lae/No, Tamba saida/Why___________________________________________________________________________ 
Selu ba DNTPSC?/Pay to DNTPSC? Banku?/Bank? 






Institusaun governo seluk?/Other 
governmental institutions? 
O pessoal académico?/ 
Academic staff? 




DNTPS Surveyors? Seluk?/Other? _____________________________ Surveyor Privado?/Private Surveyors? 
Email?  Seluk?Other?_______________________________________________________
___ 
Cada parcela ida?/Per 
parcel of land?   
Selu tuir nia Megabyte?/Per 
Megabyte of storage?   
Depende ba consumedor?, favor esplika?/Depends on User?, Explain?  ________________________   
Seluk?/Other?  ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________   
Web services?  
Seluk?/Other?_______________________________________________________
___ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________   
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 Dezafiu saida mak ita boot sira hasoru wainhira fo dadus rai privado nian ba 
publiku ou konsumidor sira? What challenges are inherent in making land 














3. Prosesu administrativa saida mak tenki halo tuir wainhira hakarak asesu dadus rai 
privado? What administrative processes have to be followed in order to obtain private 
land data? 
 Presija loron hira atu aprova pedido konsumidor sira ba dadus rai privado? How 





 Departemento ida nebe’e mak responsavel ba entregamentu dadus rai privado 









Carta pedido?/Request Letter? Telefone?/Phone call? Husu diretamente ba DNTPSC?/Direct request from  DNTPSC ? 
Loron 1-5?/1-5 days? Loron 6-10?/6-10 days? Loron 11-15?/11-15 days? 
Liu loron 16? Favor especificar /More than 16 days? Please specify ___________________________________________ 
Departemento Administrasaun, Finansa no Rekurso Humano?/Department 










Departemento Cadastro, Informasaun e Avaliasaun?/Department of 
Cadastral, Information and Valuation? 
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4. Iha ka lae, lei no ezijensia legal husi Ministerio ou DNTPSC kona ba troka dadus rai 
privado no armazenamentu rai privado iha Timor Leste? Is there any law and legal 
requirement from the Ministry or DNTPSC for private land data exchange and storage in 
Timor Leste? 
 Se iha, lei ne’ebe mak regula kona ba troka dadus rai privadu no armazenamentu 
rai privadu iha Timor Leste? If yes, what law/s regulate/s private land data 
exchange and storage in Timor Leste? 
 
 
 Dezafiu saida deit mak ita bo’ot sira hasoru iha implementasun lei, regulamentu 
husi Ministeriu ou DNTPSC kona ba truka dadus no armazenamentu rai privado 
iha Timor Leste? What are the challenges in implementing the law, Ministry or 















 Protesaun legal saida deit mak utiliza atu proteje ita boot sira nia propriedade 
intelektual hanesan dadus rai privadu? What legal forms of protection do you 












Sim/Yes  Lae, Tamba sa? No, Why?_______________________________ 
Lisensa? Licenses? Dirietu autorais? Copyright? 
Sel-seluk? Other?__________________________________________________________ 
Kontratu? Contract? Protesaun Tekniko? Technical Protection? Renunsia? Disclaimer? 
Lei no 1/2003? Law No 1/2003? Sel-seluk? Other?______________________________________ 
Kestaun Politika? Policy issues? Kestaun Sosial? Social  issues? Sel-seluk? Other?________________________ Kestaun Institusional?  Institutional  issues? 
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 Lei direitu autorais ida nebe’e mak eziste iha Timor Leste? What copyright law 















 Bele ka lae konsumidor ba dadus rai privadu sira fahe ou fa’an ita bo’ot sira nia 
dadus orijnal ne’e ba ema seluk? Is it possible for private land data users to 




 Se lae, prosesu legal saida mak konsumidor sira tengki halo tuir wainhira hakarak 
fahe ita bo’ot sira nia dadus rai privadu? If No, what legal processes need to be 
followed for users to distribute your private land data? 
 
 Iha ka lae kazu hanesan (leten) ne’e akontese ona iha passadu? Favor deskreve 
ninia historia oinsa ita bo’ot sira trata kazu ida ne’e? Has this ever happened? 











Sim, tamba sa/ Yes , Why ________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Lae, Tamba sa /No, Why _______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Tribunal? Court? Sel-seluk? Other?___________________________________________________________________________ 
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5. Razaun principal saida deit mak bele impede integrasaun dadus rai privadu no estadu? 





















6. Deferensia saida deit mak iha entre troka dadus rai privadu no armazenamentu antes no 
depois independensia? What are the differences between private land data exchange 















Kestaun legal? Legal Issues? Kestaun Teknikal? Technical issues? Kestaun finanseiru? Financial Issues? Kestaun rekursu umanu? Human Resource issues? 
Organizasaun? Organization?  Kestaun Legal? Legal Issues? Rekursu umanu? Human Resources? Sistema Komputador? Computer Systems? 
Sel-seluk? Other?____________________________________________________ 
Kestaun politika? Policy issues? Kestaun Sosial? Social  issues? 
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Two Lane Sealed Road 
Subtypes 
One Lane Sealed Road 
Subtypes 






































































































































































Accessibility of Land Data and Information Integration in Newly-Independent Countries, with 
Specific Reference to Timor Leste 
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR DNTPSC STAFF 
Gender (Sexo)    :  Female (Feto)  Male (Mane) 
 
Department (Departemento)  :  
 
Position (Pozisaun)    : _______________________________ 
 




I think the interface is user friendly 
 
Buttons and icons were functioning properly 
 
All required icons and buttons are presented 
 
All of the functions in this interface were easy to use 
 
The interface design was consistent 
 
It is straightforward to find datasets I need from the system 
 

















































Yes, most (please go to question 3) 
Yes, all (please go to question 4) 
A few (please go to question 3) 
No (please go to question 3) 
Sufficient (please go to question 3) 
Yes, most (please go to question 5) 
Yes, all (please go to question 6) 
A few (please go to question 5) 
No (please go to question 5) 
Sufficient (please go to question 5) 
Yes, most (please go to question 7) 
Yes, all (please go to question 8) 
A few (please go to question 7) 
No (please go to question 7) 
Sufficient (please go to question 7) 
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8. I think this digital data access system would address current following issues about 

































Very effective Not effective 
Lack of human resources 
Reduce financial costs for map printing 
Reduce hardware and software issues/malfunctions 
Improved data interoperability 
Improved data archiving 
Lessen the dependency on a constant power supply 
Other 1 (Please specify) ___________________________ 
Being aware of rules to prevent illegal occupation of State land 
Being aware of rules to help solve land dispute 
 
Improving awareness of intellectual property protection 
 
Other (Please specify) ___________________________ 
Upholding laws and regulations regarding land ownership 
 
More complete data entry 
Other 2 (Please specify) ___________________________ 
Other 3 (Please specify) ___________________________ 
Strongly disagree Strongly agree 
Other (Please specify) ___________________________ 
Other (Please specify) ___________________________ 
Strongly disagree Strongly agree 
Strongly agree      (Please go to question 10) 
Strongly disagree (Please go to question 11) 
1 
2       (Please go to question 10) 
3       (Please go to question 10) 





12. Please tick the answer of following statement which best indicates how you feel. 
 
Data distribution techniques offered in this system is better than previous techniques  
Cadastral and other spatial data access through this system is secure 
This interface offer the format of cadastral plan that would be most useful 
The system should be used to present the historical cadastral and other spatial data 
 
13. I think this system could alleviate some of the problems encountered with land data 

















15. A digital data access system would help to solve some problems related to 














Prevent data loss or data duplication  
Improved data completeness 
Improved capability of handling larger volumes of data 
Other 1 (Please specify) ___________________________ 
Strongly disagree Strongly agree 
Other  2 (Please specify) ___________________________ 
Other 3 (Please specify) ___________________________ 
Strongly disagree Strongly agree 
Strongly agree       (Please go to question 14) 
Strongly disagree (Please go to question 15) 
1 
2        (Please go to question 14) 
3        (Please go to question 14) 
4        (Please go to question 15) 
5
  
Strongly agree       (Please go to question 16) 
Strongly disagree (Please go to question 17) 
1 
2   (Please go to question 16) 
3   (Please go to question 16) 















17. How do you think public access to cadastral and other spatial data in this digital data 
access system should work? The public: 
 
 Should be able to view the cadastral data 
 Should not be able to download cadastral data 
 Should be able to download other spatial data 
 Should not be able to add their data 
 Should not modify cadastral and other spatial data 
 
18. Has the digital data access interface fulfilled the characteristics below? 
 
Consistent and uniform standards 
Gives quick access to most useful functionalities (specific to my needs) 
Easy to download big amounts of data 
Symbol present for emergency exit 
Visibility of menu and information 
Simplicity of design 
The interface helps data maintenance 
 










Inaccuracy of data 
Incomplete cadastral data 
Facilities for addressing land disputes 
Others (please specify) ___________________________ 
Strongly agree Strongly disagree 
Strongly agree Strongly disagree 
Very helpful Very unhelpful 
Very quick Very slow 
Others (please specify) ___________________________ 
Others (please specify) ___________________________ 
Strongly disagree Strongly agree 
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21. It is important to implement a digital data access and information integration system in 
Timor Leste.  
 
 




23. Do you work predominantly with paper formats? 
 
 








26. The digital data access system performs well as a ‘’one-stop shop’’ where I can get 











Strongly agree  Strongly disagree 
Strongly agree Strongly disagree 
No, please go to question 25 Yes, please go to question 24 
Strongly agree Strongly disagree 
Strongly agree Strongly disagree 
Strongly agree Strongly disagree 
Strongly agree,     why? (please specify) ___________________________________________________________ 
Strongly disagree, why? (Please specify)___________________________________________________________ 
2 ,                               why? (please specify) ___________________________________________________________ 
3 ,                                why? (please specify) ___________________________________________________________ 
















Questionnaires regarding usability testing for DNTPSC staff in Tetum 








Asessibilidade Dadus Rai no Integrasaun Informasaun iha Nasaun Foun, Referensia Espesifiku 
ba Timor Leste (Accessibility of Land Data and Information Integration in Newly-Independent 
Countries, with Specific Reference to Timor Leste) 
QUESTIONÁRIO BA STAFF DNTPSC 
Gender (Sexo)    :  Female (Feto)  Male (Mane) 
 
Department (Departemento)  :  
 
Position (Pozisaun)    : _______________________________ 
 
Favor halo kompletu perguntas tuir mai ne’e (Favor marka vistu ba iha kaixa ne’ebe koreitu liu ) 
1. Ita bo’ot konkorda ka lae ho deklarasaun tuir mai kona ba interface ne'ebe ita boot teste 
ou koko ona? 
 
 
Hau sinti interface ne'e amijavel (user friendly) 
 
Butaun no simbolu sira funsionadu ho diak 
 
Simbolu no butaun sira ne’ebe importante aprezenta hotu 
 
Funsaun hotu iha interface ida ne’e fasil atu uja 
 
Dezenho ba interfase ida ne’e konsistente 
 
Fasil atu hetan dadus ne'ebe hau presija iha sistema ne’e 
 






















4. Informasaun seluk (ezemplo: metadata/renunsia/direitus autorais) ne'ebe ita bo’ot 























Sim, kuaze iha hotu (favor ba pergunta 3) 
Sim, iha hotu (favor ba pergunta 4) 
Oituan deit (favor ba pergunta 3) 
Laiha hotu (favor ba pergunta 3) 
Sufisiente (favor ba pergunta 3) 
Sim, kuaze iha hotu (favor ba pergunta 5) 
 
Sim, iha hotu (favor ba pergunta 6) 
 
Oituan deit (favor ba pergunta 3) 
 La iha hotu (favor ba pergunta 3) 
 
Sufisiente (favor ba pergunta 5) 
 
Sim, kuaze iha hotu (favor ba pergunta 7) 
 
Sim, iha hotu (favor ba pergunta 8) 
 
Oituan deit (favor ba pergunta7) 
 Laiha hotu (favor ba pergunta 
7) 
 









8. Hau hanoin sistema asesu dadus digital ne'e sei rezolve problema ne’ebe aprezenta iha 











9. Hau hanoin asesu ba dokumentus kona ba lei no regulamentu liu husi interface digital 







10. Asessu ba dokumentus kona ba lei no regulamentu liu husi interface digital ne’e sei fo 













Falta/menus rekursu  humanus 
Hamenus kusto finansiamentu ba print mapa 
Hamenus problema/avaria kona ba hardware/software 
Hadia dadus interoperabilidade 
Hadia sistema arkiva dadus 
Deminui dependensia ba fornesementu energia  
Seluk 1 (favor espesifika) ___________________________ 
Konsiente ba regulamentu atu prevene okupasaun illegal rai estadu 
Konsiente ba regulamentu atu ajuda resolve disputa rai 
 
Promove konsiensia kona ba protesaun propriedade intelektual 
Seluk 1 (favor espesifika) 
___________________________ 
Asegura lei no regulamentu kona ba nain ba rai 
 
Kria dadus ne'ebe kompleto 
Seluk 2 (favor espesifika) ___________________________ 
Seluk 3 (favor espesifika) ___________________________ 
La konkorda liu Konkorda los 
Seluk 2 (favor espesifika) 
___________________________ Seluk 3 (favor espesifika) 
___________________________ 
La konkorda liu Konkorda los 
Konkorda los     (favor ba pergunta 10) 
La konkorda liu (favor ba pergunta 11) 
1 
2                  (favor ba pergunta 10) 
3                  (favor ba pergunta 10) 









12. Favor marka vistu ba resposta husi deklarasaun tuir mai ne’e, ida ne'ebe indika lolos 
saida mak ita bo’ot sinti. 
 
Tekniku distribuisaun ne'ebe oferese liu husi sistema ne’e diak liu tekniku sira uluk 
Asesu ba dadus espasial seluk no kadastral liu husi sistema ne’e seguru liu 
Interface ida ne’e oferese formatu planta kadastral ne'ebe propriu liu 
Sistema ne'e bele uja atu aprezenta dadus espasial seluk no dadus kadastru historiku 
 
13. Hau hanoin sistema ida ne’e bele halakon problema ruma ne'ebe hasoru kona ba 

















15. Sistema asesu dadus digital ne’e sei ajuda atu resolve problema ruma kona ba 








Efetivu liu La efetivu liu 
Prevene dadus lakon ou duplikasaun dadus 
Hadia integridade /halo kompletu dadus 
Hadia kapasidade kona ba jere dadus ne’ebe ho volume bo’ot 
Seluk 1 (favor espesifika) ___________________________ 
La konkorda liu Konkorda los 
Seluk 2 (favor espesifika) ___________________________ 
Seluk 3 (favor espesifika) ___________________________ 
La konkorda liu Konkorda los 
Konkorda los (favor ba iha pergunta 14) 
La konkorda liu (favor ba iha pergunta 15) 
1 
2       (favor ba iha pergunta 14) 
3       (favor ba iha pergunta 14) 
4       (favor ba iha pergunta 15) 
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Aseita los      (favor ba pergunta 16) 
La aseita liu (favor ba pergunta 17) 
1 
2            (favor ba pergunta 16) 
3            (favor ba pergunta 16) 





16. Sistema ne’e sei resolve problema  relasaun ho karakteristiku dadus kadastral depois 









17. Oinsa ita bo’ot nia hanoin kona ba publiku atu asesu dadus kadastral no espasial sira 
seluk liu husi sistema asesu dadus digital ida ne’e? 
 
 Sei bele hare dadus kadastral 
 Sei labele atu download dadus kadastral 
 Sei bele atu download dadus spasial seluk 
 Sei la bele atu aumenta sira nia dadus rasik 
 Sei labele modifika dadus kadastral no espasial seluk 
 
18. Interface asesu dadus digital ida ne’e prenshe ona karakteristiku tuir mai ne’e ka lae? 
 
Padraun konsistente no uniforma 
Fo asesu lalais ba funsionalidade ne'ebe importante (espesifika ba hau nia nesesidade) 
Fasilatu download dadus ho kuantidade bo’ot 
Simbolu ba saída de emergensia 
Visibilidade menu no informasaun 
Dezenho ne’ebe simples 
Interface ne’e ajuda halo manutensaun dadus 
 










Impresisaun dadus (inaccuracy of data) 
Dadus kadastral nebe la kompletu 
Fasilita resolve disputa rai 
Seluk (favor  espesifika)__________________________ 
Aseita los La aseita liu 
Aseita los La aseita liu 
Ajudalos La ajudaliu 
Lais los Neineik liu 
Seluk (favor  espesifika) ___________________________ 
Seluk (favor  espesifika) ___________________________ 
La aseita liu Aseita los 
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21. Importante tebes atu implementa sistema asesu dadus digital no integrasaun 
informasun iha Timor Leste. 
 
 
22. Hau hanoin interface ida ne’e mak sai hanesan sistema asesu dadus digital ne’ebe diak 




23. Ita boot bain-bain servisu ho format surat tahan? 
 
 




25. Hau hakarak atu uja interface ida ne’e iha futuro. 
 
 
26. Sistema asesu dadus digital ne’e establese hanesan ‘’one-stop shop’’ ne’ebe hau bele 




27. Hau hanoin importante los atu establese infrastrutura dadus espasial (Spatial Data 
Infrastructure (SDI)) ba Timor Leste. (SDI hanesan representasaun husi teknologia, 
proceduru no regulamentu nebe’e fasilita stakeholders no publiku atu bele fahe no 









Aseita los La aseita liu 
Aseita los La aseita liu 
Lae, favor ba iha pergunta 25 sim, favor ba iha pergunta 24 
Aseita los La aseita liu 
Aseita los La aseita liu 
Aseita los La aseita liu 
aseita los,    tamba sa? (favor espesifika) __________________________________________________________ 
2 ,            tamba sa? (favor espesifika)___________________________________________________________ 
3 ,                      tamba sa? (favor espesifika) __________________________________________________________ 


































Questionnaires regarding usability testing for stakeholders and the 






Asessibilidade Dadus Rai no Integrasaun Informasaun iha Nasaun Foun, Referensia Espesifiku 
ba Timor Leste (Accessibility of Land Data and Information Integration in Newly-Independent 
Countries, with Specific Reference to Timor Leste) 
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR STAKEHOLDERS AND THE PUBLIC 
Nationality (Nationalidade)   :  
 
Gender (Sexo)    :          Female (Feto)         Male (Mane) 
 
Institution  (Institusaun)  :  
 
Please answer the following questions (please tick the box that are most correct ()) 
  
1. Would you agree or disagree with the statement below regarding the interface you have 
tested?  
 
I think the interface is user friendly 
 
Buttons and icons were functioning properly 
 
All required icons and buttons are presented 
 
All functions in this interface were easy to use 
 
The interface design was consistent 
 
It is straightforward to find dataset I need from the system 
 
It is straightforward to download the datasets I need from the system 
 
 
Strongly agree Strongly disagree 
  






































Yes, most (please go to question 3) 
Yes, all (please go to question 4) 
A few (please go to question 3) 
No (please go to question 3) 
Sufficient (please go to question 3) 
Yes, most (please go to question 5) 
Yes, all (please go to question 6) 
A few (please go to question 5) 
No (please go to question 5) 
Sufficient (please go to question 5) 
Yes, most (please go to question 7) 
Yes, all (please go to question 8) 
A few (please go to question 7) 
No (please go to question 7) 
Sufficient (please go to question 7) 









9. Please tick the answer of following statement which best indicates how you feel. 
 
Data distribution techniques offered in this system is better than previous techniques  
This interface offer the format of cadastral plan that would be most useful 
The system should be used to present the historical cadastral and other spatial data 
 
10. Has the digital data access interface fulfilled the characteristics below? 
 
Consistent and uniform standards 
Gives quick access to most useful functionalities (specific to my needs) 
Easy to download big amounts of data 
Symbol present for emergency exit 
Visibility of menu and information 
Simplicity of design 
Help maintenance 
 
11. How long did it take you to feel confident using this interface? 
 
 
12. I think this digital data access system helps me to obtain faster land and other spatial 
data from DNTPSC. 
 




Strongly agree Strongly disagree 
Strongly agree Strongly disagree 
Very effective Not effective 






Strongly disagree Strongly agree 




15. Do you work predominantly with paper formats? 
 
 








18. The digital data access system performs well as a ‘’one-stop shop’’ where I can get 

















No, please go to question 17 Yes, please go to question 16 
Strongly agree Strongly disagree 
Strongly agree Strongly disagree 
Strongly agree,    why? (Please specify) __________________________________________________________ 
Strongly disagree, why? (Please specify)__________________________________________________________ 
2 ,                               why? (Please specify___________________________________________________________ 
3 ,                               why? (Please specify) __________________________________________________________ 
















Questionnaires regarding usability testing for stakeholders and the 








Asessibilidade Dadus Rai no Integrasaun Informasaun iha Nasaun Foun, Referensia Espesifiku 
ba Timor Leste (Accessibility of Land Data and Information Integration in Newly-Independent 
Countries, with Specific Reference to Timor Leste) 
QUESTIONÁRIO BA PARCEIRU NO PUBLIKU 
Nationality (Nationalidade)   :  
 
Gender (Sexo)    :          Female (Feto)         Male (Mane) 
 
Institution  (Institusaun)  :  
 
Favor halo kompletu perguntas tuir mai ne’e (Favor marka vistu ba iha kaixa ne’ebe koreitu liu ) 
1. Ita bo’ot konkorda ka lae ho deklarasaun tuir mai kona ba interface ne'ebe ita boot teste 
ou koko ona? 
 
 
Hau sinti interface ne'e amijavel (user friendly) 
 
Butaun no simbolu sira funsionadu ho diak 
 
Simbolu no butaun sira ne’ebe importante aprezenta hotu 
 
Funsaun hotu iha interface ida ne’e fasil atu uja 
 
Dezenho ba interfase ida ne’e konsistente 
 
Fasil atu hetan dadus ne'ebe hau presija iha sistema ne’e 
 
Fasil atu download dadus ne’ebe hau presija iha sistema ne’e 
 
 


















4. Informasaun seluk (ezemplo: metadata/renunsia/direitus autorais) ne'ebe ita bo’ot 























Sim, kuaze iha hotu (favor ba pergunta 3) 
Sim, iha hotu (favor ba pergunta 4) 
Oituan deit (favor ba pergunta 3) 
Laiha hotu (favor ba pergunta 3) 
Sufisiente (favor ba pergunta 3) 
Sim, kuaze iha hotu (favor ba pergunta 5) 
 
Sim, iha hotu (favor ba pergunta 6) 
 
Oituan deit (favor ba pergunta 3) 
 La iha hotu (favor ba pergunta 3) 
 
Sufisiente (favor ba pergunta 5) 
 
Sim, kuaze iha hotu (favor ba pergunta 7) 
 
Sim, iha hotu (favor ba pergunta 8) 
 
Oituan deit (favor ba pergunta7) 
 Laiha hotu (favor ba pergunta 7) 
 













9. Favor marka vistu ba resposta husi deklarasaun tuir mai ne’e, ida ne'ebe indika lolos 
saida mak ita bo’ot sinti. 
 
Tekniku distribuisaun ne'ebe oferese liu husi sistema ne’e diak liu tekniku sira uluk 
Interface ida ne’e oferese formatu planta kadastral ne'ebe propriu liu 
Sistema ne'e bele uja atu aprezenta dadus espasial seluk no dadus kadastru historiku 
 
10. Interface asesu dadus digital ida ne’e prenshe ona karakteristiku tuir mai ne’e ka lae? 
 
Padraun konsistente no uniforma 
Fo asesu lalais ba funsionalidade ne'ebe importante (espesifika ba hau nia nesesidade) 
Fasilatu download dadus ho kuantidade bo’ot 
Simbolu ba saída de emergensia 
Visibilidade menu no informasaun 
Dezenho ne’ebe simples 
Interface ne’e ajuda halo manutensaun dadus 
 




12. Hau hanoin sistema asesu dadus digital ida ne’e bele ajuda hau atu asesu lais no hetan 




13. Importante tebes atu implementa sistema asesu dadus digital no integrasaun 
informasun iha Timor Leste. 
 
  
Efetivu liu La efetivu liu 
Aseita los La aseita liu 
Aseita los La aseita liu 
Lais los Neineik liu 
La konkorda liu Konkorda los 
Lais los Neineik liu 
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14. Hau hanoin interface ida ne’e mak sai hanesan sistema asesu dadus digital ne’ebe diak 




15. Ita boot bain-bain servisu ho format surat tahan? 
 
 




17. Hau hakarak atu uja interface ida ne’e iha futuro. 
 
 
18. Sistema asesu dadus digital ne’e establese hanesan ‘’one-stop shop’’ ne’ebe hau bele 




19. Hau hanoin importante los atu establese infrastrutura dadus espasial (Spatial Data 
Infrastructure (SDI)) ba Timor Leste. (SDI hanesan representasaun husi teknologia, 
proceduru no regulamentu nebe’e fasilita stakeholders no publiku atu bele fahe no 









Aseita los La aseita liu 
Lae, favor ba iha pergunta 17 sim, favor ba iha pergunta 16 
Aseita los La aseita liu 
Aseita los La aseita liu 
Aseita los La aseita liu 
aseita los,    tamba sa? (favor espesifika) __________________________________________________________ 
2 ,            tamba sa? (favor espesifika)___________________________________________________________ 
3 ,                      tamba sa? (favor espesifika) __________________________________________________________ 










































Asessibilidade Dadus Rai no Integrasaun Informasaun iha Nasaun 
Foun, Referensia Espesifiku ba Timor Leste (Accessibility of Land Data 
and Information Integration in Newly-Independent Countries, with 
Specific Reference to Timor Leste) 
Instrusaun kona ba koko prototype ba staff DNTPSC/usability testing 
instructions for DNTPSC staff 
Part 1. Dadus baliza administrativa (Part 1. Administrative boundary data) 
Note: 
Iha parte ida ne’e ita bo’ot sei koko/teste prosedure atu asesu no download dadus kona ba baliza 
administrative (In this part you are going to test the procedure of viewing and downloading 
administrative boundary data). 
1. Klik iha ‘Dili’ poligono ou ‘data’ atu ba iha pagina ‘Data’ ninian (Click on ‘Dili’ polygon or ‘Data’ 






2 | 35 
 
 
2. Klik iha mapa ki’ik iha sorin karuk husi liafuan ‘administraive Boundary” atu hare dadus kona 
ba baliza administrative (Click on the thumbnail map on the left side of the ‘Administrative 
Boundary’ text to view the administrative boundary data). 
 
3. Klik butaun ‘download’ atu download dadus baliza administrative (Click on ‘Download’ button 
to download the administrative boundary data). 
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5. Hili ‘DNTPSC staff’ atu komesa prosesu login (Choose 'DNTPSC Staff' to start login process). 
 
6. Prense kaixa sira ne’ebe iha (e.g. Name: Joao, ID: 12546, Gender: Male, Department: 
Department of Cadastral Information and Valuation, Region: National) no klik ‘Enter’ atu 
kontinua prosesu download (Fill in the boxes (e.g. Name: Joao, ID: 12546, Gender: Male, 
Department: Department of Cadastral Information and Valuation, Region: National) then click 
'Enter‘ to continue the downloading process). 
 
7. Klik iha mapa ki’ik iha sorin karuk husi liafuan ‘Administrative Boundary’ atu hare no download 
dadus baliza administrative (Click on the thumbnail map on the left side of the ‘Administrative 
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8. Klik butaun ‘Download’ atu download dadus baliza administrative (Click on ‘Download’ button 
to download the administrative boundary data) 
 
9. Ba iha ‘Map projection” hili (ezemplo: WGS 84) no ‘File Type’ (ezemplo: GIS (Shp) atu 
download dadus bazeia ba projesaun mapa no tipu arkivu ne’ebe ita bo’ot presija. Klik butaun 
‘Enter’ (Choose map projection (e.g. WGS 84) and file type (e.g. GIS (Shp) to download the data 
based on map projection and file type you need. Click ‘Enter’ button). 
 
10. Klik ba iha ‘Dismiss’ atu fila fali ba pagina ‘Administrative Boundary Data’ (Click on the ‘Dismiss’ 
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11. Muda kursor ne’e ba iha ‘Aileu’ no klik ba atu bele hare deit distritu Aileu (Navigate the cursor 
to ‘Aileu’ and click on it to view Aileu district only) 
 
12. Klik butaun ‘Download’ atu download dadus baliza administrativa Aileu (Click on ‘Download’ 
button to download the Aileu administrative boundary data). 
 
13. Hili ‘Map projection’ (e.g WGS 84) no ‘File Type’ (e.g. GIS (Shp) atu download dadus bazeia ba 
projesaun mapa no tipu arkivu ne’ebe ita bo’ot presija. Klik butaun ‘Enter’ (Choose map 
projection (e.g. WGS 84) and file type (e.g. GIS (Shp) to download the data based on map 
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14. Klik iha ‘Dismiss’ atu fila fali ba pagina ‘Aileu’ (Click on the ‘Dismiss’ to come back to ‘Aileu’ 
page). 
 
15. Muda kursor ba iha ‘Remexio’ no klik atu bele hare sub-distritu Remexio (Navigate the cursor 
to ‘Remexio’ and click on it to view Remexio sub-district only). 
 
16. Klik butaun ‘Download’ atu download dadus baliza administrativa Remexio (Click on 
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17. Hili ‘Map projection’ (e.g WGS 84) no ‘File Type’ (e.g. GIS (Shp) atu download dadus bazeia ba 
projesaun mapa no tipu arkivu ne’ebe ita bo’ot presija. Klik butaun ‘Enter’ (Choose map 
projection (e.g. WGS 84) and file type (e.g. GIS (Shp) to download the data based on map 
projection and file type you need. Click ‘Enter’ button). 
 
18. Klik ba iha ‘Dismiss’ atu fila fali ba pagina ‘Remexio’ (Click on the ‘Dismiss’ to come back to 
‘Remexio’ page). 
 
19. Atu hare dadus fronteira sub-distritu seluk, hakerek ‘Nain Feto’ iha kaixa ne’ebe iha butaun 
‘Search’ nia sorin karuk no Klik ‘Search’. Ita boot mos bele klik iha sub-distritu ‘Nain Feto’ nia 
mapa leten atu hare mapa sub-distritu ida ne’e ninian. (To view another sub-district boundary 
data, type ‘Nain Feto’ in the search box and click on ‘Search’ button. You can view ‘Nain Feto’ 
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20. Klik ba iha butaun ‘Data’ atu fila fali bai ha pagina ‘Data’ (Click on ‘Data’ button to go back 
to ‘Data’ page). 
 
 
Parte 2 Dadus Kadastral (Part 2 Cadastral data). 
Note:  
Iha parte ida ne’e ita bo’ot sei koko/teste prosedure atu asesu no download dadus kadastru no 
dokumento registu rai nian (In this part you are going to test the procedure of viewing and 
downloading cadastral and land registration products). 
1. Klik iha mapa ki’ik iha sorin karuk husi liafuan ‘Cadastral’ atu asesu dadus kadastru no 
dokumentu registu rai nian (Click on the thumbnail map in the left side of the ‘Cadastral’ text 
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2. Klik iha ‘Dili’ poligono atu hare parsela rai ne’ebe lokalizada iha Distritu Dili (Click on ‘Dili’ 
polygon to view all land parcels in Dili). 
 
3. Klik ba iha simbolu ‘Zoom in’ ou klik iha mapa atu halo bo’ot mapa ne’e (Click on ‘Zoom in’ 
icon or click on the map to enlarge the map). 
 
4. Klik ba iha poligono ‘Nain Feto’ atu hare parsela dadus ne’ebe lokalizada iha sub distritu Nain 
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5. Klik ba butaun ‘Download’ atu download parsela rai iha sub-dsitritu Nain Feto (Click on 
‘Download’ button to download the land parcels in Nain Feto sub-district) 
 
6. Hili ‘Map Proejction’ (ezemplo: WGS 84/UTM Zone 51S) no ‘File Type’ (ezemplo: CAD (DWG) 
atu download dadus bazeia ba projesaun mapa no tipu arkivu ne’ebe ita bo’ot presija. Klik 
butaun ‘Enter’ (Choose map projection (e.g. WGS 84/UTM Zone 51S) and file type (e.g. CAD 
(DWG) to download the data   based on map projection and file type you need. Click ‘Enter’ 
button) 
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Atu hare atributo parsela rai (To view attributes of the land parcel) 
1. Klik simbolu ‘zoom in’ ou klik iha mapa leten atu bele hare mo’os parsela rai sira ne’e (Click 
‘zoom in’ icon or click on the map to able to see land parcels clearly). 
 
2. Klik  iha parsela rai ida ne’ebe deit mak hatudu husi seta (arrow) atu hare atributo parsela 
(Click on any land parcel that is pointed by the arrows to view attributes of the parcel) 
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Atu halo pedidu ba dokumentus registu rai (Cadastral Survey Plan) ((To order a land record 
(Cadastral Survey Plan)). 
1. Hakerek ‘Survey plan’ iha kaixa ‘search’ nia sorin no klik iha butaun ‘search’ atu ba iha pagina 
nebe ita bo’ot bele asesu ou download dokumentus registo rai nebe ita bo’ot presija (Type 
'Survey plan' on search box and click on ‘Search’ button to go to the page where you can view 
or  download any land registration product you need) 
 
2. Klik iha ‘410-520/II/2003’ atu hare planta kadastral (Click on ‘410-520/II/2003’ to view the 
survey plan). 
 
3. Klik butaun ‘Download’ atu download planta kadastal (Click on ‘Download’ button to 
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4. Klik ‘Back’ atu ba fali pagina antes (Click ‘Back’ to go back to previous page). 
 
5. Klik ba ‘AV282667’ atu hare sertifikadu rai tempo Indonezia (Click on ‘AV282667’ to view the 
Indonesian land certificate) 
 
6. Klik butaun ‘Download’ atu download sertifikadu ne’e (Click on ‘Download’ button to order 
the certificate) 
 
7. Klik ba butaun ‘Back’ atu ba fali iha pagina antes hodi hare tipu sertifikadu rai sira seluk (Click 
‘Back’ button to go back to the previous page to view another type of land certificate). 
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8. Klik ba iha ‘Document 1’ iha parte ‘Portuguese land certificates’ atu hare no download 
dokumentu ne’e (Click on ‘Document 1’ under the ‘Portuguese land certificates’ to view and 
download the document).  
 
9. Klik ba iha ‘Back to Cadastral Data’ atu ba fali iha pagina ‘Cadastral Data’ (Click on ‘Back to 
Cadastral Data’ to go back to the ‘Cadastral Data’ page) 
 
10. Klik iha butaun ‘Data’ atu fila fali ba iha pagina ‘Data’ atu asesu dadus espasial seluk ne’ebe 
aprezenta iha sistema nee (Click on ‘Data’ button to go back to ‘Data’ page to access another 
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Parte 3. Dadus Geodetic (Part 3. Geodetic Data) 
Note: 
Iha parte ida nee, ita bo’ot sei koko/teste proseduru atu hare no download dadus kona ba pontu 
referensia geodezia (In this part you are going to learn the procedure of viewing and downloading 
geodetic data). 
1. Klik iha mapa ki’ik iha sorin karuk husi liafuan ‘Geodetic’ atu ba iha pagina ‘Geodetic Data’ 
(Click on the thumbnail map in the left side of the ‘Geodetic’ text to go to ‘Geodetic Data’ 
page). 
 
2. Klik ba pontu referensia ne’ebe hatudu husi seta atu hare detailhu husi marka ne’e (Click on 
the survey mark pointed by the arrow to view details of the mark). 
 
3. Klik ba iha ‘Mark Details’ atu taka atributo ne’e (Click on ‘Mark Details’ to close the 
attributes). 
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4. Atu hare marka pontu referensia seluk ne’ebe ita bo’ot presija, hakerek numero ponto 
(ezemplo: 2005-6) iha kaixa ne’ebe iha ‘search’ sorin karuk. Klik iha butaun ‘Search’ (To view 
the specific  survey mark you are searching, type the point number (e.g. 2005-6) on the search 
box and click on ‘Search’ button) 
 
5. Klik iha pontu referensia (kor ungu/violet) ne’ebe hatudu ona atu bele hare atributu pontu 
ne’e (Click on the highlighted survey mark to view the mark details). 
 
6. Klik butaun ‘download’ atu download pontu referensia (Click on ‘Download’ button to 
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7. Ba ‘Map Projection’ no hili (ezemplo: WGS 84) no mos ‘file type’ (ezemplo: GIS (Shp)) atu 
download dadus bazeia ba projesaun mapa no tipu arkivu ne’ebe ita bo’ot presija. Klik 
butaun ‘Enter’ (Choose map projection (e.g. WGS 84) and file type (e.g. GIS (Shp) to download 
the data based on map projection and file type you need. Click ‘Enter’ button). 
 
8. Klik butaun ‘Data’ atu fila fali ba iha pagina ‘Data’ atu hare dadus sira seluk (Click on ‘Data’ 
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Parte 4. Dalan (Part. 4 Road data) 
Note: 
Iha parte ne’e ita bo’ot sei koko/teste proseduru kona ba oinsa atu asesu no download dadus 
dalan nian (In this part you are going to test the procedure of viewing and downloading road 
data). 
1. Klik iha mapa ki’ik iha sorin karuk husi liafuan ‘Road’ (Click on the thumbnail map in the left 
side of the ‘Road’ text to access road data). 
 
2. Klik butaun ‘Download’ atu download dadus dalan (Click on ‘Download’ button to download 
the road dataset) 
 
3. Ba iha ‘Map Projection’ (ezemplo: WGS 84) no ‘File type’ (ezemplo: GIS (Shp)) atu download 
dadus bazeia ba projesaun mapa no tipu arkivu ne’ebe ita bo’ot presija. Klik butaun ‘Enter’ 
(Choose map projection (e.g. WGS 84) and file type (e.g. GIS (Shp) to download the data based 
on map projection and file type you need. Click ‘Enter’ button). 
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4. Klik butaun ‘Data’ atu fila ba iha pagina ‘Data’ hodi hare dadus sira seluk (Click on ‘Data’ 
button to go back to ‘Data’ page to view another dataset) 
 
Parte 5. Topografia 25 (Part 5. Topographic 25) 
Note: 
Iha parte ida ne’e ita bo’ot sei koko/teste proseduru kona ba oinsa atu asesu no download 
mapa topografia (In this part you are going to test the procedure of viewing and downloading 
topographic map). 
1. Klik iha mapa ki’ik iha sorin karuk husi liafuan ‘Topoghrapic 25’ atu asesu mapa topografia ho 
skala 1:25000 (Click on the thumbnail map in the left side of the ‘Topographic 25’ text to access 
topographic maps of 1:25000 scale). 
 
2. Klik iha rektangulo atu hare mapa topografia kona ba area espsifiku nebe ita bo’ot hakarak 
(Click on rectangle to view the topographic map of a specific area you required). 
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3. Klik iha butaun ‘Download’ atu download mapa (Click on ‘Download’ button to download the 
map) 
 
4. Klik iha ‘Back to index’ atu ba fali pagina antes (Click on ‘Back to Index’ to go back to previous 
page) 
 
5. Klik ‘Back to Data’ atu ba fali pagina ‘Data’ hodi hare dadus espasial seluk (Click ‘Back to Data’ 
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Part 6. Ortho-photo (Part 6. Ortho-photo) 
Note: 
Iha parte ne’e ita bo’ot sira sei koko/teste proseduru atu hare no download mapa ortho-photo 
(In this part you are going to test the procedure of viewing and downloading ortho-photo map). 
1. Klik iha mapa ki’ik ne’ebe iha sorin karuk husi liafuan ‘Ortho-photo’ atu asesu no download 
mapa ortho-photo (Click on the thumbnail map in the left side of the ‘Ortho-photo’ text to 
access ortho-photo maps). 
 
2. Klik iha mapa atu halo bo’ot index (Click on the thumbnail map in the left side of the ‘Ortho-
photo’ text to access ortho-photo maps). 
 
3. Klik iha rektangulo laran atu hare mapa ortho-photo nebe ita bo’ot hakarak (Click on the 
thumbnail map in the left side of the ‘Ortho-photo’ text to access ortho-photo maps). 
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4. Klik butaun ‘Download’ atu download mapa (Click on ‘Download’ button to download the 
map). 
 
5. Klik simbolu ‘Home’ atu fila fali ba pagina principal (Click on ‘Home’ icon to go back to the 
main page) 
 
Part 7. Lei no Regulamentu (Part 7 Policy and Guidelines) 
Note: Iha parte ida nee ita bo’ot sira sei koko/teste proseduru kona ba asesu no download lei 
kona ba rai no regulamentu kona ba prosesu foti dadus rai nian, arkiva dadus no produz mapa (In 
this part you are going to test the procedure of viewing and downloading the policy and guideline 
documents) 
1. Klik iha butaun ‘Policy/Guidelines’ (Click on the ‘Policy/Guidelines’ button to view and 
download policy or guideline documents). 
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2. Klik iha lei ou regulamentu atu asesu dokumentu ne’ebe ita bo’ot hakarak (ezemplo: klik iha 
‘law No.1/2003’) (Click on any law or guideline to view the required document (e.g. click on 
Law No. 1/2003)). 
 
3. Klik iha butaun ‘Download’ atu download lei ne’ebe presija (Click on ‘Download’ button to 
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Part 8. Teste ‘General’ interface (Testing the ‘General’ interface) 
Note:  
Iha parte ida ne’e, sei husu ita bo’ot atu koko/teste kona ba oinsa publiku no stakeholders sira 
asesu no download dadus ne’ebe aprezenta iha sistema ne’e (In this part you are required to test 
the procedures of viewing and downloading datasets for stakeholders and public).  
1. Klik butaun ‘Login’ atu registu ou tama ba iha sistema ne’e nia laran (Click ‘Login’ button to 
register or sign in into the system). 
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3. Prense kaixa ne’ebe iha parte ‘Register’ atu registu ita bo’ot nia an antes asesu dadus ne’ebe 
aprezenta iha sistema ne’e (ezemplo: Name: Kayla, E-mail: flower@gmail.com. Confirm E-
mail: flower@gmail.com, Password: 123fgtrb7w9, Confirm Password: Password: 
123fgtrb7w9, Institution: Timor Gap. Klik iha ‘Register’ atu ba pagina ‘Data’ (Fill all of the 
columns available under ‘Register’ to register yourself before accessing datasets available on 
the system (e.g. Name: Kayla, E-mail: flower@gmail.com. Confirm E-mail: flower@gmail.com, 
Password: 123fgtrb7w9, Confirm Password: Password: 123fgtrb7w9, Institution: Timor Gap. 
Click on ‘Register’ to go to ‘Data’ page). 
 
4. Klik mapa ki’ik iha sorin karuk husi liafuan‘Administrative Boundary’ atu asesu no download 
dadus baliza administrative (Click on the thumbnail map in the left side of the ‘Administrative 
Boundary’ text to view the administrative boundary data) 
 
5. Klik iha butaun ‘Download’ atu download dadus baliza administrative (Click on ‘Download’ 
button to download the administrative boundary data). 
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6. Ba ‘Map Projection’ (ezemplo: WGS 84) no ‘File type’ (ezemplo: GIS (Shp)) atu download 
dadus bazeia ba projesaun mapa no tipu arkivu ne’ebe ita bo’ot presija. Klik butaun ‘accept 
terms and create download’ (Choose map projection (e.g. WGS 84) and file type (e.g. GIS 
(Shp)) to download the data based on map projection and file type you need. Click ‘accept 
terms and create download’ button).  
 
7. Klik iha kaixa ‘I accept the Term of Use’ atu download dadus (Tick on ‘I accept the Term of 
Use’ to download the data). 
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9. Klik iha mapa ki’ik iha sorin karuk husi liafuan ‘Cadastral’ atu asesu dadus kadastral (Click on 
the thumbnail map in the left side of the ‘Cadastral’ text to access cadastral data). 
 
10. Klik butaun ‘Download’ atu download dadus parsela rai (Click on ‘Download’ button to 
download the land parcels data). 
 
11. Ba ‘Map Projection’ (ezemplo: WGS 84) no ‘File type’ (ezemplo: GIS (Shp)) atu download 
dadus bazeia ba projesaun mapa no tipu arkivu ne’ebe ita bo’ot presija. Klik butaun‘Enter’ 
(Choose map projection (e.g. WGS 84/UTM Zone 51S) and file type (e.g. no data (contact 
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12. Scroll down mouse (dada tun roda mouse) atu hare informasaun kona ba nain husi dadus 
ne’e, atu bele husu proseduru administrativa ne’ebe presija halo tuir bainhira atu halo pedidu 
ba dadus kadastral. Klik iha butaun‘Data’ atu fila fali ba pagina ‘Data’ (Scroll down using the 
mouse to view the contact details of the data owner to request administrative procedure for 
obtaining the cadastral data. Click on ‘Data’ button to go back to ‘Data’ page.) 
 
13. Klik mapa ki’ik iha sorin karuk husi liafuan ‘Geodetic’ (Click on the thumbnail map in the left 
side of the ‘Geodetic’ text). 
 
14. Klik butaun ‘Download’ atu download pontu referensia geodezia (Click on ‘Download’ button 




15. Ba ‘Map Projection’ (ezemplo: WGS 84) no ‘File Type’ (ezemplo: GIS (Shp) ) atu download 
dadus bazeia ba projesaun mapa no tipu arkivu ne’ebe ita bo’ot presija. Klik butaun ‘accept 
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terms and create download’ (Choose map projection (e.g. WGS 84) and file type (e.g. GIS (Shp) 
to download the data based on map projection and file type you need. Click ‘accept terms and 
create download’ button).  
 
16. Klik iha ‘I accept the Term of Use’ atu download dadus (Tick on ‘I accept the Term of Use’ to 
download the data). 
 






18. Klik mapa ki’ik iha sorin karuk husi liafuan‘Road’ atu asesu dadus dalan (Click on the thumbnail 
map in the left side of the ‘Road’ text to access road data) 




19. Klik iha butaun ‘Download’ atu download dadus dalan (Click on ‘Download’ button to 
download the road dataset) 
 
20. Ba ‘Map Projection’ (ezemplo: WGS 84) no ‘File Type’ (ezemplo: GIS (Shp) ) atu download 
dadus bazeia ba projesaun mapa no tipu arkivu ne’ebe ita bo’ot presija. Klik butaun ‘accept 
terms and create download’ (Choose map projection (e.g. WGS 84) and file type (e.g. GIS (Shp) 
to download the data based on map projection and file type you need. Click ‘accept terms and 
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21. Klik iha ‘I accept the Term of Use’ atu download dadus (Tick on ‘I accept the Term of Use’ to 
download the data). 
 
22. Klik iha ‘Data’ atu fila fali ba iha pagina ‘Data’ (Click on the ‘Data’ button to come back to 
‘Data’ page). 
 
23. Klik iha mapa ki’ik iha sorin karuk husi liafuan ‘Topographic 25’atu asesu mapa topografia ho 
skala  1:25000 (Click on the thumbnail map in the left side of the ‘Topographic 25’ text to 
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24. Klik iha rectangulo atu hare mapa topografiahusi area espesifiku ne’ebe ita bo’ot presija (Click 
on rectangle to view the topographic map of a specific area you required) 
 
25. Klik iha butaun ‘Download’ atu download mapa (Click on ‘Download’ button to download the 
map) 
 
26. Klik iha ‘I Accept terms and create download’ (Click on ‘I Accept terms and create download’).  
 
27. Klik iha ‘I accept the Term of Use’ atu download dadus (Tick on ‘I accept the Term of Use’ to 
download the data). 
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28. Klick iha ‘Back to Index’ atu fila fali ba pagina antes (Click on ‘Back to Index’ to go back to 
previous page) 
 
29. Klik ‘Back to Data’ atu fila fali ba pagina ‘Data’ (Click ‘Back to Data’ to go back to ‘Data’ page) 
 
30. Klik iha mapa ki’ik iha sorin karuk husi liafuan ‘Ortho-photo’ atu asesu no download mapa 
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31. Klik iha mapa leten atu halo bo’ot nia index (Click on the map to enlarge the index). 
 
32. Klik iha rektangulu ruma nia leten atu hare mapaortho-photo (Click on any rectangle to view 
the ortho-photo map) 
 
33. Klik iha butaun ‘Download’ atu download mapa (Click on ‘Download’ button to download the 
map). 
 
34. Klik iha ‘I Accept terms and create download’ (Click on ‘I Accept terms and create download’) 
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35. Klik iha ‘I accept the Term of Use’ atu download dadus (Tick on ‘I accept the Term of Use’ to 
download the data). 
 
36. Klik iha simbolu ‘home’ atu fila fali ba iha pagina principal (Click on ‘home’ icon to go back to 






















Asessibilidade Dadus Rai no Integrasaun Informasaun iha Nasaun 
Foun, Referensia Espesifiku ba Timor Leste (Accessibility of Land Data 
and Information Integration in Newly-Independent Countries, with 
Specific Reference to Timor Leste) 
Instrusaun kona ba koko prototype ba parceiru no publiku/usability testing 
instructions for stakeholders and the public 
Part 1. Dadus baliza administrativa (Part 1. Administrative boundary data) 
Note: 
Iha parte ida ne’e ita bo’ot sei koko/teste proseduru atu asesu no download dadus kona ba baliza 
administrative (In this part you are going to test the procedure of viewing and downloading 
administrative boundary data). 
 
1. Klik iha ‘login’ atu komesa asesu dadus cadastral no espasial sira seluk iha sistema ne’e (Click 
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2. Hili ‘General’ atu komesa prosesu login (Choose 'General' to start login process). 
 
3. Prense kaixa ne’ebe iha parte ‘Register’ atu registu ita bo’ot nia an antes asesu dadus ne’ebe 
aprezenta iha sistema ne’e (ezemplo: Name: Kayla, E-mail: flower@gmail.com. Confirm E-
mail: flower@gmail.com, Password: 123fgtrb7w9, Confirm Password: Password: 
123fgtrb7w9, Institution: Otago University. Klik iha ‘Register’ atu ba pagina ‘Data’ (Fill all of 
the columns available under ‘Register’ to register yourself before accessing datasets available 
on the system (e.g. Name: Kayla, E-mail: flower@gmail.com. Confirm E-mail: 
flower@gmail.com, Password: 123fgtrb7w9, Confirm Password: Password: 123fgtrb7w9, 
Institution: Otago University. Click on ‘Register’ to go to ‘Data’ page). 
 
4. Klik iha mapa ki’ik iha sorin karuk husi liafuan ‘Administrative Boundary’ atu hare no download 
dadus baliza administrativa (Click on the thumbnail map on the left side of the ‘Administrative 
Boundary’ text to view and download the administrative boundary data). 
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5. Klik butaun ‘Download’ atu download dadus baliza administrative (Click on ‘Download’ button 
to download the administrative boundary data) 
 
6. Ba ‘Map Projection’ hili (ezemplo: WGS 84) no ‘File type’ (ezemplo: GIS (Shp)) atu download 
dadus bazeia ba projesaun mapa no tipu arkivu ne’ebe ita bo’ot presija. Klik butaun ‘accept 
Terms and create download’ (Choose map projection (e.g. WGS 84) and file type (e.g. GIS 
(Shp)) to download the data based on map projection and file type you need. Click ‘accept 
Terms and create download’ button).  
 
7. Klik iha kaixa ‘I accept the Terms of Use’ atu download dadus (Tick on ‘I accept the Terms of 
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8. Klik iha ‘Dismiss’ atu fila fali ba pagina ‘Administrative Boundary Data’ (Click on the ‘Dismiss’ 
to return to ‘Administrative Boundary Data’ page). 
 
9. Muda kursor ba iha ‘Aileu’ no klik, atu bele hare deit distritu Aileu (Navigate the cursor to 
‘Aileu’ and click on it to view Aileu district only). 
 
10. Klik butaun ‘Download’ atu download dadus baliza administrativa Aileu (Click on ‘Download’ 
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11. Ba ‘Map Projection’ hili (ezemplo: WGS 84) no ‘File type’ (ezemplo: GIS (Shp)) atu download 
dadus bazeia ba projesaun mapa no tipu arkivu ne’ebe ita bo’ot presija. Klik butaun ‘accept 
Terms and create download’ (Choose map projection (e.g. WGS 84) and file type (e.g. GIS 
(Shp)) to download the data based on map projection and file type you need. Click ‘Accept 
terms and create download’ button).  
 
12. Klik iha kaixa ‘I accept the Terms of Use’ atu download dadus (Tick on ‘I accept the Terms of 
Use’ to download the data). 
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14. Muda kursor ba iha ‘Remexio’ no klik atu bele hare sub-distritu Remexio (Navigate the cursor 
to ‘Remexio’ and click on it to view Remexio sub-district only). 
 
15. Klik butaun ‘Download’ atu download dadus baliza administrativa Remexio (Click on 
‘Download’ button to download the Remexio administrative boundary data). 
 
16. Ba ‘Map Projection’ hili (ezemplo: WGS 84) no ‘File type’ (ezemplo: GIS (Shp)) atu download 
dadus bazeia ba projesaun mapa no tipu arkivu ne’ebe ita bo’ot presija. Klik butaun ‘Accept 
terms and create download’ (Choose map projection (e.g. WGS 84) and file type (e.g. GIS (Shp)) 
to download the data based on map projection and file type you need. Click ‘Accept terms and 
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17. Klik iha kaixa ‘I accept the Terms of Use’ atu download dadus (Tick on ‘I accept the Terms of 
Use’ to download the data). 
 
18. Klik ba iha ‘Dismiss’ atu fila fali ba pagina ‘Remexio’ (Click on the ‘Dismiss’ to come back to 
‘Remexio’ page). 
 
19. Atu hare dadus fronteira sub-distritu seluk, hakerek ‘Nain Feto’ iha kaixa ne’ebe iha butaun 
‘Search’ nia sorin karuk no Klik ‘Search’. Ita boot mos bele klik iha sub-distritu ‘Nain Feto’ nia 
mapa leten atu hare mapa sub-distritu ida ne’e ninian. (To view another sub-district boundary 
data, type ‘Nain Feto’ in the search box and click on ‘Search’ button. You can view ‘Nain Feto’ 
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Parte 2 Dadus Kadastral(Part 2 Cadastral data). 
Note:  
Iha parte ida ne’e ita bo’ot sei koko/teste proseduru atu asesu no download dadus kadastru no 
dokumentu registu rai nian (In this part you are going to test the procedure of viewing and 
downloading cadastral and land registration products). 
1. Klik iha mapa ki’ik iha sorin karuk husi liafuan ‘Cadastral’ atu asesu dadus kadastru no 
dokumentu registu rai nian (Click on the thumbnail map in the left side of the ‘Cadastral’ text 
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2. Klik iha ‘Dili’ poligono atu hare parsela rai ne’ebe lokalizada iha Distritu Dili (Click on ‘Dili’ 
polygon to view all land parcels in Dili). 
 
3. Klik iha simbolu ‘Zoom in’ ou klik iha mapa atu halo bo’ot mapa ne’e (Click on ‘Zoom in’ icon 
or click on the map to enlarge the map). 
 
4. Klik iha poligono ‘Nain Feto’ atu hare parsela dadus ne’ebe lokalizada iha sub distritu Nain 
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5. Klik butaun ‘Download’ atu download parsela rai iha sub-distritu Nain Feto (Click on 
‘Download’ button to download the land parcels in Nain Feto sub-district). 
 
6. Ba ‘Map Projection’ hili (ezemplo: WGS 84) no ‘File Type’ (ezemplo: No data (contact owner) 
atu hare metadata husi dadus parcela ne’e (Choose map projection (e.g. WGS 84/UTM Zone 
51S) and file type (e.g. no data (contact owner) to download the data based on map projection 
and file type you need. Click ‘Enter’ button). 
  
7. Scroll down mouse (dada tun roda mouse) atu hare informasaun kona ba nain husi dadus ne’e, 
atu bele husu proseduru administrativa ne’ebe presija halo tuir bainhira atu halo pedidu ba 
dadus kadastral. Klik iha butaun ‘Back’ atu fila fali ba mapa ‘Nain Feto’ (Scroll down using the 
mouse to view the contact details of the data owner to request   administrative procedure for 
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Atu hare atributo parsela rai (To view attributes of the land parcel) 
1. Klik simbolu ‘zoom in’ ou klik iha mapa leten atu bele hare mo’os parsela rai sira ne’e (Click 
‘zoom in’ icon or click on the map to be able to see land parcels clearly). 
 
2. Klik  iha parsela rai ida ne’ebe deit mak hatudu husi seta (arrow) atu hare atributo parsela 
(Click on any land parcel that is pointed by the arrows to view attributes of the parcel). 
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Atu halo pedidu ba dokumentus registu rai (ezemplo: Planta Cadastral) (To order a land record 
(e.g. Cadastral Survey Plan)). 
1. Hakerek ‘Survey plan’ iha kaixa ‘search’ nia sorin no klik iha butaun ‘search’ atu ba iha pagina 
nebe ita bo’ot bele asesu ou download dokumentus registo rai nebe ita bo’ot presija (Type 
'Survey plan' on search box and click ‘Search’ button to go to the page where you can view or  
download any land registration product you need). 
 
2. Klik iha ‘410-520/II/2003’ atu hare no download planta kadastral (Click on ‘410-520/II/2003’ 
to view and download the survey plan). 
 
3. Klik butaun ‘Download’ atu bele download planta kadastal ne’e (Click on ‘Download’ button 
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4. Klik ‘Back’ atu ba fali pagina antes. (Click ‘Back’ to go back to the previous page). 
 
5. Klik ba ‘AV282667’ atu asesu no requesito sertifikadu rai tempo Indonezia (Click on 
‘AV282667’ to access and order the Indonesian land certificates) 
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7. Prense kaixa sira ne’ebe iha (ezemplo: Name: Kayla, E-mail: flower@gmail.com, Phone: 
(+670) 7250353, Type of land certificate: Indonesian land certificates, Land district: Dili, Title 
of reference: AV282667, Type of ownership: Right of ownership, Registered owner: Dorothy 
Wojtyla, Address related to record required: Bairopite, City/location: Dili). Klik iha ‘Save 
record to order’. Fill all columns (e.g. Name: Kayla, E-mail: flower@gmail.com, Phone: (+670) 
7250353, Type of land certificate: Indonesian land certificates, Land district: Dili, Title of 
reference: AV282667, Type of ownership: Right of ownership, Registered owner: Dorothy 
Wojtyla, Address related to record required: Bairopite, City/location: Dili). Click on ‘Save 
record to order’. 
 
8. Klik butaun ‘Back’ atu ba fali iha pagina antes hodi hare tipu sertifikadu seluk (Click on ‘Back’ 
button to go back to the previous page to view another type of land certificate). 
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9. Klik iha ‘Document 1’ iha parte ‘Portuguese land certificates’ atu hare no rekesitu  dokumentu 
ne’e (Click on ‘Document 1’ under the ‘Portuguese land certificates’ to view and order the 
document).  
 
10. Klik iha ‘Back to Cadastral Data’ atu ba fali iha pagina ‘Cadastral Data’ (Click on ‘Back to 
Cadastral Data’ to go back to the ‘Cadastral Data’ page) 
 
11. Klik iha butaun ‘Data’ atu fila fali ba iha pagina ‘Data’ atu asesu dadus espasial seluk ne’ebe 
aprezenta iha sistema nee (Click on ‘Data’ button to go back to ‘Data’ page to access another 
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Parte 3. Dadus Geodetic (Part 3. Geodetic Data) 
Note: 
Iha parte ida nee, ita bo’ot sei koko/teste proseduru atu hare no download dadus kona ba pontu 
referensia geodezia (In this part you are going to learn the procedure of viewing and downloading 
geodetic data). 
1. Klik iha mapa ki’ik iha sorin karuk husi liafuan ‘Geodetic’ atu ba iha pagina ‘Geodetic Data’ 
(Click on the thumbnail map in the left side of the ‘Geodetic’ text to go to ‘Geodetic Data’ 
page). 
 
2. Klik ba pontu referensia ne’ebe hatudu husi seta atu hare detailhu husi marka ne’e (Click on 
the survey mark pointed by the arrow to view details of the mark). 
 
3. Klik iha ‘Mark Details’ atu taka atributo ne’e (Click on ‘Mark Details’ to close the attributes). 
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4. Atu hare atributo pontu referensia seluk ne’ebe ita bo’ot presija, hakerek numero ponto 
(ezemplo:2005-6) iha kaixa ne’ebe iha ‘search’ sorin karuk. Klik iha butaun ‘Search’ (To view 
the details of specific  survey mark you need, type the point number (e.g. 2005-6) on the search 
box and click on ‘Search’ button) 
 
5. Klik iha pontu referensia (kor ungu/violet) ne’ebe hatudu ona atu bele hare atributu pontu 
ne’e (Click on the highlighted survey mark to view the mark details). 
 
6. Klik butaun ‘download’ atu download pontu referensia (Click on ‘Download’ button to 
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7. Ba ‘Map Projection’ hili (ezemplo: WGS 84) no ‘File Type’ (ezemplo: GIS (Shp)) atu download 
dadus bazeia ba projesaun mapa no tipu arkivu ne’ebe ita bo’ot presija. Klik butaun ‘accept 
Terms and create download’ (Choose map projection (e.g. WGS 84) and file type (e.g. GIS 
(Shp) to download the data based on map projection and file type you need. Click ‘Accept 
terms and create download’ button).  
 
8. Klik iha ‘I accept the Terms of Use’ atu download dadus (Tick on ‘I accept the Terms of Use’ to 
download the data). 
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Parte 4. Dalan (Part. 4 Road data) 
Note: 
Iha parte ne’e ita bo’ot sei koko/teste proseduru kona ba oinsa atu asesu no download dadus 
dalan nian (In this part you are going to test the procedure of viewing and downloading road 
data). 
1. Klik iha mapa ki’ik iha sorin karuk husi liafuan ‘Road’ (Click on the thumbnail map in the left 
side of the ‘Road’ text to access road data). 
 
2. Klik butaun ‘Download’ atu download dadus dalan (Click on ‘Download’ button to download 
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3. Ba ‘Map Projection’ (ezemplo: WGS 84) no ‘File Type’ (ezemplo: GIS (Shp)) atu download 
dadus bazeia ba projesaun mapa no tipu arkivu ne’ebe ita bo’ot presija. Klik butaun ‘accept 
terms and create download’ (Choose map projection (e.g. WGS 84) and file type (e.g. GIS (Shp) 
to download the data based on map projection and file type you need. Click ‘Accept terms and 
create download’ button). 
 
4. Klik iha ‘I Accept the Terms of Use’ atu download dadus (Tick on ‘I Accept the Terms of Use’ 
to download the data). 
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Parte 5. Topografia 25 (Part 5. Topographic 25) 
Note: 
Iha parte ida ne’e ita bo’ot sei koko/teste proseduru kona ba oinsa atu asesu no download 
mapa topografia (In this part you are going to test the procedure of viewing and downloading 
topographic map). 
1. Klik iha mapa ki’ik iha sorin karuk husi liafuan ‘Topographic 25’ atu asesu mapa topografia ho 
skala 1:25000 (Click on the thumbnail map in the left side of the ‘Topographic 25’ text to access 
topographic maps of 1:25000 scale). 
 
2. Klik iha rektangulo atu hare mapa topografia kona ba area espsifiku nebe ita bo’ot hakarak 
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3. Klik iha butaun ‘Download’ atu ba iha pagina nebe’e ita boot bele download ou print out mapa 
(Click on ‘Download’ button to go to page where you can download or print out the map) 
 
4. Klik iha ‘Accept terms and create download’ (Click on ‘Accept terms and create download’).  
 
5. Klik iha ‘I accept the Terms of Use’ atu download dadus (Tick on ‘I accept the Terms of Use’ to 
download the data). 
 
6. Klik iha butaun ‘download’ atu download mapa (Click on ‘Download’ button to download the 
map). 
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7. Klick iha ‘Back to Index’ atu fila fali ba pagina antes (Click on ‘Back to Index’ to go back to the 
previous page) 
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Part 6. Ortho-photo (Part 6. Ortho-photo) 
Note: 
Iha parte ne’e ita bo’ot sira sei koko/teste proseduru atu hare no download mapa ortho-photo 
(In this part you are going to test the procedure of viewing and downloading ortho-photo map). 
1. Klik iha mapa ki’ik ne’ebe iha sorin karuk husi liafuan ‘Ortho-photo’ atu asesu no download 
mapa ortho-photo (Click on the thumbnail map in the left side of the ‘Ortho-photo’ text to 
access ortho-photo maps). 
 
2. Klik iha mapa atu halo bo’ot index (Click on the map to enlarge the index). 
 
3. Klik iha rektangulo laran atu hare mapa ortho-photo nebe ita bo’ot hakarak (Click on rectangle 
to view the required ortho-photo map). 
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4. Klik butaun ‘Download’ atu ba iha pagina nebe’e ita boot bele download ou print out mapa 
ortho-photo ne’e (Click on ‘Download’ button to go to page where you can download or print 
out the map). 
 
5. Klik iha ‘Accept terms and create download’ (Click on ‘Accept terms and create download’) 
 
6. Klik iha ‘I accept the Terms of Use’ atu download dadus (Tick on ‘I accept the Terms of Use’ to 
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7. Klik iha simbolu ‘home’ atu fila fali ba iha pagina principal (Click on ‘home’ icon to go back to 
the main page).  
 
 
Part 7. Lei no Regulamentu (Part 7 Policy and Guidelines) 
Note: Iha parte ida nee ita bo’ot sira sei koko/teste proseduru kona ba asesu no download lei 
kona ba rai no regulamentu kona ba prosesu foti dadus rai nian, arkiva dadus no produz mapa (In 
this part you are going to test the procedure of viewing and downloading the policy and guideline 
documents) 
1. Klik iha butaun ‘Policy/Guidelines’ (Click on the ‘Policy/Guidelines’ button to view and 
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2. Klik iha lei ou regulamentu atu asesu dokumentu ne’ebe ita bo’ot hakarak (ezemplo: klik iha 
‘law No.1/2003’) (Click on any law or guideline to view the required document (e.g. click on 
Law No. 1/2003)). 
 
3. Klik iha butaun ‘Download’ atu download lei ne’ebe presija (Click on ‘Download’ button to 
download the required law). 
 
 
